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Commence-

|

the program. The
class of 1918 were
of No. Waldo Pomona.
seated on the front
seats decorated with Meeting
(
r class
colors, green and white, the
Members of North Waldo Pomona
sophomores on the right wing and the
: Grange were guests
of Harvest Home
treshman on the left. The B.
H. S.
chorus, standing on steps arranged from Grange, Brooks, Wednesday, June 13th.
The day was one of the rare pleasant
the stage to the
main floor, furnished
ones of the season and there was a good
music for the
evening under the direction
attendance of patrons. W. J. Thompson,
of their music
instructor, Elbridge S.
was the
Pitcher, with Gladys Pitcher B. H. S. TO, master of the State Grange,
guest of the day.
Worthy Master F. M.
now Mrs. James T.
Sleeper of
i Nickerson presided and nearly all of the
is., at the piano. Those interested in
A. T.
officers were at their stations.
the school say the pupils never
sang so ! Nickerson acted as Lecturer and Jennie
wel1 before or presented a
better appear- Webb as
|
Lady Steward.
ance.
They sang “The Beautiful Blue :
Seven Granges were represented, among
Danube”—Strauss; “Even Bravest Hearts ! them being Burnham Grange represented
May Swell”—Gounod; and
“Blow, Ye by the master, Mrs. G. J. Mudgett and
Winds, Heigh-Ho”—Old English. The
Mr. Mudgett. There was no degree work
opening prayer was by Rev. J. Wilbor
and during the business session, C. C.
Richardson.

The senior class banquet was served at
the Baptist vestry at 6 p. m. June 13th.
The room was very simply decorated
(storage. .Small Pox in with yellow and purple, the class colors.
Self-Defense..
in
mpp
;>
England. .Our Wash Yellow drapery was hung at the doors
;
ransfers in Real Estate and the
;
supporting pillars were wound
Week. .The Probate
with strips of crepe paper.
The table
Overalls.
Wear
to
are
", ,f!ii6 at Freedom Acade- decorations were
Frit
principally yellow tulips.
Service Committee. The seniors were seated on
rt
the stage,
M ther’s Garden (poem)
Ball Under Shadow of over which hung their class motto, “On\ 1 he English Starling.. ward and Upward,” in purple letters on a
Maggot. .Those Stupid
After the guests, inyellow surface.
S
Obituary.
cluding parents, relatives and friends,
m Germany. .Death of
.Another Investiga- were seated the class marched in and
he Note to China..
took their places at the tables reserved
bituary.. Brooks..

M1'

I

H. S. Commencement.

The Banquet Ball and Graduating Exercises Very Successful.

Meeting of
nsur^el Societies...Meeting
of
ifv,d Pomona.
Fng.
Pomona..New
'f rjuntv
\i'

The B.

producers Association..
\jeeting of the Childrens’
Maine. .Personal. ^

v

hautauqua.

t

for them.

The

menu

was

abundant and

Belfast.

delicious, including cold chicken, salads
The address of the
evening was on
Meat...Statement by
of all kinds, relishes, hot rolls, assorted “The
d. The Southern Idea.
Twentieth Century Citizenship”
Loan”.. .Where Duty cake, ice cream and coffee.
Ralph A. by Prof. Wilmot B.
Mitchell, the head of
Mag Pledge.
Bramhall, B. H. S. 1909, the toast master, the English department of Bowdoin Col1776, 1812, 1861. .GenSensibly. .Items

was detained at his duties as cashier of
the City National Bank on the Liberty
Loan sale, and the informal speeches

;alke

Naps Between Editions

Mighty Warship. ..Work
uun

in Maine.

omitted.

Principal
Faulkner presided,and after
were

-lockton Springs..Born
t?d. Market.

ous

remarks which were

William
a

T.

j

Not forgetting the many great and
good citizens of the past,
particularly
those in Maine, the home of many of the
new

with

applause by the school, announced the
class history by Howard White Hatch.

1URCHES.

lege.

| country’s greatest
few humor- I mentioned
the

greeted

i and

war

men,

Prof. Mitchell

occasions,

new

duties,

conditions that demanded

new

types of citizenship and Maine has her
Quota of this kind, the speaker himself a
The class numbered 47 when it entered j good
i
exponent of the men he so vividly
Id as usual in the
the school; 35 the sophomore year, 29 the described.
Bright, pleasing of personalu Sunday with serjunior year and graduates with 26 mem- ity, with a well modulated voice that
|
j Wilson.
bers. A tribute was paid to James Bailey could easily be heard in all
parts of the
iapel will be opened Littlefield, who died in his sophomore j hall he
held the closest attention of all
r-u’ay. June 24th, at 4 year. Two members left in their senior 1 from
first to last.
Rev Benjamin Brewsyear, Vaughn E. Hayes, to accompany
In his address to the seniors he summed
i
lift. The Bishop has his
parents to the Pacific coast, and Ben up the principal points of his discourse
Marshall Foxwell Parker to enlist in the United
States and with
bright stories and poetry applied
j
if ihe work and he
Navy. As juniors the class was promi- them to the boys
especially. He urged
j
on
Ser•p
Sunday.
nent in the Senior Athletic Association.
them to be good citizens, to always keep
rred each week and
had
representatives in the Lyford young and to fall in love with their
They
work,
i. iconic
speaking contest at Colby College and in whatever they might choose in life. He
1.-,I church, minister, the Discussion League at the University
closed with repeating the poem, “Play
vihorne, 26 High St. of Maine. The oldest member was 22,
Up, Play Up and Play the Game.”
ill Ka Vialrt in iVia
the youngest 16; the heaviest weighed
The class gift to the school—three sec.I church on Sunday 169 and the lightest 95 pounds; the shorttions of the frieze, Alexander’s TriumThe subject of the est was 4 feet and 9 inches and the tallest
phant Entry in Rome, was presented by
Ail be “Son of Man.” about 6 feet. It was a good paper and
their president, Mr. Dexter, in a few well
hv our voluntary choir well presented.
chosen words of loyalty to B. H. S. and
f Mr. E. S. Pitcher,
The Misses Dexter and Macomber were gooa wisnes ror us iuture.
Principal
welcome you in our bright, witty and perfectly natural as
Faulkner was very happy in his speech
ol will meet at noon, they presented the class gifts, in every inof acceptance in behalf of the school.
7 o’clock will be
in the vestry. We
The choir wil]
you.
at

stance to

the embarrassment

of their

classmates and the merriment of the undergraduates. The gift table resembled

o’

m-

practice.

a toy shop
In behalf of the Athletic Association
impmeeting at Etna
Archie
Robinson presented
oe held Saturday and
Principal
Later
The many Faulkner with a beef steak set.
July 1.
Id famous psychic, the seniors presented him with a clock to

c

match the desk set from the freshmen.

vrbilt,

will be pleased
he present at this

■

Supt. Wm. B.

ng

of Charles

and serious

as

he addressed the class

there will be

I

president,

officers

Selden Con-

as

Gladys Bradford, Charles Pembroke
Carter, Doris Vera Coombs, Madeline
Orilla Coombs, Edna Verena Curtis, Harold Sturgis Dexter, Lillian Gray Dexter,
Methodist church next
Florence Mabel Donnell, Ruby Olive Faire
pastor, Rev. Charles
Charles Everett Getchell, Howart street, Telephone brother,
ard White Hatch, Bernys Pratt Holt,
r.
on “Pearl
Kepkerc
i meets at 12 o’clock Frances Hester Macomber, John Benjamin Parker, Marion Estelle Parsons,
* u
ndent, Mr. Clarence
Ralph Warren Peavey, Ola Belle Redman,
lf>
of teachers

I

l

corps
are
welcome to all who at* class for each and
all.
a
home with us in the

;
1

;

1

ome

in.

In the

Archie

nunuy,

even-

tor will speak on “The
and some of the old
have stood the test, will

|
1

4

|
1

ones also, worth while
id melody.
Everybody
ng song service. Strang-

Robinson,

Rachel Caroline

j

Donald Merle

Tibbetts,

ivinuieu

Louise

4

li be held at 7.30 in the

wara,

tractive than that

was

never

night, when

it

par-

at 7,30 prompt.

Church,

Rev.

J.

Wilbor

was

atdec-

uster; residence No. 1
lelephone 212-3. Everymd

and the stage where McKeen’s orchestra
was stationed, was in the same colors, a

grill of

ribbons screening the
musicians. The programs were dainty in
purple and gold and the order of dances
crepe paper

cordial welcome is
I included 16 numbers and several extras.
a church
with us. There are no The ball was largely attended and some
I
I"church depending upon very pretty evening gowns were worn by
t
"ributions for its support. the class and guests. Jersey ice cream
1
rybody’s church. Sun- was served at intermission.
'eaching service at 10.45,
The graduating exercises were held in
b"'
to.,
“Masonry and King
ration
.to the local Ma- the Opera House Thursday evening. The
present in commemoration stage was decorated with the materials
li.
1,1 s
"ay- At 12 noon, Bible used on former occasions by the Junior
*
teas,,. “es,m the vestry. A large class with Miss Kathleen Colcord as chair■h
enthusiasm, good teachda,w ,
aden u ,''r '“very age- A Welcome man of the committee. Large evergreen
*t, .“'visitors.
Young People’s wreaths were hung in the rear with the
vor meeting at 6.30.
>i
All class figures 1917.
Encircling the front
'f’
mvited. Sunday evening
",i,,.
of the stage were jardineres of purple
at 7'!0; minister’s
topic:
Ntino al"1
Scouring”—a pithy ser- lilacs, the class flower, the first to blos,,
118 men. This,
tetj Dr
Thursday, som this year, yellow flowers, etc. Large
meeting in the vestry at evergreen wreaths were spaced on the
wl,
’"
the public is cordially
led u
'mg next Sunday after- balcony railing. Seats were arranged on
!«
1 i,
uurthport Baptist|Church at the stage for the graduates, teachegs,
I

a

Mystic Grange,
day was
pleasant but the traveling very bad.
Only two autos ventured out to the meeting. The attendance was very good, 13
Granges were represented and the officers were nearly all present.
After the
opening exercises a class of two were, inRemarks
structed in the fifth degree.

people without

b,,(ilf'111

I''fe

K.'jJV
1

superintendent,

ministers and speaker

made about

were

a

a

dance

Parker

Marriner’s

in

was

tee.

Noon

recess

was

all were well cared

then taken and

for in

the dining
Grange reconvened in due time.
A fine address of welcome, prepared by
Sister Morrill and read by Sister Murch,
was responded to by Miss L. A. Cochran.
Memorial services then took place. Music
by Ada Cross and Earl Marriner, recitation
by Carrie Murch. As Past Master
j
! D. O. Bowen is sick and unable to attend
room.

the meetings, it was voted to send him a
letter of sympathy and a shower of post
cards.

tarifl

The topic,

commission

.el_

That
is

a

much

U..

j tableau,

hall.

pronounced it a very enjoyable meeting.
The next meeting will be with Tranquility Grange, Lincolnville, July 3d.
NEW ENGLAND MILK PRODUCERS

ASSOCIATION.

Commandery, Knights Temp-

a special conclave at their asylum last evening, June 20th, when the
order of Malta was conferred upon four
and the order of the Temple on two com-

lar, held

Meetings in Waldo County.
County organization, Edward Evans,
Belfast, Pres., G. J. Mudgett, Burnham,

Band,

Palestine Commandery will leave
the morning train June 25th for Skowhegan, where they will be guests of Deover

St. John’s Day.

district

meeting

held

with Knyvetta
District Deputy President, Mrs. Cora J. Bowker of Belfast,
presided at the business meeting held that
afternoon. A banquet was served at 6p.
m. by the hostess lodge, followed by de-

Lodge,

I. O. O. F.

The
gree work and an entertainment.
work was exemplified by Aurora’s deEach Lodge in the district
gree team.
furnished a number on the program. Mrs.
Evelyn Cottrell Frost of the Belfast
Lodge sang a soprano solo. There were
24 members present from Monroe and 8
came over from Castine in a motor boat.
Mrs. Julia Marley of Gardiner, vice president of the Rebekah assembly, was present and added much to the affair.
Nomination of

Judges.

Governor Milliken Monday nominated
former Justice Albert M. Spear of Gardiner, as an associate justice of the supreme judicial court to fill the vacancy
caused by the death of Chief Justice Albert R. Savage of Auburn.
Associate Justice Leslie C. Cornish of
Augusta was nominated for chief justice.

Eurnham.
25, 1918.
7.30 p. m. G. J. Mudgett, Burnham,
Pres., C. J. Lincoln, Clinton, Sec.
Wednesday, June 27, 1917. Belfast.
7.30 p. m.
Ralph Hayford, Belfast, Pres.,
John R. Waterman, Belfast, Sec.
Thursday, June 28, 1917. Knox. 7.30 p.
C. H. Patterson, Thorndike, Pres.,
m.
E. A Shibles, Knox Station, Sec.
Friday, June 29, 1917. Unity, 7.30 p.
R. S. Ward, Unity, Pres., C. B.
m.
Jones, Unity, Sec.
Saturday, June 30, 1917. Monroe. 7.30
W. S. Parker, Monroe, Pres.,
p. in.
Rofct. Kelley, Monroe, Sec.
Saturday, June 30, 1917. Winterport.
2.30 p. m. George H. York, Monroe,
Pres., Frank P. Clements, Winterport,

Monday,

on

Aurora Rebekah Lodge’s degree team
and other members motored to Searsport
last Thursday afternoon to attend the

Mrs. Frank B.

who is teaching there.

William

Mrs.

Mass.,

visit

with

F.

Mr.

and Mrs.

of her

Mrs. W. T. Faulkner and Mr. and Mrs.
Renworth Rogers, all graduates of

Mr.

Haverhill,

Miss Mary Wyllie returned to Thomaston last Friday after a visit at the home

H. S.

Schoppe in West Auburn.

brother,

A. B. Wyllie.

Miss Janetta Rogers arrived from Boston Saturday for a few days’ visit with
her mother, Mrs. Henry G. Hills.

Colby,

left last Monday morning to attend
mencement at their alma mater.

Seldon of

is

the guest of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. L. E. McMahan.

Schoppe and sons
Billie and Bobbie left Wednesday for a
short

Exeter, Mass.,

the guest several days last week of
Miss Maude E. Barker.
was

com-

Mrs.

and Mrs.

Louise C.

Strecker returned to

Edgar M. Hall of this
Boston Tuesday from a visit with her
city have been in Farmington the past
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Co'lins.
parents,
week, the guests of Mr. and Mrs. George
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hazelton of Chester,
A. Hodgdon and Mr. and Mrs. A. A.
N. H., arrived recently to visit their
Nickerson.

grandparents,

A. Eugene Nickerson of Portland and
Swanville was among those in attendance at the reunion of the Kents Hill

Mr.

and

Mrs.

John

H.

Healey.
Miss Margaret O. White of Miami and
Key West, who usually spends tie summer in Belfast, is doing society reporting
for a Key West Daily.

classes of ’80-’90 at the Kents Hill Commencement last week.

Mrs. W. C. Vose left by train last SatMiss Alice I. Whitten arrived Saturday
urday for a two weeks’ visit with her
daughter in Norwood, Mass. Miss Vose from Arlington Heights, Mass., to spend
will spend her summer vacation at her a three weeks’ vacation with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Whitten.
home on Northport avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry A. Lloyd of New
James Cooper of Dorchester, Mass., is
spending a week at the home of Mr. and York arrived by Tuesday morning’s boat
Mrs. Roscoe Black, joining Mrs. Cooper to spend the summer at Crosby Place.
and' young son, who are spending the Mr. Lloyd is recovering from a serious
summer

illness.

with her parents in East Belfast.

Mrs. James T. Sleeper of Beloit, Wis.,
who arrived recently to visit her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Pitcher, will spend
July and August in Thelford, Vt., where

Mrs. Abby McLane has arrived from
Washington, D. C., and opened her Northport avenue home for the
brother, Mr A. H. Allen of

season.

Her

Washington,

she will be musical director at Hanoum
Camp for Girls.

D. C., will join her the last of this month.
Miss Nettie Nickerson arrived from
New York last Sunday to spend the summer months with her parents, Mr: and
Mrs. Nahum Nickerson.
She was ac-

the

annex

Mr. Newton A. Rose and family of
Wellesley Hills, will arrive to-day, Thursday, to visit relatives in Belfast and
Brooks. Mrs. Rose was formerly Miss
Rebecca Cousins, well known here as the
niece of Miss J. A. Wiggin.

like institution in the State.

i W. Fairfield, Saco;
j Supt.,

i

S

!

J

|

i

j

[

Mrs. E. L. B.

Secretary and Field

four weeks of Mr

Brackett; Treasurer,

Shaw.

C. W. Wescott; Asst. Treasurer, Miss Alberta Farnham; Attorney, Hon. R. F.
Dunton.
Board of Managers to serve

Miss Myrtle E. Frost has arrived home

and Mrs. Chester W.
They returned home Tuesday.

from Wheaton

College, Norton, Mass.,

to spend the summer with her parents.
Miss Ethola W. Frost, who has been tak-

E. W. Ellis has closed his residence in
East Belfast, where he has lived many

ing post graduate work at the New Engi years, and left Tuesday to make his home land
Conservatory of Music, Boston, is
three j'ears: Mrs. J. W. Manson, PittsI in Chelmsford, Mass., with his son, Her- expected June 27fh for visit with her
field; Mrs. JamesH. Howes, Belfast; Mrs. bert E. Ellis. He plans to visit Belfast
parents.
Mary C. Mansfield, Belfast; Mrs. R. F. often in the future, as he leaves
many
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Getchell, Miss
Dunton, Belfast; Miss E. Maude Barker, friends and interests here.
Irene, Polly and Billie, arrived from AuBelfast; Miss Caroline E. White, Belfast;
Among the graduates from M. C. I. at gusta Saturday and are at their
Mrs. C. B. Porter, Old Town. Term excottage
Pittsfield last week were Agnes Merrill on
the Condon shore for the summer. Mr.
pires 1919. Mrs. Ira M. Cobe, Belfast;
Harriman of Sandypoint, Robert Rolfe
Getchell returned to Augusta Monday
Mrs. E. A. Wilson, Belfast; Mrs. Joseph
Whitehouse of Unity, Lennan Benson
but will spend the week-ends here
Mrs.
C.
A.
The
Tyler, Belfast;
Pilsbury, Bel- Gowen of
Troy, Helen B. Rowe of Burn- sons, Cecil and
Alton, will come :,ter
fast; Mrs. A. J. Nickerson, Searsport;
ham, and Mary Emily Wentworth of for a portion of the summer.
Miss Caroline M. Cutter, Belfast; Mrs.
Freedom. Miss Harriman had the saluMrs. Flora Carleton of (>id Town was
Thos. B. Dinsmore, Belfast. Term extatory and Mr. Whitehouse one of the in
town Monday from Bayside, where she
pires, 1920. Mrs. G. H. Denio, Bangor; class
prophecies.
has opened her cottage for the season.
Mrs. A. M. Ferguson, Belfast; Mrs. Moses
Ralph Clifford, son of Mr. and Mrs. Prof, and Mrs. Robert K. Steward of
W. Rich, Belfast; Mrs. A. I. Brown, BelWaiter J. Clifford, who enlisted in the
Michigan Agricultural College, Lansing,
fast; Mrs. W. B. Swan, Belfast; Miss
several months ago, Mich., are to
Maude E. Mathew's, Belfast; Mrs. Amos United States Navy
join her shortly after July
is reported ill with fever in a hospital in 1st.
They are undecided whether or not
Clement, Belfast.
The
South Carolina.
young man was they will make the trip in their ear.
The appointment of the house and supone of the first from Belfast to enlist
estate
real
committees
and
w’ere
left
ply
when war was threatened and is one of
Mrs. Brackett
to the executive board.
the youngest from this city in the serretires voluntarily from the presidency in
order to continue the field work which
Miss Florence Donnell, B. H S., 117,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. Craig and
she has carried on with the other duties
has entered the J. H. Howes’ store as
Mabel have returned from Holdaughter
Under the restrictions
for sixteen years.
bookkeeper.
where they attended the
of the new law' passed by the 78th legis- yoke, Mass.,
Miss Frances Maeomber, B. H. S., ’17,
commencement
at
Mt.
Holyoke
College.
lature this could not be done by the presihas entered the oflice of the Consumers
were
Mrs.
accompanied by
Mary
dent. The society is most fortunate in They
Fuel Co., to succeed Mrs. Florence Libbey
Dinsmore of Marysville, Calif., who came
securing the services of Mrs. Mansfield,
Keene resigned.
east to attend the commencement at
wno win Dring ooin dignity ana aDinty to
Gov. Carl E. Milliken has appointed on
and
will
be
their
Wellesley College
guest
the position.
the Maine Exemption Board for Waldo
at the Battery.
A majority vote of the directors was
B. F. Colcord, Searsport; R. F.
J. Ben. Parker arrived home Sunday County
recorded to withdraw from State control
Dunton, Dr. Orris S. Vickery, Belfast.
to
from
a six
Cape
Charles,
spend
Md.,
and work independently under the old
Miss Alberta Allen, formerly of Old
with his parents, Mr. and
form, but owing to difficulty of securing days’ furlough
! Mrs. John Parker. He is assigned to the Town, for several years one of the memfunds at the present time it was decided
U. S. S. Virginia and will join her next bers of the family attheGirls’ Home, left
to defer this until a little later.
to Norfolk, Va., for or- recently for Auburn, where she will make
No definite action was taken in regard Saturday, going
Ben likes the life, but finds it so i her home.
to methods of entertainment, bdt a com- ders.
He has been in the
Miss Marian Waterman, B. H. S T6
mittee of ways and means was appointed, different from home.
three weeks, but is gain- won the $60 prize for the highest rank in
consisting of Miss Maude E. Mathews, Naval hospital
the freshman year at Colby College
She
Miss Caroline E. White, Mrs. M. W. ing fas. now.
Miss Ethel Burr of Bangor, formerly [ returned Monday to spend the summer
Rich and Miss Caroline M. Cutter. The
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John R.
president in her report charged the mem- Assistant Superintendent of the Waldo
Waterman.
has
been
bers that “all efforts in behalf of their County Hospital,
appointed
John McLaughlin of Stockton, who
dependent little ones needed to be visiting nurse for the Bangor Antistrengthened not weakened by any neg- Tuberculosis association and will assume has been operating a Cadillac car between

The News of

Belfast.

|
j

j

Sec.

Accompanied by the Belfast

Molay Commandery

on

Mrs. John T. Brown of

Miss Adelia Cook left Friday noon for
North Conway, N. H., where she will
visit her aunt, Miss Frances A. Sargent,

C.

to

appointed Charles Howes, Edward Evans
and Allen Miller as the Pomona commit-

SECRET SOCIETIES.

panions.

debt of $2,000

Robert P. Coombs.

Mrs. John F. Rogers.

The nominating committee Miss Caroline E. White, Miss Caroline M. Cutter
and Mrs. E. A. Wilson reported the fol-

one

the county committee to map out work
for the demonstrator to do. The Pomona

the party.

Palestine

mother,

companied by her cousin, Anna Gahagan.
Alva W. Robinson of Winter Hill,
Mass., arrived last Saturday for a brief
Mrs. George F. Reynolds, son Roscoe
visit. The Robinson family have always
and Mrs. Harry Russell of Portland were
lowing list of officers and they were unan- kept their farm home near Little River
recent guests of Dr. and Mrs. Eugene L.
imously elected: President, Mrs. Mary and plan to come to it some time each
Stevens. They made the trip here with
Carle Mansfield; Vice Presidents, Hon. N. summer.
Dr. Stevens in his new
any

appointed in this county and each
Grange should appoint a committee of
three, the chairman to be a member of
be

Achorn, teachers,

and

a

Mrs. Henry G. Ingersoll of Portland is
the guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs

Mrs. Ruby Martin of West Penobscot
has been the guest the past week of her

built several years ago. The
investments t<*tal $14,500. The financial
standing of the society ranks well with

farm demonstrator.

The master announced that there

rveiin

orated in the class colors for the ball. The
Oject, “Must Religion be |
doors were hung with yellow draperies,
<■ will
be a meeting of i
held back with purple ropes and rosettes,
"uttee in the church
"S

with

Misses

Condon street.

five-passenger
McCausland, Old Town; Hon. E B.
Mrs. Edwin S. Bowker left last SaturPaige car. Dr. Stevens had been in PortWeeks, Old Town; Miss Maude E. Math- day for Winthrop, where she joined Mrs. land to attend the Maine Medical
SoA postponed meeting of Waldo County
! ews, Mrs. M. W. Rich, Belfast; Mrs. Lucy Thomas E. Bowker and little daughter
ciety.
Pomona Grange was held June 13th with
: D. Burleigh, South Berwick; Miss Martha
Martha E., who have been guests for
Belmont. The

“The soldier’s farewell and the
soldier’s return.” Grange closed and all

Shute, 1 chaperoned

more

society has only
new

j

that evening and afterwards motored to Belmont, where the festivities end-

ed

Rev. and Mrs. Albert E. Luce of Old
are visiting friends in Belfast.

Town

York.

Supt.,

County

Pomona.

non-partisan
needed by
this country, was discussed by Brothers
Howard, Miller, Goodwin, Berry, Abom

Sylvester

Bernard Weymouth, Howard Edmund
Wilson, Kenneth Bertrand Wyman, Grace
Margaret Mitchell.
President, Harold Sturgis Dexter; Vice
President, Grace Margaret Mitchell; Secretary and Treasurer, Bernys Pratt Holt.
Later in the evening all the pupils accompanied by their teachers went to Odd

!y welcomed to all our ;
Fellows Hall which
rtiursday, evening the

i

Ira

of Waldo

The festivities of the week closed Friday with a camping party at the Shute i
: cottage in East Belfast.
Although the !
1 weather was rainy they had a most en- l
| joyable day. In several cars they at! tended the band concert on school com- !
mon

Ira M. Cobe returned home last Sunday
a few days business trip to New

the routine work the reports of the year
given and accepted.

Clara D. York.

Meeting

PERSONAL.

from

were

June 16, 1918.

follows:

arv, George A. Emery,
dney W. Noyes, Port-

q*

Mrs. Emma Bickford of Norway arMay
Richard Stephenson was in Thorndike rived
Tuesday to visit Miss Inez E. Crawpresident Tuesday, June 19fh. There last
Saturday and Sunday, the guest of ford.
was a good attendance of the loyal workEli Mortland.
ers of the society and the meeting wafi
Miss Alice Southworth is attending
Thomas Watt of Rockland was in Belpleasant and harmonious.
commencement at St. Joseph’s Academy,
Mrs. E. L.
fast for the week-end at his home on
B. Brackett, Pres., presided and after
Portland.

no

on

referred with pride to the
Ben Parker, whose father

■

:

PERSONAL.

of Maine.

annual meeting of the Children’s
Society of Maine adjourned from
15fh was held at the home of the

The next meeting will be with South
Grange, Prospect, June 27th, and

its future and
absence of

Society

j AidThe

Branch

The juniors also presented Mr. and Mrs.
Faulkner with a pvra casserole and sugar

as

Aid

meeting in July. An adof the school committee, presented the dress of welcome by Flora Ward, a reclass with their diplomas. His brief ad- sponse by A. Stinson, music, recitations,
dress was witty as he very aptly applied a paper and topic and an address by C. O.
some of Prof.
Mitchell’s bright stories, Purinton comprised the program.
sence

of the Children's

Meeting

ceremonies.

Woodbury, in the abS. Bickford, chairman

would receive his diploma. This last relecturer and mesmark was received with rounds of apVanderbilt is enjoying tongs. The school presented Miss Achorn plause as Ben was a general favorite with
na\ mg fully recovered
with an electric table lamp, and the the school and favorably known by all.
her automobile acci- senior class gave her a cut glass and silThe class ode, written by Mr. Wyman,
: ! lias been doing her
ver pitcher
These three teachers had was sung by the seniors to the tune of
v oral months.
She is resigned.
“Tenting Tonight,’’ with Mrs. Sleeper at
.re season,
The prophecy by Archie Robinson and the piano.
having no
util December. The Pembroke Carter was received with re- While thinking tonight of years gone by,
With sad goodbyes to come,
re
beautiful at this peated applause by the undergraduates, Whate’er
our future life's to be;
movements are being who knew the conditions that prompted
The past we feel’s wed done
CHORCS.
'top at the grounds, these prophets to see ministers, doctors,
ven by railroads.
A dancers, suffragists, old maids, singers, Cheering tonight, cheering tonight.
Cheering for the sweet bye and bye.
expected.
artists, mothers and fathers of large Looking to the light, cheering for the right,
Three cheers for Belfast High.
in
the
seniors
who
had
nference of the Uni- families, etc.,
Maine, recently held monopolized the school dignity for the We always v ill strive to math that goal
Which makes u> true and kind.
: a resolution
placing past year.
Kind words anu deeds, 8 helping hand.
will
was
read by Howard
The class
With the thought “His hc-ip,” in mind
m hearty accord with
He very graciously Now teachers kind and schoolmates dear,
mgress of the United Edmund Wilson.
Vt e meet to say goodbye.
rts to preserve the left the rear of the assembly room to the
Our dear old school we’ll ne’er forget;
" racies
in the world, juniors to use as they pleased; to the
Three cheers for Belfast High
Kenneth Bertrand Wyman.
rs were elected: Presisophomores the ability to decorate as
The program closed with a benediction
Whitehouse, Augusta; well as the juniors of 1917; to the freshcries F. Johnson of men the French grammars; to the or- by Rev. Walter T. Hawthorne.
Later the school gathered in classes
id W. Snow of Port- chestra, tuning forks to take the place of
: treasurer, Llie
Rev. Miss Dexter, pianist. There were many and with their particular yells named all
Augusta.
Joseph W. minor bequests that showed clearly the their teachers in the following order:
'.and, who for 80 years generosity of the class of 1917 to the B. William Thomas Faulkner, Harold Payson
Cobb, Mel vena Valentine Parker,
dent of the Maine Uni- H. S. teachers and pupils.
The program folders for this occasion Leona Josephine Achorn, Onie
May'
retired today, being
itmal meeting by Leslie were neat and attractive and included Banks, Caro Beverage Faulkner, ElAugusta. Other officers the names of the senior class and its bridge Simmons Pitcher,
o)

Annual

The report of the President and Field
Mrs. Brackett, showed fully as
much work accomplished as in former
years, but with much greater effort. The
visiting, soliciting, investigating homes
and accompanying girls to and from the
Clements announced that a demonstrator
Home show most creditable results.
would be sent to the county from the U.
More than 600 calls have been made and
of M. in the near future. At recess the
nearly $1,000 turned over to the treasury
ladies of Harvest Home Grange served a
in contributions.
fine dinner in the banquet hall.
Thirty-five girls have been eared for in
Grange was reassembled in the fifth the Home
during the year.
of
Seth
and
in
the
absence
Nordegree
in the Home beginning
Number
wood, Master of the host Grange, S. J.
of year,
19
Crockett, a veteran of the Civil War,
Taken in,
16
greeted the visitors in cordial words of
Placed out,
14
3
Returned,
welcome and A. T. Nickerson responded
19
Average
number,
in his usual pleasing manner.
21
Largest number at one time,
A reading by Albert Lowe was followed
17
Smallest,
by a song by Lewis Leonard. Mr. ThompThere are twenty-one in the Home at
son was called upon at this time ind gave
the present time and twenty outside still
an address
appropriate to tl.e times, under
observation, not yet adopted. Sevdwelling at some length on the problems eral
girls hav. been placed in excellent
of the farmer and how they could be met.
homes in other States, among them two
Helen Crockett was called upon and reinfants. The youngest now in the Home
sponded with an excellent reading. The
is eight months and the others range
discussion of the following topic was
from three years to sixteen.
opened by F. M. Nickerson: Should voThe report commended the splendid
cational training be introduced into every
work done by the efficient mat ron, Mrs.
rural secondary school? O. B. Dow, C. C.
MacNeil and the gratifying results of the
Clements, Augusta .Stevens, D. M. Kim- farm under Mr. MacNeil’s supervision and
W.
J.
Nickerson in the face of
ball, A. T. Nickerson,
many discouraging feaand Rev. A. J. TorslelT, Secretary of the
tures. The receipts from farm products
Anti-Tuberculosis Association of Maine,
were more than any previous year, being
participated in the discussion. The sen- upwards of
$600, this in addition to the
timents expressed were nearly unaniconsumption of milk, butter and eggs by
mously opposed to such training, espe- the
large family. The treasurer’s report
cially in the rural High schools. After was read
by Miss Farnham, Ass’t Treasthe customary acknowledgment of coururer, and showed receipts $4,698.41. Distesies the meeting was closed with the
bursements including repairs,
buying
usual

,1

......

~NUMRFR

1917.

on

Beloit^

....
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June

Sec.

NEW SUPEKIN TEN DEN 1 OE

lect through other needs; that this

Home in almost twenty-five years canestimated, but its right to exist is

not be

supreme.
WAR

Dr. A. O. Thomas of Lincoln, Neb, Nominated by Gov. Milliken.
Dr. A. O. Thomas of Lincoln, Neb., has
been nominated for State superintendent
oi schools by Governor Milliken. If confirmed, he will succeed Glenn W. Starkey
of Augusta, who received a temporary
appointment a year ago to fill the vacancy caused by the resignation of Paycommissioner of
son Smith to become
He .is a
education in Massachusetts.
graduate of Amity College and was for
of
Public
Intwo years superintendent
struction in Nebraska.

SUMMARY.

During the last week the submarines
were

SCHOOLS

was

the highest type of service following the
Master’s command that ‘not one of these
should perish.’
The good work of the

more

active and

the

number

of

ships sunk was somewhat larger than
during the previous week. Air fighting
has been unusually active and the indications are that aerial warfare is rapidly
becoming a more important factor in
Published reports
military operations.
indicate that in the air the Allies are too
strong for the Germans. On the battle
fronts no extensive operations have been
undertaken. Raids, trench fighting, attacks and counter attacks have resulted
in no important gains. The news from
Russia is more favorable but aiTairs are

still chaotic.

this city and Bangor since the early
spring, will, following this week, operate
two cars over the route one leaving this
fine personality and wide experience. city in the morning at eight o’clock and
She recently completed a course in public the other at 1.30 in the afternoon. The
cars will leave Bangor
health nursing at Columbia University.
at 0.30 in the
President Robert J. Aley of the* Uni- morning and three in the afternoon, each
versity of Maine left Monday night en day. With these big comfortable high
route for Portland, Oregon, where he powered cars there is no reason why the
Belfast and Bangor
will attend the meeting of the National service between
Education association which holds its an- should not be of the best.
nual meeting in that city July 7-14. Dr.
Poor’s Mills. There will be a sale of
Aley is president of the association. He aprons and fancy articles at the hall
will be accompanied by Mrs. Aley and Tuesday evening, June 26th. They will
will visit a number of educational insti- give a short play, “The Benevolent Sotutions on the way to the coast. Miss ciety.”
No admission fee.
Ice cream
Margaret Braun, his secretary, will leave and cake will be served.Miss Amy WilFriday night for visits in Chicago and son visited her father M. O. Wilson last
Salt Lake City and will join Dr. and Mrs. week.C. A. McKinley was at home'for
Aley later for the trip west to attend the a short visit with his sister, Mrs. Cole
meetings of the N. E. A. as Dr. Aley’s last week.... Mrs. Margaret Wood is stopsecretary at the convention in Portland, ping with Mrs. Lucy Jackson for a short
Oregon. Miss Braun is well known in time.School finished last Friday. The
this vicinity, as her family have long scholars gave a fine entertainment and
been cottage owners and summer visitors quite a number of the parents and friends
were present.
at Northport campground.
her duties at

once.

Miss Burr is

a

grad-

uate of the Eastern Maine General Hospital training school and is a nurse with

The

A

Republican Journal.
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By

E. L.

Step

Self-Defense.

in

Yes!

Lift

Hewdick, Chief, Bureau of Seed

1917.

Improvement.

Com
Oft Without Pain!

The

a

Cincinnati Authority Tells How to Diy
a Corn or Callous so It Lifts

Probate

JAP WARSHIP COMES HERE WITH

Court.

a

Experience is a good teacher and the
siding:
price the farmers of Maine have had to
Off with Fingers.
Petitions for probate of wills were preYou corn-pestered men and women need
The Republican Journal Pub. Co pay for seed for this season’s planting
will, no doubt, open the eyes of a great suffer no longer. Wear the shoes that nearly sented in estates of Noah W. Barker, late
killed you before, says this Cincinnati authori
of Troy; Samuel Clegg, late of Frankfort;
many. Seed wheat at $4.00 per bushel,
A. I. BROWN, Editor.
ty, because a few drops of freezone applied
seed potatoes at $3.00 and $3.50 per directly on a tender, aching corn or callous, Phebe A. Fraser, late of Belfast; Cora M.
soreness at once and soon the corn or
ADVERTISING Terms.
For ore square, one bushel, seed beans as high as $14.00 a stops
Cole, late of Burnham.
hardened callous loosens so it can be lifted out,
inch length in column. 25 c*>nts for one week
and Longfellow variety yellow root nnd all, without pain.
bushel,
Accounts were presented in estates of
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
A small bottle of freezone costs very little at
corn at $6.00a bushel, are prices paid that
Subscription Terms
In advance. $2 00 a
James
A. Watts, late of Freedom, first
take
will
off
positively
any drug store, but
year; $100 for six months; 50 cents for three
have come under my personal observa- every hard or soft corn or callous. This should and final; Jessie L. Nickerson, late of
months,
tion and I have heard of still higher j be tried, as it is inexpensive and is said not to Swanville, second and final; Lawriston C.
irritate the surrounding skin.
prices for some of this seed.
If your druggist hasn’t any freezone tell Cilley, late of Brooks, first and final;
The high price was not, however, the him to get a small bottle for you from his John R. Sparrow, late of Knox, first and
wholesale drug house. It is fine stuff and acts
only difliruly, for in many cases, the like a charm every time.
final; Deborah J. Braley, late of Belmont,
farmers were unable to secure, at any :
first and final; Rose A. Cilley, late of
price, the seed which they wanted, and
Brooks, first and final; Frank Rowe, late
Letter.
Our
of Brooks, first and final; Samuel W.
especially was this true of yellow corn
and some varieties of beans.
Johnson, late of Belfast, first and final;
Washington is thronged with visitors. Horace Muzzy, late of Searsmont, first;
Good seed is something that cannot be
The tourists are here rushing from place
Mary E. Whitcomb, late of Islesboro, first
furnished on short notice, and plans for
to
place. They go by in couples and in and final; James W. Knight, late of
next year’s seed should be made during I
groups. They are delighted by everyNorthport, first and final; Nathan F.
Experience has,
this growing season.
thing they see and fatigue is forgotten as
is
it
when
Houston, late of Belfast, first and final;
taught that local-grown seed,
they scan the guide books for some new Charles E.
Thompson, late of Montville,
handled properly, gives the best results,
attraction. The solid business men of the
first and final; Henry F. Marden, late of
because it is acclimated and used to soil j
country are here from every State in the
Freedom, first and final; Richard Parker,
I conditions. For example, in sections of i Union.
They are an earnest patriotic late of Frankfort, first and final; Caroline
certain
a
know
that
farmers
Maine the
to
offer
their
body of men, and come
RUSSIA.
Dolloff, late of Belfast, first and final;
variety of corn grows best and plan to
plants to the service of the government. Edwin S. Stevens, late of Unity, first and
use that variety, while in another section,
Not much has been written of late
A very large majority of our visitors, final.
an entirely different variety may be the
about what Russia really is, and perhaps
however, are men who think the melons
Petition for administration was prebest grower. What is true of corn is also
some of our readers may be interested in
are ripening in the treasury garden, and
sented in estate of Albert R. Willey, late
true of other crops.
he following fragmentary facts:
they want to be on hand in season for the of Burnham.
The best method to adopt, in my mind,
The Russian empire holds dominion
cutting. They have new inventions which
Petitions for allowance was presented
i is to grow at least enough of each crop
over about one-sixth of all the land on
will end the war at once. They want
in estates of Sarah E. Perry, late of Mont1 for
warwill
that
conditions
under
seed,
Tt has two and one-half times
the globe.
where
can
some good sheltered place
they
ville; Frank W. Morse, late of Thorndike.
rant the best results. In the potato piece
the area and one and one-half times the j
get in out of the “draft.” Some of them
Petition for distribution was presented
i keep an eye out for dwarfed and diseased
want to be Brigadier Generals. The War
population of the United States. It proin estate of Henry F. Marden, late of
and take your seed from hills that
plants
of
annuaiduces about 85,000 pounds
gold
j have a strong, vigorous plant and yield a Department is besieged by grafters who Freedom.
lv.
want contracts. Every department is beCoal, iron, copper, oil and salt are
fair amount of good-sized tubers when
abundant.
Under peace conditions the
ing worked by these parasites and there
this fall.
in estate of Wayland
was presented
normal exportations of wheat, corn, oats dug
seems to be no help for this.
Here they
Watch your bean plants and remove
late of Belfast.
and rye amount to about 5150,000,000 anare and here they will stay as long as Knowlton,
from a section of the piece, hills that are
Petitions for probate of wills were alnually. The cotton and woolen factories
they can pay their hotel bills.
weak or show signs of disease, such as
lowed in estates of Elden C. Emerson,
weave annually about 5300,000,000 worth
The President has written a note to
or anthracnose, which is in appearlate of Frankfort; Susan A. Rivers, late
of fabrics. The wool used is almost all rust,
and Japanese newspapers have
On some hills of China,
similar to rust.
of Searsmont; Recardo S. West, late of
of it grown in Russia.
Russia has about ance,
rather pointedly suggested that Japan
will be
a mold
Jeremiah O. Hayes; late of
35,000,000. horned cattle and about 70,- beans, badly diseased,
desired the United States to mind her Searsport;
noticed early in the season and these
Chesley
Belfast;
Matthews, late of Sears100,000 sheep. The above statistics, withown business.
“Mind your own busishould be removed
Velzora A. Mitchell, late of Belfast.
out further extension, show that Russia
ness” is usuallv good advice but opinions port;
To get the best corn seed, a selection
Petitions for administration were alis a country capable of great developdisagree as to when it should be proffered.
should be made in the fall, when the ears j
lowed in estates of Charles A. Pilsbury,
ment.
has been growing pretty fast for
Japan
Go through the piece and |
late of Belfast; Caroline L. Sprowl, late
A little less than one-third of the land are filled out.
several years and has considerable bestalks not excessive in height,
of Montville; Mary M. Fowler, late of
of Russia is in Europe, a little more than choose
in
her
veins.
blood
After
ligerant
boiling
bn1 of avprntfp height., having an car with
two-thirds is in Asia. About five-sixths
Unity; Betsey A. Haswell, late of Mon1 her editors have cooled down a little perin even rows and extending
of the population of the empire is in the kernels
haps they will realize that China pays roe; Mark P. Palmer, late of Thorndike;
the tip of the cob. The posiEuropean Russia, or Russia proper, as it well over
quite as little attention to “notes” as Placentia Knowlton, late of Belfast; Anna
is sometimes called.
Conditions existing tion of the ear on the stalk, and type of Germany did to those written to her. D. Dyer, late of Thorndike.
Petitions for guardians were allowed in
today in European Russia are of vital im- stalk, should be noted. Mark the stalks Congress needs vigorous prodding by
so that seed ears can be saved at time of
j their constituents. It takes too much estates of Sadie J. Dyer of Thorndike;
portance to the United States, because
there the government is located, there harvesting.
time to enact highly important legisla- Milton R. Fogg of Searsmont; Frank L.
I might mention other crops, but the tion.
vo
1*3
UIICCICU
U1
Whatever blame is attributed to the Willey of Burnham; Annie M. Partridge
uiauv,
main point is to look ahead and prepare.
peace terms concluded.
President and his Cabinet, Congress must of Searsport.
The present is not the first instance We often hear it said, and 1 believe it is bear its deserved share. Gradually, howPetition for appointment of agent was
when Russia has been fickle in her alli- true, that only about one-third of our ever, order is coming out of chaos, in- allowed in estate of Frank W. Morse, late
The reason for this is the fact farmers pay any attention to seed im- creased efficiency is being manifest in of Thorndike.
ances.
we are all agreed
that 40 different dialects are spoken in her provement, and 1 think
Petition for custody was allowed in espreparedness, and partizanship is yielding
for every
70 administrative districts. Therefore, that this is absolutely wrong,
slowly to common sense. Congressmen tate of Lena May Stevens of Belfast.
be improving his seed each are
Accounts were allowed in estates of
the people could not have unity of thought farmer should
doing a little more work from the
nose up to the bald spot and a little less Charles A. Moody, late of Lincolnville,
or .'purpose, nor could they readily be led year.
If you want seed for next season, other from the nose down to the
by high ideals. Their rulers for genera"
point of the first and final; Winslow H. Ryder, late of
than
you have planted now, look around chin.
been
tions had
selfish, corrupt and cruel.
Monroe, first and final; John W. Davis,
and get your neighlate of Northport, first and final; HenriAbsolute despotism, oppression, poverty in your community
who is raising what you want, to
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
etta T. Nickels, late of Searsport, first.
and sometimes famine had embittered bor,
PUBLISHED EVERY

ENVOr^®*

report of the June term
County Probate Court,
Up
Judge Harry E. Bangs of Belfast, preFollowing is

of the Waldo

THURSDAY BY

Washington

inium

aiv.

the overthrow of the Ramanoff dynasty
new thought and

thrilled the people with

hope.

It was inevitable that

desire for peace
In the joy of the

a

should manifest itself.

present the future has not yet been considered. Russia does not realize that to make
her peace secure Germany must be conIf Germany triumphs Russia
quered.
will soon find the yoke of the Hohenzolierns

more

oppressive than has been that

of

the Romanoffs. The latest news is
that German overtures have been rejected.
Will Russia be governed by the advice of
the Allies? If she decides to do this the
war

will

end

next

year

end perhaps

sooner.

COLD

STORAGE.

About five weeks ago

a

commission

was

appointed to ascertain whether the cold
storage warehouses were withholding food
A partial report has been made
supplies
although not all these places have been
investigated. He have before us a statement that the work already done discloses
that in cold storage are 54,834,191 pounds
of poultry, 216,464 barrels of apples, 8,ion

nonrwlc

cvf

knit or-

tfl IY7A ^<70

take care of

his

crop,

and

offer

him

for good seed to make it
worth his while. It is my belief, from a
close connection with the situation, that

enough

more

the most of the seed planted in Maine
this year was of a good quality, but in
some crops

an

excessive demand for the

seed brought sales of slightly inferior
and it is a repetition of this that

stock,
we

want to avoid.

Each season brings a demand for the
best seed and farmers are willing to pay a
little more for it, so, in carefully watch-

The following transfers of real estate
were recorded in Waldo County Registry
of Deeds for the week ending June
1917:

Dorothy M.
Frederick L.

15,

Brought into San Francisco on the Japanese warship Azuma, the body of our late araims>
W. Guthrie, is seen being transferred on to the revenue cutter Golden Gate
Mr. GuthrV
plow »ai March S.

4
The

Warrants and inventories

were

in Searsmont.

of 50 coal cars direct from the mines in

Arthur W.

Marion

C.

Thorndike,

Monroe,

Leonard, do.;

to

land in Thorn-

Ask your dealer for booklets about the New Perfection Oil Cook Stove—the
is used in 2,500,000 homes—and the New Perfection Kerosene Water

For best results

STANDARD
\

Pennsylvania to district headquarters in dike.
Home Companion says in the July issue:
each of the New England States was anErnest S. Wing, Searsmont, to Augus“Something is going into the summer
nounced recently by the New England
tus N. Jewett; do.; land in Searsmont.
eoal committee.
girl’s trunk this year that has never gone
Mary A. Quigley, Camden, et als., to into it before! Have
“We are organizing New England into
you guessed already
districts,” said Chairman James J. Stor- Albert L. Hackett, Winterport; land in that ‘it’ is
overalls, and that she has taken
“For
row of the committee to-night.
Winterport.
the hint from the busy, capable women in
example, Manchester, N. H., will be the
center of the southern New Hampshire
Europe who have been doing men’s work
district.

We will

run

our

solid train

RED CROSS

WEEK.

pounds of cheese and 4,549,858 cases of without dropping a car, straight through
The present has been officially proNothing is said about beef, pork from the mine to Manchester in less than
eggs.
and other meats nor about sugar and other 100 hours, instead of the fortnight it now claimed as Red Cross week by every Govi oods which are hoarded away to force the takes, or frequently, a month under pres- ernor in New England. The Governor in
ent conditions. At Manchester the train
each case has called upon the people to
prices higher. Nothing will be done by will be
split up and the cars switched
the investigators except to investigate around to feed Manchester and other devote their time and energy this week to
southern New England points.
un til the appropriation is exhausted. Then
aiding in the great work of realizing a
“This coal is to be in addition to the
the farce will stop. The fact that cold
big war fund for the Red Cross. The
lots
in
coal now moving as single carload
•storage has been used to force up prices mixed trains.
When this train load pro- action of the New England governors is
-aas been known for years.
No investi- gram has been working for a short time to be followed
by the governor of every
we think New England will be back on
gation was needed.
State in the Union.
will
to
the
trains
coal
Similar
go
map.
President Wilson has asked Congress
With National and State authorities
points in Connecticut, Rhode Island, Verto give him authority to control this and
recognizing Red Cross Week
mont, Massachusetts and also Maine, if officially
and the great War Fund, and with the
some other matters connected with food coal enough does not
reach Maine by
mayors and selectmen of every city and
water.
supply.
“We absolutely cannot get under pres- town actively participating in the big
Thus far Congress has shown no inent conditions, coal cars for this train campaign, it is easy to foresee that the
clination to iish or cut bait. We cannot
movement unless we can count on the in- campaign will receive more attention than
pilch the refractory members overboard defatigable co-operation of the people any similar movement in the history of
the country. In addition to official apuntil march 4, 1919, so we may be obliged who are to get this coal, in unloading
proval, the most prominent men and
their
to
cars.
have
been
We
obliged
to tighten our belts, work a little harder |
promise that every one of these cars will women of every section are enlisted
and p.erhaps go on a strike for more be
unloaded in one day so it can start among the active workers, so that it is
wages. Congress may, after wordy de- right hack to the mines for the next believed that the plan to raise $7,000,000
liberation give the President the power train load.
in New England, will speedily be a realhe asks.
Perhaps conditions may not
“It is up to the New Englanders to ity.
then be changed very much. Writing make
The children are already doing a large
good on their part of the program.
notes will not avail.
Any district, any dealer and any user share in raising funds for the benefit of
the
boys who go to the front. The pupils
who cannot unload his car or cars in one
SMALL POX IN BANGOR.
of several Sunday schools have voted to
day should not apply for this coal.”
forego their annual picnics and to turn
There are now nine cases of small pox
over the money usually expended in that
Vehicles
Must
After
7th.
Carry Lights
July
in Bangor, according to the statement of
It
manner to the Red Cross War Fund.
Jo hn Goldthwait, secretary of the board
is believed that many more Sunday
a
The
last
enacted
law
Legislature
of health, all being mild cases, but proschools will take the same action and that
nounced by Dr. G. M. Woodcock, who is which becomes operative July 7fh, pro- the children of New England will thereconsidered an authority, as being small viding that every vehicle on wheels by set a fine example for their elders.
whether stationary or in motion shall have
pox.
T hree patients are at the pest house on attached to it at least one light so disYou’ll Look 10 Years lounger.
the city farm, the others being quaran- played as to be visible from the front and
one
hour
and
Rid
hour
after
sunset
one
yourself of constipation and be a new
tined in Forest avenue, Fruit street and rear,
either sections. Of the patients, seven before sunrise. The only exemptions man or woman. Take Dr. King's New Life
are men and two are boys.
Three pa- made were vehicles to be propelled by Pills and expel the poisons that weaken your
tients have been discharged from the hand and vehicles for the transportation system, foul your bloodiand make you old beof hay, wood, lumber or stone. Anyone
pest house.
fore your time. One or two »t night will clear
In East Hampden four houses are quar- driving a vehicle without such lights is
your complexion, brighten your eyeB and give
antined, one case there being said to be a subject to arrest and fine. In nearly back the springy Btep of youth. For health
every other State in the East all vehicles
severe one.
and happiness let Dr, King’s New Life Pills do
The Bangor board of health has given must carry lights.
for you what they hove done for thousands.
orders that no pupils from East Hamp25c.
den be allowed to attend the schools here
V i fci OiSVU
until further notice and it is repuested
HOB
that people from East Hampden refrain
S.MBH0131J
from attending church here.
FOR BACKACHE KIDNEYS AND BLADDER

Aid ueiDTino

FOLEY MONEY--ILLS

since the war started?
“The American girl is a level-headed
young person, and when she is planning
her clothes she considers carefully their

appropriateness. That’s why she is looking with favor this summer on the new
overalls for women that have just been
but upon the market.

“The shops are displaying them in cool
durable materials selected purposely for
summer wear.
They come in percale and
denim in solid colors, and in most atalso in the veryThey consist of an
easy-to-get-into coat, and overalls which
arc full enough to suggest in themselves
that they will be donned not by mere
man, but a very feminine young person.”

If the kidney secretions

Suspect

your

kidneys

are

disordered—

and “take

a

stitch in

time."
Use Doan’s Kidney Pills, the time-tried,
home-endorsed kidney remedy.
It may save you from some serious kidney
trouble.
Make use of Mrs. McKeen’s experience.
Mrs. Julia G. McKeen, 188 High street, Belfast, says: “I suffered from a dull ache across
the small of my back and I had occasional dizzy
spells. After using Doan’s Kidney Pills I was
greatly benefited. I got this medicine from A.
A. Howes & Co.’s Drug Store, and can recommend it

highly,

for it did

other remedy I have
trouble."
any

me

more

ever

used

good

than

for kidney

Price 60c at all dealers. Don’t simply ask
for a kidney ren edy—get Doan’s Kidney Pills
—the same that Mrs. McKeen had.
PosterMilburn Co., Props., Buffalo, New York.

*
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WHEREAS

Unity

Notice of

Lake

duly organized under the laws of the State of
Maine, and having its principal place of business

is open for

en-

gagementsjfor

1917

Wm. M.

Thayer

Business

Manager

gTrl

in

Unity,

in

the

County

of Waldo and

State of Maine, by its mortgage deed, dated
November 1, 1916, and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds. Book 325, Page 331, conveyed
to me, the undersigned, a certain parcel of
real estate and rights appurtenant thereto, situated in Unity, in the County of W nldo, and
bounded and described as follows: “Lying on
the westerly side of the stage road leading
from Unity Village to West Troy and bounded
to wit: Beginning at the northeasterly Corner
of land forn erly of Joseph Mason; thence
westerly on said Mason's northerly line about
1010 feet to the twenty-five mile pjnd, socalled; thence northerly along the shore of

said Pond about 2250 feet to land formerly in
possession of Horace Mitchell; thence easter-

said Mitchell line about 750 feet to a
stake and stones; thence southerly at right
angles about 656 feet to stake and stones;
thence easterly at right angles about 319 feet
to an elm tree and said stage road; thence
southerly on said stage road to the place of
beginning, containing thirtv-two acres, more
or less .Meaning and intendi g to convey in the
above parcel the same premises deeded to the
Unity Lake Land and Improvement Association
by Lucetta F. Hunt uy her deed dated July 27,
1892, and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds,
Book 237, Page 61. Excepting, however, from
this conveyance the reservations containtd in
said deed and excepting further such lots of
land as have been conveyed by the Unity Lake
Land and Improvement Association to various
individuals and associations
“The grantor also conveys hereby the right
to tatte water from a spring on premises formerly owned by Abigail Lafland, said spring is
known as the Webb spring, together *ith the
right to dig a trench, lay and maintain in suitable repair pipes for the purpose of conducting said water from the spring aforesaid to the
premises first descr bed herein through and
across the lar.d formerly of Abigail Lafland,
land formerly of F. A. Barth tt, known as the
Mitchell lot, and land formerly of Lucetta
Hunt.
“The grantor further sells, aRsigns and
transfers
iO the grantee all its franchises, rights and credits wherevtr the same
may be found.”
“This whole conveyar.ce is intended to Convey and to sell to the grantee all the property,
real and personal, of the grantor together
with all its franchises, rights and credits of
every name, nature and description.”
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken; Now, therefore, by reason of
the breach thereof, I claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
Sw25

ly

on

hereby

WANTED
APPLY AT THE

CHARLES E. LIBBY.

TRUCKING

JOURNAL OFFICE.

I am prepared to do all kinds of
Furniture and piano moving

THE DIAMOND BRAND.
a
Ladles! Ask your Druigirlst for
Chl-ehes-ter’s Diamond Brand/*-A
Pills in Red and Oold metaUicYv/
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon. \/
Take no other. Buy of your V
Drunlst. Ask for C1I1-CI! KS-TER'g
DIAMOND BRAND PILLS, for 85
years known as Best, Safest, Always Relia! lo

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

a

cern.

by

a

2-ton

tbe Cadillac con-

Leave orders at tbe stable, corner of

Main and Cross streets, and they will
ceive

re

attention.

prompt
Telephone connection.
W. W. BLAZO,
126

John
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Now, therefore,
the condition there:
Bank claims a fore
Dated this eleven’.'
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situated on the south
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lows, to wit: Bound*
merly of the late H<
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specialty

Have just added to my equipment
Acme auto true kmade
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gTOVESOWD OVENS

Land and Improvement Association, a corporation

People Neglect Early
Symptoms of Kidney Trouble.

dizzy spells—

W

8

of NEW YOU':

COMPANY

Notice of foreclosure.

Too Many Belfast

If your back is lame—if you feel dull, tired
and all worn out
If you have bard headaches, backaches and

B

SOCONY Kerosene.

use

NEW YORK

OIL COOK

tractive stripes, and
durable khaki shade.

suspecTyouiTmimys

j*V

NEW PERFECT]Of

return-

the Woman’s

editor of

OIL

PRINCIPAL OFFICES:

GIRLS ARE TO WEAR OVERALLS.
The fashion

m

can use

Equipped with the Long Blue Chimney—that means perfect combustion and run
A new feature, the reversible glass reservoir, patented, with bai.
flame control.
away with any annoyance in filling.

Maplewood Cbmetery Corporation, Lin- ed in estates of Charles Jellison, late of
colnville, to E. C. Freeman & Son, do.; Brooks; J. Fred N. Park, late of Searsing your crop, you are helping to grow land in Lincolnville.
port; Annie M. Earle, late of Troy; Jane
more and better crops for yourself, and at
Ruth N. Dillaway, Winterport, to Eu- M. Chick, late of Winterport; Daniel H.
the same time, will have seed to sell gene H.
Dillaway, do.; land and build- j Clark, late of Freedom; Laura A. Downes,
which will command a better price.—
late of Winterport; Alice M. Fogg, late
ings in Winterport.
Maine Department of Agriculture, John
Ben D. Field, Belfast, to Ralph W. of Searsmont; Irene V. Poland, late of
A. Roberts, Commissioner.
Ames, et al., do. ; land and buildings in Searsmont; James Lewis Duncan, late of
June 9, 1917.
Belfast.
Montville; John R. Sparrow, late of
George E. Nash, Camden, to James G. Knox; Helen R. Houston, late of Belfast;
COAL FOR NEW ENGLAND.
Googins, Searsmont; land and buildings Nellie M. Butler, late of Monroe.
A plan to supply New England’s coal
requirements by running emergency trains

;

|

Cook Stove.

Petition for distribution was allowed in
Searsport.
Ephraim M. Richards, Searsmont, to estate of Eromen R. Nilson, late of MonAndrew S. Richards, do.; land in Sears- roe.
mont.

*11

Or you can pre-heat tin
all four burners for grate surface cooking.
extinguish the flame and finish your cooking with the heat sealed and retained
specially constructed oven.
You

boro; Lawriston C. Cilley, iate of Brooks.
Petitions for license to sell real es-

Nickerson, Caribou, to
Black, Frankfort; land in bins, et als., minors of Belfast.

Complete Oil Cook Stox

Four burner stove, cabinet, warming shelf, and built-in heat
oven, all combined in one compact, yet roomy, New Perfe

Petitions for allowance were allowed in
estates of Ida M. Pendleton, late of Isles-

tate were allowed in estates of Andrew J.
Curtis, late of Monroe; Hervey W. Rob-

—*——.-...

by American Press Association.

v> m

the peasantry and anarchy, nihilism and
socialism had become rife. These were
the conditions in Russia when suddenly

new

.■.■«■■■■■.
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Now, therefore by
the condition then
Bank claims a forecloMir
Dated this eleventh
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Freedom

at

idemy.
| one of the most sucnents in the history of
The week opened on
when the Rev. H. E.
sta delivered the ansermon to the gradin'!) being tilled with
and friends. Flowers
■

fnt

and the

platform

I he

student choir. Mr.
a forceful address on
of life,” and was lisiitention by all prese church was again
vesper service
and

usual the

as

The prizes were
Nickless, and Lee

i

e

follows:

in was as

1

Mon-

annual prize reading

■

usic

Principal Harry Wood*

iuoic

.a

mond Sidney Leonard
the Bell,
n
Marguerite Bucklin
Archie Toiler Knight
Anna Ruth Penney

.Mg

Joseph Lee Elkins
Cabin,

s

1 belma Reta Clement
d Peace,
st; Wellington Dean

iulch,
y Elizabeth Reynolds
ban Clement Waning
Esther Lucile Nelson

After the first box, Ifelt 1 was
getting
well and I can
truthfully say that
"Fruit-a-tives” is the only medicine
that helped me”. LOUIS
LABREE.
50c. a box, 6 for $2.50, trial
size, 25c.
At all dealers or sent
postpaid by Fruita-tives Limited,
Ogiiensbtfrg, N.Y.

j
■

i

nson,

gay crowd of young people
who danced to the music of Tozier’s enA supper was served
late hour the party broke up, all

a

never

;

The steel king, who is reported to be in failing health, is recognized the
world over as one of the most earnest advocates of universal p *aee.

MOTHER’S GARDEN.
1 worked for

Society Daughters

an

Doing the work

Trying

hour in your garden
loved to do—

today,

to make things glow

as

I worked for

an

f| W.

dear,

of the Ameri-

Revolution.

Provide

i

The fruit and fragrance it gave to you—
Nor smile as it smiled when you came.
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Music

graduation

Principal Woods
Harriet Marie Clark
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Osborne,
Gilbert Sylvester Keller

...

Alta
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Mae Parsons

Living,

Lyman Edward Cates
Music
L
Claude Foster Clement
-erman Food Problems.
Gardner Berry Tibbetts
Myrtle Estelle Penney
Music
i*8t the Farmer,
Thomas Charles Vose
**ment in American Poetry
Myrtle Angelia Clement
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Nourishment and Stop
jd of Baldness.

i,
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h#|’.‘
(

f

ldly ,<RiDg your hair and fear
Rowes & Co. invite you tQ
h
test of Parisian Sage. If it

lde excessive loss of hair and
ar,d
Hcaip look and feel ICO per
I return
your money,
11,1

a,,d w°men have written
re*ults obtained by using
p®°ple who were getting bald
w
Klory in their beautiful hair.
“Ve had dandruff and
itching
Up fCr
'irK
Ha>’ they got a clean, healthy
!i| if.
faPplications of this splendid
hiiDH.fn®tter whether you are bothH %U|'
hair, prematurely gray hair
| l8,linK
^ *
a'r’ °',y’ stringy hair, dandruff
?*>
w1 try pBri8>*n sage on this
your hair is worth aavs'
is worth
ifi
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FOR SALE AT

T. Newell.
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PLAYING

BASE

BALL

UNDER

SHADOW OF VIMY RIDGE.

The

that there will be

wrong

Sec-en eight fi-ve six” is the better
way to give the
above number. Clearly pronounced numbers uttered
directly
into the telephone transmitter will obviate a
majority of
error calls.

I|

When you have given a number to our
operator, she reYou should listen for that repetition, for then
you
may correct her if she has misunderstood you.
That will
save a great deal of delay and trouble; and, if
you will also
say “Yes” or “That’s right,” if she repeats properly, she
will have your assurance that she is doing her work cor-

peats it.

!

rectly.
\

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE

WAIST AND SPECIALTY SHOP,
Journal Building. Belfast.

AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
E. R.

SPEAR, Manager.
1

■

Methods of Control.
Mrs. A. S. Burleson, wife of
F'rom
British Headquarters in France.
the Postmaster General, Vice-Chairman
Although this is a common pest in seed
Associated
and Secretary; Mrs. James B.
Grant, a Staff Correspondent of the
beds it is not often reported to the Maine
Vice-President General, Colorado; Mrs. Press. The old adage of "all work and
Fred H. H. Calhoun, Vice-President Gen- no play” has its application in war as Agricultural Experiment Station as doing
eral, South Carolina; Mrs. Frank D. Elli- well as in peace. The base bail season on a large amount of damage within the
Under State.
son, State Regent, Massachusetts; Mrs. | the western front is in full swing.
As it is always liable to appear
James Lowry Smith, State Regent, Tex- I The very shadows of Vimy Ridge a great ! the grower should be on the lookout for
an allbefore
was
Mrs.
W.
H.
recently
played
game
as;
this maggot.
It rarely does much damWait, State Regent,
Mich., in charge of publicity of War Re- khaki audience on a bit of the battlefield age in the field. The eggs are usually
on which the shell holes had been filled in
lief Service Committee
on
the
deposited
ground near the stems
The object of the Committee is to give and a rough grandstand erected for the of the young plants, or on the stems
every D. A. R. the opportunity to pledge officers and other spectators, including close to the ground or even a trifle below
General Horne, commanding the first it, by a fly resembling the common house
her services to her country.
The National Society is divided into British army, who has become an enthu- fly.
In about a week the egg hatches,
six districts corresponding in their terri- siastic fan.
and the tiny grub makes its way to the
The game was between teams repre- roof, where it is able to rasp
torial limits to those established by the
away the
As a tender bark and tissues with a
War Department in the geographical or- senting two Canadian brigades.
horny hook
ganization of its own Department, and matter of fact all the teams in what may included among its mouth parts. Decay
be called the world war league are now of the wounded parts aids its
each district has a District Chairman.
progress, so
Registration blanks have been sent composed of representatives of the numer- that, although not equipped with jaws,
every member of the National Society ous Canadian bodies, and all the players its destructive power is considerable, and
listing her for active service.
These are anxiously awaiting the arrival of the the roots may be seriously injured or killblanks cover the following service: Sew- American forces to arrange for an inter- ed by girdling. The grub reaches full
size (one-fourth of an inch long) in about
ing, knitting, mending, nursing, prepar- league series.
The Second Canadian Brigade beat the a month, and pupates in the ground, this
ation of surgical supplies, general supply
The Second stage lasting from twro weeks to several
score of 7 to 1.
Third
the
room service, packing,
by
shipping, laundry
The winter is passed in the
service, cooking, canning, making jellies, Brigade had a great left-handed pitcher months.
fruit juices, drying fruit, storing and whose delivery the Third Brigade batters pupa stage, and there are three or more
canning vegetables, cooking in hospital, could not solve at all. The Third Brigade broods each season.
kitchen or camp, waiting on table, driv- team also had a good boxman who forThe safest remedy is to protect the
ing and repairing motor-cars, training in merly played with Ottawa in the Cana- seed-bed with cheesecloth, setting boards
unable
was
to
catcher
a foot wide on edge around the bed, and
commercial, mercantile, agricultural and dian League. The
professional life, planting of gardens, hold his delivery well, and this fault ac- stretching the cloth over the top. This
runs
scored
of
the
for
by
counted
many
excludes all the other insect pests as
planting unused ground and parks in potatoes, influencing farmers to plant more the winning side.
well, and the partial shade is beneficial
The game was remarkably free from rather than otherwise. Growers, howwheat and corn, saving old papers, tin
cans and rubbers to sell, the money to be errors, considering the battlefield diamond
ever, commonly feel that this involves
given War Relief Service, fostering pub- i on which it was played. All the equip- too much expense and labor, and content
lic display of the Flag from all build- ment had been brought from America, in- themselves with dipping the plants in
kerosene emulsion or whale-oil soap soluings, public and private, interpreting, cluding the base bags.
As a side show it was possible from the tion at time of transplanting.
LI ClllOlCl Llllg, LlLOUll^
oaic UjL
Y*dl
White
XJUI1US.
German
see
an
occasional
to
The War Relief Service Committee has grandstand
hellebore, one part dissolved in two parts
so
mile
or
a
shell
half
away.
of hot water, has been found very effecdropped
interviewed a Committee from the Council of National Defense and many men in Airoplanes were humming overhead but tive as a dip.
Allow the water to cool
our own
Federal Government to learn assuming them to be friendly no one look- before using, and dip deeply enough to
how the Daughters can give their ser- ed their way except when a fly ball hap- wet the lower leaves as well as the roots,
pened to be hit.
vices where most needed.
Helebore dissolved in water at the rate
i
There was typical rooting by the Cana- of two ounces per gallon has proved a
A letter from Hon. Carl Vrooman, Asthe
khakisistant Secretary of Agriculture, telling dian and American among
perfect remedy when applied to the soil
how women may assist in the work of clad spectators, and much wagering on at the base of the plant, about a teacuphe
bet
the
One
subaltern
enough,
ful of each.
game.
his Department, a letter from M. JusserCarbolic acid and lime has been found
French
Ambassador to
United said to pay his expenses on a three week’s
and,
the
he
chose
leave
in
but
wrong
in
answer
to
one
him
Paris,
sent
very effective in ISlew Jersey in repelling
States,
by the
Committee, explaining how women can side and his leave was indefinitely post- the flies. Three pints of lime are slaked
The games are played twice a to a thin cream in a gallon of water, and
show their sympathy to France by help- poned.
ing care for the French orphans, a letter week in this strangest of all base ball a tablespoon of crude carbolic acid is
added. This is poured along the row from
from the Navy League giving full details teams.
j a watering can or nozzle so as to form a
regarding the knitted garments which
THE
ENGLISH
STARLING.
are most acceptable for our sailors, have
complete crust about the base of the
:
all been received and the Daughters are
plants, which are not injured in the least
Several specimens of a variety of birds, by this treatment. This circumvents the
serving under the directions contained in
them. These letters and many other ar- which, although at present practically maggots quite as effectively as tarredticles of interest to all women will appear I unknown in Maine seems certain to soon paper cards, is cheaper, and is applicable
from time to time in this paper regarding I be as plentiful here—perhaps as plentiful in the seed-beds, where cards are not.
Kerosene and sand—a cupful to a bucket
the work of this patriotic organization of as were the English sparrows a few' years
ago, have been received at the State of dry sand—scattered along the rows
women.
I
are
and
mounted
for
exbeing
will also deter the flies from laying eggs,
The John Cochran Chapter represents museum,
hibition. The name of the variety is the but there is some danger of burning the
this organization in Belfast.
English Starling. There are seven adult stems of young plants. The sand should
and three young birds, and they were be well stirred before applying.
NONSENSE.
sent to the museum by Charles F. Sorries
Chas. D. Woods,
Director.
of Meriden, Conn. The adult birds are
A NUTTY QUESTION.
about the size of the red-winged black“Pa?”
bird, and the coloring is dark brown anc THOSE STUPID ARMS CONTRACTS.
“Well, my son?”
black, showing rich irridescent tints.
“Pa, after an army has shelled the
The male and female birds are very
Nothing could be more exaspe.-atingly
|
enemy do they eat the colonels?”
Their beaks are stupid than the action ot the army pursimilar in appearance.
and sharp and bright yellow in color
long
chasing officers in undertaking to place
ALL OFF BUT DINNY.
The young show but little partial resem- contracts'for artillery and rifles differing
Dinny had enlisted and his mother wenf blance, being of a light olive brown hue in bore and pattern from the standard
to see him drill. He wasn’t very far uj The starling eggs, which for some time Allied
types. This, as a staff corresponin tactics and was rather conspicuous foi have been in the possession of the mu- dent of the Public Ledger pointed out in
his awkwardness. But as his fond moth- seum, are of a pale blue tint, and are < his dispatch from Washington yesterday,
er looked along the
i means changing and re-equipping new
moving line she ex- little smaller than a robin’s egg.
Curator James states that the starline munition plants, failing to utilize those
claimed, “Aw, wisha, look at thim; iverj
mother’s son of thim out of step but mj is regarded as a rather undesirable bire already established here by the Allies and
;
boy Dinny.”
citizen, having a propensity for drivine delaying the sending of the forces so soreother small birds from his neigh
away
ly needed in France. Such contracts,
A CONSIDERATE HUSBAND.
borhood. He has the redeeming feature which are as yet merely oral, can and
“What makes you so jealous?”
eviwas
as
should be revoked at once. The delay in
of being an insect catcher,
“Oh, it pleases my wife.”
denced when the gizzards of the speci- making the selective draft is ascribed to
their existence, and this is reason enough
mens received here were found filled witl
A WISE DAD.
beetles and flies of various kinds. Like for immediute action. But it is extreme“Father, what kind of beasts were the the sparrow, the starling is a sociable ly important, besides, that the arms and
rams they used so
much in the Civi
body, and builds his home where there 11 ammunitions of the American troops and
War?”
human companionship.
i their Allies in the field should be inter“They were probably the ancestors ol
The birds were introduced several yean changeable. Otherwise any interruption
the ewe boat of to-day, my boy.”—Puck, ago in New York city by some presum- in the supply from this side would have
ably misguided person. They increase! the most serious effects. Why this very
rapidly and are now getting well estab obvious consideration has been ignored it
lished in Connecticut and Massachusetts
were fruitless to try to explain. But now
Their arrival in Maine can not be far ir that its bearing upon our efficient particithe future. The fish and game depart- pation in the war is realized, there should
1
ment has received numerous inquiries not be one moment’s delay in rectifying
For Infants and Children
about the starling and Curator James
the error.—Philadelphia Ledger.
purpose in securing the specimens wai
those interested may see just whai
that
Always bears
the bird is like. Specimens will probably
FOR
be sent from here to other museums ol
Signature of

State of Maine.
Public Notice.
In

conformity with Order of the 78th Legislature, the Commissioners of Inland Fisheries
and Game hereby promulgate the
following
Rulea and Regulations
relating to fishing* in
Waldo County.
These regulations shall take effect Julv 7th

A. D. 1917, and shall remain in force for a
period of four years, unless modified or re-

pealed by

Ohiiarsxi cJry
FlETCitiRS

CASTORIA

said

commissioners.

ICE FISHING LAWS.
It shall be lawful to fish
through the ice for
pickerel,at any time, and for protected game
fish during the mo-fhs of
February and March

of each year, in accordance with
the genaral
law of the State, in all the
lakes, ponds and
rivers in Waldo
County.

DO NOT TRDST TO LUCK

WATERS CLOSED TO ALL FISHING.
BROOKS AND STREAMS.
Meadow Brook, ao-cailed, in the towns o
Stockton Springs and
Prospect and its tribu
taries; Fifteen Mile Stream and tributaries;
(situated partly in Kennebec County) the tributaries to Duck Trap Stream and the
tributaries to Sleepy Hollow
Brook, in Lincolnville
and Belmont.

bustleHTsiiss

LAKES AND PONDS

(NONE).
SPECIAL REGULATIONS.
is unlawful to fish in Duck Trap
Stream,
so-called, in the towns of Lincolnville and Belmont, EXCEPT during the months of
and
May
June of each year, or in
Sleepy Hollow brook,
except during the month of April of each year.
It

PENALTY.
Whoever violates any

provision of these
Rules and Regulations shall
pay a fine of not
less than ten nor more than
thirty dollars and
costs of prosecution, for each
offense; and in
addition thereto one dollar for each fish
taken,
caught, killed or had in possession in violation
of any provision of th< se
regulations.
HARRY B. AUSTIN, Chairman.
LEON G C. BROWN,
FOREST H. COLBY,
Commissioners of Inland Fisheries and Game, j

Let People Know
What Yon Have to Nell

Augusta, Maine, June 1, A. D. 1917—3w23

Ask Them to Visit Your Store

CLUBBING BALES
following clubbing offers are only for
subscriptions to 1 he Journal paid one year
The

in advance:

I

The Journal and Farm and Home,
$2.00
The Journal and McCall’s
Magazine, 2.25
The Journal and Woman’s
Magazine, 2.25
The publications included in our
offer may be sent to dif-

clubbing

ferent addresses.
Send in your

subscription

now.

Ron

a

Neat Little Ad. in The Journal
Those Who Do This

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. C<
Belfast, Maine.

Have The Busiest Clerks

L H. BOYINGTON.
Eye-Sight Specialist
OF THF

BOYlMiTON OPTICAL
44

CO.,

South Main Street, Winteruort, Maine
OFFICE

DAYS, MONDAYS

AND

TUESDAYS

WANTED
capable girl or woman to do
general housework. Apply at
No, 14 High Street.
A

WANTED

CASTOR IA

t

are given to our
operators in that disconotherwise indistinct fashion, it is more than

Cabbage Maggot.

Chairman;

In Use For Over 30 Years

or

MISS HILTON’S

hand,

The sweetness of your rest.

a etyle for every figure at
price fur every purse.

$1.00 UP

best,

And your spirit lingers there, and I understand,
As 1 work among your flowers with my unskilled

B.

NUFORM
CORSETS

l

And your garden will never be just the same,
Nor bear and bloom as it used to do

telephon-

understood number invariably means an error
call, for which
our operators should not
always be held responsible.

they grew,

hour in your garden,

in

an error and a wrong connection made.
There is an absolute
necessity for the clear enunciation
of all telephone numbers: the
operation of our switchboards
is directed wholly by numbers. A
number or a mis-

FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
Dissolved in water for douches stops
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflammation. Recommended by Lydia E.
Pinkham Med. Co, for ten years.
A healing wonder for nasal
catarrh,
sore throat and sore
eyes. Economical,
Ha* extraordinary deansing and germicidal power.
Sample Free. 50c. all druggists, or postpaid by

^JM^neftWonToilrtCompiny,

But every violet and daffodil knows,
As well as my heart and the heart of the rose,
That you are not here.

error

When numbers

nected, hurried

1

he school on August

Clearly

“SEVNATEFISIX.”

you

Before you went aw'ay.

Ige, Accompanist.
The Daughters of the American Revoently placed in the
ii ,-.rd at the
concert, lution, that great national organization
.glit out its many fine of patriotic women whose ancestors,
effect.
Wednesday both military and civil, helped to found
the American Nation, have
in the school year.
again, as in
uts coming home to the Spanish-American War, offered their
Alma Mater and the services to the United States Government as auxiliary in time of war, and are
itement was a sucnow listing their talents and resources.
'.uish.
At 10 a. m.
Mrs. George Thacher Guernsey, Presimg of the associa- dent General, has appointed a National
Committee
consisting of Mrs. Matthew
officers and when
Scott, Honorary President General, as
irge company marcher the annual alumni

Give Numbers
likely

Photo by American Press Association.

Tenor,

for the annual

honored member,

I

news to announce that
they will
remain for the coming year which should

WELL

This advertisement is one of a series designed to effect closer
co-operation
between the company and its subscribers. There are three
parties to a telephone
call-the person calling, the person called, and the
operator who connects them.
The quality ot service rendered is determined
by the spirit in which all three
work together, rather then by the individual effort of
any one or two of these
three persons. We shall gladly send complete sets of the series
to those desiring
them.

come

National

STAYING

Everyone realizes the possibilities of
ing when 7-8-5-6 is asked for in that way.

the very best ever. Principal
Harry
M. Woods and his assistants have
every
reason to be proud of their first
year’s
work at Freedom Academy and it is wel-

ensure

AND

can

constipation, don’t hesitate to use the true “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine
It is safe and reliable and will help you to get well and stav well. 35 cents a
bottle.
Sample free. “L. F.” Medicine Co., Portland, Maine.

was

can

"-en

was an

Sick

keep well by not doing these things, and you will be much less likely
to take cold, by keeping your digestive organs in
good order. If vou have been
indiscreet, and are suffering from biliousness, loss of appetite, sour stomach or

agreeing that the commencement of 1917

was

rson, Reader.

ip.

Capt. Crockett

You

and indeed a very valuable member according to the stories which they are now \
telling concerning his remarkable achievements along Masonic lines. He had a
most retentive memory which was of
great assistance to him in this direction.
He was also a member of the Odd Fellows and the funeral ceremonies were
very interesting.
Capt. Crockett had
held about all the offices within the
gift
of both organizations.

a

Laura Nickless

Bernice

Getting

_!prockett,

Sufferer from Rheumatism and
Stomach
Trouble. I had frequent
Dizzy Spells,
and when I took
food, felt wretched
and sleepy. I suffered from
Rheumatism dreadfully, with
pains in my
back and joints, and my hands
swollen.
A friend advised
“Fruit-a-tives” and
from the outset, they did me
good

large entering class as the school
in better condition than at
present. The annual Old Home Day to
:sic
celebrate the 81st anniversary of Freetion
»
dom Academy will be held on
Friday,
the annual concert August 24th, with parade,
literary exerf the musical treats cises, dinner, ball game, and a
grand ball
The following ar- at night. Put this date on yrour
calendar,
te program of rare
and come to Freedom on
Friday, August
encores were re- 24th.
Our gates will be wide open on
that day.
Harpist.
War Relief Service Committee.
•'aim. Violinist.
Lewis Leonard

dward

i-uglas,

Crockett passed away

Winterport Tuesday morn-

He was 80 years of age and the son of
Capt. Thomas and Ann S. Crockett. He
leaves two sons, a brother, Capt. Chas.
and three sisters, Mrs. J.
tj
H.
Eagleston of Winterport, Mrs. Albert
Dean of Everett,
Mass., and Mrs. John
Kelley of Winterport. His two sons are
Capt. Frank and Capt. Bert Crockett,
the former residing in Florida and the
latter in Winterport. Quite recently The
Journal had an article bearing upon the
remarkable maritime exploits of the
Crocketts of Winterport and in that article it was stated that Capt. Geo. W.
Crockett had a record of over 500 round
trips in his own sailing vessel from Bangor to Boston. The funeral took place
from the Methodist church; the pastor of
which is also chaplain of Howard Lodge,
F. & A. M., of Winterport of which

594 Champlain
St., Montreal.
"
"For two years, I was a
miserable

a

It is easy enough to get sick, also it is easy to
keep well. If you eat rich food
frequently, if you neglect to chew your food properly, if you eat too much,
especially when all tired out, you are taking a pretty sure course towards sickness,
biliousness, headaches, colds, deranged stomach or sickness in some other form.

ing, June 12fh, at 4 o’clock. He had for
some time been
suffering with kidney
trouble which eventually caused his death.

Te Take “Frult-a-thres”

and at

his home in

at

Felt Wrafehed Until He Started

filled with

^eo:

■

larged orchestra.

Stage,

•m

MISERABLE FROM
STOMACH TROUBLE

_3

OBITUARY.

ANDREW CARNEGIE REPORTED FAILING

HAND GOODS of every descripSECOND
tion. Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves,

Antique furniture a specialty. If you
have anything to aell drop me a postcard and
you will receive s prompt call.
WALTER H .COOMBS.
Tel. 249-3
64 Main Street, Belfast

etc.

DR. W. 0. LIBBY,
DENTIST,
S7 Main Street, Belfast, Me

Cottage
AT THE BATTERY.

for Sale
BELFAST, MAINE.

Five rooms sod large piazza; city water
and flush closet.
N. J. POTTLE
22
Boya’s School, Howard, R. I,.

For Sale
A Cadillac Motor Truck in

condition.

Apply

good

to

ELON B. GILCHREST.

FOLEY KIDNEY PIUS
TOO "ACKACHE KIDNEYS AND BIADDCA

SARSAPARILLA
PEPSIN, NUX AND IRON

The Republican Journal.

The combination of Hood’s Sarsaparilla and Peptiron Pills is one of
the happiest because one of the most
effective and economical ever made
in medical treatment.
These two
medicines, one taken before eating
and the other after, work together,
each supplementing the other. They
give a four-fold result in bloodeleansing and nerve-building, and
form the finest course of medicine.
Get them of your druggist today.

BELFAST, THURSDAY, JUNE 21, 1917.
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY

The

Republican Journal Pub.
A. I.

Co

BROWN, Editor.

For one square, one
advertising Terms.
inch length in column. 25 c»nts for one week
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
Subscription Terms In advance. $2 00 a
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
months,

OBITUARY.

BROOKS.

Leonard L. Gentner died June 17th at
the home of his daughter, Mrs. Sherman

Mrs. Lizzie Austin is visiting friends ir
Waldo.

W.

in New

Freeman

Haven, Conn.,

His death

alysis, but he had failed gradually since
death, March 29, 1910, of his only
son Henry.
Mr. Gentner was born in
Waldo, the son of the late Henry N. and
Sarah S. Gentner. He was always fond
of horses, and engaged in the livery

the

Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Seth Norwooc
sympathize with them in the loss of Mr
Norwood’s mother, who died at South

western battle lines.

married.

In Boston they were entertained at the
famous Boston City Club. The woods-

his two
ents of

His first

wife,

the mother of

SHORT RATIONS IN GERMANY.
We in America cannot judge of conditions in Germany from the dispatches

Mrs.

Mrs. Etta Small of Thorndike, Mrs. Ada
M. Peavey of Citypoint, Mrs. Abbie

But the gentlemen of the City
Club met the lumberjacks of New Eng-

Holmes of Augusta, Mrs. Evie Blanchard of Mars Hill, Mrs. Zadie Berry of
Brockton, Mass., and W. A. Gentner of

land

the broad level of equal manhood.
After the units were on board ship await-

papers of Germany do not print the news
but publish what they are told to publish.
It js no part of the plans of the Kaiser to

married

the sidewalks of Back Bay. The Boston
club room is more elegant than is a sawmill.

sent out from there.
Every dispatch is
dictated by the war lords, and the news-

on

Hartford,

Conn.

The remains

his way to Cuba.

What

men

he says about food conditions seems to be
worthy of credence. We are glad to give
our leaders the substance of what he

and Amos A. Colcord.

said:

“You may rest assured that we, representatives of the brawn of New England,
will uphold the record for which our
fathers and forefathers stood. The gov-

Harvey H. Gray died in Auburn Sunday, June 17fh, at the home of his sister,
Mrs. Josephine Bryant, where he had
said in an interview given to a newspaper
ernment we represent can depend upon
been for a week or ten days ill with
representative. Before the war Germany us to do our bit
in the great struggle for
had 11,000,000 cows. When he left Berhumanity, and when our work is over Bright’s disease. Mr. Gray was born in
lin she had only 6,000,000, and owing to God grant that we may all return with Prospect March 28, 1870, the eldest child
insufficient food the supply of milk from the feeling that you and vour assistants of the late David II. and Mrs. Ida J.
will be proud to welcome us back to the
these remaining cows had fallen of about
(Cummings) Gray. He lived in Belfast
shores of Old New England.”
“Little children could obtain
one-half.
milk as could invalids upon presentation
of
to

a

medical certificate, when milk

be had.

One egg

much of the water which it had in cold
1

monthly

is

now

the allowance

Coffee, tea and chocolate is
non-existant. Regardless of the social
class of the family the daily ration of
each person of adult age is: bread, a little
less than 9 ounces; meat, 1 1-4 ounces;
of

The Weather Bureau has let loose so

eggs.

storage that supply has outrun demand.
After the President gets control of our

supplies;
affairs of Mexico,

railroads and our food
has regulated the

after he
Rus-

sia and China; after he has forced Congress to obey Ins will in everything, and
after he has whipped the Germans whom
we
all love, then he will perhaps be

potatoes, 12 1-2 ounces; fat 1-3 of an
ounce, equal to 1.-43 of a pound of butter,
] ready to have the Weather Bureau ‘‘inand of sugar 1-4 of an ounce.”
vestigated.” This will enable a few
The prospect of a good crop of food more “deserving Democrats” to live at
stulf is not encouraging. The land needs public expense and will be quite as sensifertilizing by nitrates, which cannot be ble as hurling rhetoric at the “Heathen
had for that purpose, and farm labor is Chinee” and much less dangerous than ir|
being done by women and war prisoners. ritating Japan.
Germany now gets very little food from
THE NOTE TO CHINA.
outside sources. Her agents are in the
United States buying food which is shipThe note which President Wilson reped to neutral countries and then reship- cently sent to China was a scholarly proj
we
had
less
If
high duction and
ped to Germany.
long enough for a sermon,
(
ideals and more practical sense an em- that
is, for a sermon of that sort. After
bargo would have put a stop to this long it had been translated and set forth in of-

work in

a

Apply

family

of

two.

and

THE JOURNAL OF LICE. |
The

Coming

wnue
mancnesier, in. n.
joined Waldo Lodge and
Penobscot Encampment I. O. O. F. and
in

Tarratine Tribe of Redmen.
vived by his mother,

now

a

He is

sur-

resident of

over

the

each year.
His subject

1

is “Political

In this he will discuss

as

a

Patriotism."

great states-

nation.

J.

Wilbor

church
Gardner

Richardson

officiated.

Lane,

of

The

Hiram

the

Baptist

bearers

Hoffses,

were

Walter

Dutch and Fred Patterson.
The death of Mrs. Laban K. Pendleton,
of Islesboro’s best known and most

one

;

a

Marcia

Thompson of Belfast. His
wife, formerly Miss Elizabeth C. Carter
of Stockton Springs, died in Belfast
April 6, 1912. His remains were brought
to Belfast Tuesday and the funeral was
held Wednesday afternoonat the home of
his mother on Commercial street.
Rev.

!

speaker before Chautauqua
audiences, and his popularity has grown
as

man, in a non-partisan way, some of the
world problems that are facing us as a

M.

(Brick

James S. Knox of Cleveland will speak
on the
subject of “Community Effiurers

a

He is

ADB4INISTRA :
hereby giv<
duly appointed adm;
ANNA D. DYE!

Bulk)

and all indebted then

payment immediate

Thorndike, Maine,

Help Wa

JERSEY ICE CREAM is famed
through New England as “The Cream
That’s Purer Than the Law Requires.”
THE JERSEY DEALER places purity
ahead of profit.
He pays more—to
give you the best cream made.

Nickerson, who has beer
Stonington, arrived home

of the leading lectbefore business men’s organizaone

tions in the country. The business men
will be asked by the local Chautauqua
committee to make Knox’s day an important event on the business calendar,

inviting business here from nearby towns
and making it an occasion for the discussion of problems pertaining to the community’s welfare with a man who has
done much toward building up hundreds
of communities throughout the country.
Music will play a prominent part in
this five days’ program. The Royal Blue
Hussars are directed by a young musical
prodigy who has had a meteoric rise in
the band world. They wear the royal
blue hussar uniform with plumed hats,

teaching in

week ago last Saturday sick with th«
measles. She is getting along nicely
Mrs. G. T. Nickerson attended the grad
uation exercises at Waterville last week
Her sister, Miss Elizabeth McTaggart o]
Brooks, was a member of the graduating
class.
Wm.

McKinley Damm,

Dartmouth,

came

a

student a>

home last week and i;

in the Tapley Hospital for appendicitis
and hernia. At last accounts he was do-

CREAM

CO.,
<3j

For Sale By

READ 8c HILLS.

Probate

FEM\|J
BIG

Druggists

Notices.

—

Ohimrati

OASTQRi

BUNKER HILL
COFFEE

Double Arrow

NOT ENOUGH CHILDREN

PAY’ and stoa
in large rubber

women

enced

!

|

girls earn $]w
ones pain
given free board
which takes about a
large cities. Good
ditions. Company f
athletic field, jfree
Fine char
tention.
all. Good homes ai
cide now
Write ?• <1

perienced

—“A Good Job at 1

EMPLOY
Deacon

rails

v
I

j

BEACON FA1

At a Prohate Court held at Belfast, within anc
for the County of Waldo, on the 12th day ol
June, A. D. 1917.

home last week

Mr. and Mrs. Sewell Harriman Saturday
and Sunday.

ICE

Lawrence, mass.

Miss Bernice Damm, who has been attending High school in Old Town, cams

Master Clyde Harriman of North Searswas the guest of his grandparents

J

—the choice materials— the modern

[

CLIFFORD J. PATTF.E of Belfast, in the
County of Waldo, public administrator of the
estate of James Lewis Duncan, late of Montville, in said County of Waldo, deceased, hav
ing presented a petition praying that hr ma>
be licensed to sell at public or private sale* real

estate belonging to the
ed, described as follows:

estate

of said

deceas-

A certain lot or parcel of lard, with the
buildings thereon, situated in Montville, ii;
said County of Waldo, bounded and describee
as follows, to wit: Beginning on the road lead-

ing from the Kingdom, so-called, to South
Montville, at the corner of land owned by the
heirs of Albert 11. Cram; thence northwester
ly by said road thirty-five rods; thence north
about fifty-two degrees east to the line of land
formerly owned by the heirs of W’illiam Ayer,
late of Montville, deceased; thence southeasterly on said Ayer’s line to land of Mary A.
Cram; thence southwesterly by said Cram’s
line, ninety-four rods to the place of beginning; containing twenty acres, more or less, being the same conveyed to the said James Lewis
Duncan, under the name ot James Lewis, by
Mary Shibles by her deed of warranty dated
April 21, 1908, recorded in Waldo Registry ol
Deeds, Book 296, Page 60.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
ing as well as could be expected.
highly respected residents, occurred Sunto all persons interested by causing a copy of
ago
ficial Chinese hieroglyphics it must have
this
order to be published three weeks sucThe lecture on School Days, dealing
day noon, June 17th, after a short illness,
When the war began Germany was en- been a most
picturesque piece of literacessively in The Republican Journal, a newsat
the
of
68
She
is
survived
with
tuberculosis
in
and
age
illusyears.
tiiat
she
would
particular
in
belief
thusiastic
her
ture.
paper published at Belfast, that they may apThe note itself, although unwise
trated by stereopticon views given a!
pear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast
gain much territory and exact large sums and untimely, was superb in its diction by two daughters, Miss Caro M. Pendlewithin and for said County, on the 10th day ol
ton of Islesboro, and Mrs. Addie Quinn
Comet Grange hall by Prof. Torsloff, was
In 1871 and when
of money from her adversaries,
adorned by the oriental embelJuly, A. D. 1917, at ten of the clock before
of
three
Freefrom
and
France lishments of
instructive.
noon, and show cause, if any they have, whj
she demanded indemnity
Medford, Mass.; by
sons,
extremely interesting
the gentle and bland diplothe prayer of said petitioner should not bt
amounting to $1,000,000,000, and kept her mats of China, Tokio became peevish and man of Islesboro, and George L. and
The statement in last week’s issue that granted.
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge
Marion
P.
of
three
till
was
France
it
The
A true copy. Attest:
in
by
Mass.;
shoulder
hope
Rockland,
paid.
and
leather
boots.
army
Other Clarence Curtis had enlisted was an error
capes
said hands off Mr. Wilson.
L. Johnson, Register.
Chas.
and
Mark
of again thrusting her hands into the
brothers, Charles, Joseph
notable features in music are the Kaffir Harold Harriman has enlisted in the Navy
She was the Singing Boys, the Mendelssohn
At
a Probate Court held at Belfast, within anc
Dodge, all of Islesboro.
coffers of France and of looting the treasOUR GARDEN.
and
tc
went to Bangor Sunday expecting
Sextette,
of Waldo, on the 12th day ol
Todaughter of the late Capt. Charles and the Boston Musical Entertainers and the go to Charleston Navy yard Monday. i for the Ccuntv
ury of England has been alluring.
June. A. D. 1917.
The
in
the
editor’s
crop
garden
is
Rebecca Dodge, who came to Islesboro Tschaikowsky Quartet.
day her armies are mainly on the
Fred Walker and Eugene Smart have enHERBERT R. BRAUSTREET, executor ol
Every even- from Isle au Haut, and was born at Gildefensive and hunger has joined the coming along amazingly.
Josephine Chilton, reader, will appear listed in the Army and left town Satur- the will of Sarah A. Wrhite, late of Liberty, in
last week, after supper, we put on
said County of Waldo, deceased, having prekey’s Harbor, where she lived through- in an afternoon of southern readings.
forces of the Allies against her. Doubts ing
day.
sented a petition praying that the actual marour oil
clothes and a tarpaulin, got in- out her life. She was a woman of unusare supplanting enthusiasm.
ket value of the property of said deceased,
Mr. Bangs is so well known to every
Germany is
There was a good attendance at the
to our canoe and stirred up the weeds ual
now in his hands, subject to the payment of
worth, and her death brings sorrow reader of American literature that he
weary of the war.
Although her spirit
Red
Cross
at
the
meeting
Grange hall the collateral inheritance tax, the persons inwith the paddle.
We expect to be in the to
not broken.
wavers it is
But the forces
every resident of the island, who re- will be among friends in addressing a
terested in the succession thereto, and the
last Saturday and a good amount of work
market with pond lilies in a very few
amount of tax thereon, may be determined
spected her for her beautiful character Chautauqua audience in this city. His
against her are cumulative and will prealso
some
out
work
sent
to
those
done,
by the Judge of Probate.
days.
and many charitable deeds.
vail.
“Houseboat on the Styx” has a perma- who w'ere unable to attend. All who are
Ordered, that the said petitioner give notice
nent place in American literature, and
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
Senator Bert M. Fernald of Maine has
BelMrs.
of
interested
in
the
Red
Cross
work
are
inLettie
A.
formerly
Bray,
DEATH OF JUDGE SAVAGE.
this order to be published three weeas succesannounced that he should be a candidate fast, died in Waldo, June 14th, at the others of his short stories will be read vited to meet at the same place every sively in the Republican Journal, a newspaper
for
to
come.
He
has
been
at Belfast, that they may appear at
many
years
published
I
Albert R. Savage, chief justice of the ! for renomination in the Republican pri- home of her niece, Mrs. Frank Welch,
Saturday afternoon.
a Probate Court, to be heid at Belfast, within
the editor of some of the leading humormaries
of
Maine
in
since
last
fall.
with
whom
she
had
lived
to
of
died
at
succourt
his
June,
said
home
and
for
1918,
Maine,
supreme
County, on the 10th day of July,
The dance at the Grange Hall last
ous magazines, including
; A
Life, and was
D 1917, at ten of the clock before noon, and
in Auburn on the morning of June 14th. ceed himself. In making this announce- Mrs. Bray was well and very favorably
was not very well attendThursday
night
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer
editor of Harper’s Weekly and the MetroHe had eaten breakfast and seemed to be ment, the Senator stated that he did so in known in Belfast, where she had lived
ed on account of the rain, but the ice of said petitioner should not be granted.
politan Magazine. His subject will be
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
She was the
in excellent health and spirits. Shortly response to the many letters he was re- for the past ten years.
cream was all that could be desired.
Few
A true copy. Attest:
“Salubrities.”
after breakfast he stepped into the bath ceiving from Maine asking if he were to widow of the late Eben Bray. She was
can equal and none excel Clarence Curtis
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
Another feature is Dr. E. L. Williams,
seek a renomination.
born in Isle au Haut March 23, 1846, the
room where his death was practically inin making ice cream. There is to be anknown the country over as “Chicago’s
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
and
Lucretia
late
William
He
was
a
talented
of
the
stantaneous.
daughter
man,
other dance at the same place next Thursfor the County of Waldo, in vacation on the
Edwin C. Burleigh, who has for the
Parson.”
Dr. Williams has
Fighting
Collins Halliday. Her son, Henry Bray
fearless and just. As associate justice
18th day of June, A. D. 1917.
day night. Good music will be furnished
past few weeks been seriously ill at his
won fame as a reformer in the loop disof Los Angeles, Cal., who came east sevfor 16 years and as chief justice for about home on Chapel
A certain instrument, purporting to be the
orchestra.
by
Trundy’s
street, is reported to be
trict in Chicago.
last will and testament of Margaret M. Huxeral weeks ago to visit her, was in Bos4 years he impressed himself on the peo- slowly improving.
ford, late of Brooks, in said County of Waldo,
The season tickets will go on sale a
Mr. Burleigh is the eldest son of Clar- ton at the time of her death. He returnple of Maine as being a man of great
deceased, having been presented for probate
uix
month in advance of the Chautauqua,
with petition praying that said will be proved
mental power. He was a tireless worker ence E. Burleigh, deceased, and a grand- ed to Belfast to attend the funeral, which
FOR FLETCacRS
and allowed and that letters testamentary issue
and every one is urged to get their tickand never shirked a duty. In private life son of the late Hon. Edwin C. Burleigh took place in Grove Cemetery chapel at 1
to Frances E. Treat and Thaddeus I. Huxford
ets early and give the affair the big boost
A
the executors named therein, without sureties
he was a genial and entertaining com- of Augusta.
p. m. Monday with services by Rev.Chas.
it deserves.
on their official bond, it being so provided in
W.
the
The
Martin of
Methodist church.
State of Trade.
panion. Maine has lost a useful and an
said will.
TROY.
honored citizen.
interment was in the Sargent cemetery in
APPLETON.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
The feature of the textile situation in interested by causing a copy of this order to
Searsport.
be published three weeks successively in The
John Rogers came home from Corinna
Mrs. Maynard Brown is home from first hands is the enormous business in Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
last week, where he has been teaching.
LIBERTY.
Knox hospital, Rockland.
military goods, causing full employment Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
Mrs. Edna Hollis Meservie is in Waldo
of mills in all centers and assuring activ- add
Miss
Annie
McLain
is
friends
County, on the second Tuesday of July
visiting
was a business visitor
j
Wentworth
B.
B.
ity along this line for some time to come. i next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
County Hospital for surgical treatment.
and dressmaking in Belfast.
Advances
in
Belfast
of
cotton
are
in
Saturday.
goods
prices
cause, if any they have, why the same should
Rev. William Snow will speak at Cook’s
Miss Dorothy Keller left Saturday for frequent, despite the quiet buying from ! not be proved, approved and allowed and the
arrived home last week
Waldo
Hoit
schoolhouse next Sunday afternoon. The
the regular trade. Woolen goods for both petition granted.
HARRY E. BANGS. Judge.
from Pittsfield to pass the summer with Somerville, Mass., accompanying Mrs. men’s and women’s wear are firm and
Sunday school will be at one o’clock.
Attest:
A true copy.
Frances Gushee.
his parents.
tending upward, the position of raw wool
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
The Sunshine meeting, which was to
such that no lower prices are in
being
is
Charles
Simmons
home
from
WhitIra Sanford left last week for Danvers,
h ave been with Mrs. Irene Seaver Ward
WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
prospect. Wool dealers, in fact, look for
he has a position at the ingville, Mass., on a visit with his moth- continued firmness in the
1917 Arlette
this week, has been postponed until June Mass., where
staple, and I Belfast, on the 12th day of June,
Mrs. Abbie Simmons.
executrix of the will of Susan J.
er,
Myrick,
Danvers Hospital.
probably higher prices in the future ow27th.
Dodge, late of Belfast, in said County, deceasMrs. Georgia Page Ripley returned to ing to the world scarcity and immense
Mr. Moore of Winsted, Conn., who
ed, having presented her first and final account
Lute L. Rogers has brightened his home
consumption.
of
administration of said estate for allowher
in
home
Bath, Wednesday, after beThere is indication of improvement in ance.
with electric lights. Several others are has been a guest at the Pratt cottage for
with her father eleven weeks caring the leather and hide
ing
transacfor
his
home
left
two
Sunday.
markets,
weeks,
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
planning to enjoy the same luxury very
for him during his sickness. Mr. Page is tions in the former being more numerous weeks
successively, in The Republican JourMr. and Mrs. Sidney Harriman and
soon.
now able to be about the house, and sit and inquiries for the latter quite general.
nal, a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
town
a
few
weeks
are
in
children
passing
The boot and shoe trade is still feeling the County, that all persons interested may attend
The roads are in a terrible
out doors when the weather is warm
condition, with Mr. Harriman’s
effect of the weather, which has been at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on
mother, Mrs. Ellen
many fields that have been planted are
if
AND
enough.
most of the time unsatisfactory and seri- the 10th day of July next, and show cause,
should
covered with water, and potatoes in places Harriman.
any they have, why the said account
The Rebekah I. O. O. F. District meet- ously hindered active development of the not be allowed.
Mrs. Ned Taylor and son and Mrs.
rotted.
retail movement.—Dun’s Review.
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
ing was held here with Golden Rod lodge
A true copy. Attest:
Mr. Sleeper of Sabattus, closed a suc- Alfred Pulsifer of New Haven, Conn.,
afternoon and evening, June
FOMOSA OOLONG
Wednesday
E. Johnson, Register.
Chas.
cessful term of school at Cook’s Corner arrived last week to pass the season at 13th.
A large number of members from
the
Pulsifer
cottage.
The subscribers
last Friday. His help in the Sabbath
EXECUTORS’ NOTICE.
the lodges of Waldoboro, Warren, Union
evei receive the proper balance of food
hereby give notice that they have been duly
school will be greatly missed.
T. P. Mathews, who has been in Water: and our own town were in
will and testalast
of
the
and
executors
both
nourish
attendance,
body
to sufficiently
j appointed
ville since last fall for treatment for his too
brain during the growing period when I ment, with codicil, of
many to be convened in Odd Fellows
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Stevens of PittsNoon
and
Morning,
VELZORA A. MITCHELL, late of Belfast.
nature’s demands are greater than in
field are with their sister, Miss Octavia eyes, was in town for one day recently, lodge room, and Riverside hall was used
mature life. This is shown in so many in the County of Waldo..deceased. All persons
accompanied
Mr. Bert Meservey of for the meetings and Odd Fellows
by
Night.
j
dining
Mitchell, where Mr. Stevens has charge Waterville.
pale faces, lean bodies, frequent colds, ! having demands against the estate cf said dehall for the supper. The degree staff of
of the farm. His
and lack of ambition.
I ceased are desired to present the same for setmother, Mrs. CharNothing Like Them.
Friends
of
Mrs. J. J. Walker were Good Luck lodge of Waldoboro did the
lotte Stevens of Portland is
For all such children we say with [ tlement, and all indebted thereto are requestvisiting saddened Saturday to learn of her
immediately.
death, work very impressively on seven candiunmistakable earnestness:
They need ed to make payment
The Taste Tickles. them. Their only son Van is in training which occurred at Grace
JOSEPH W. SYMONDS
Hill, the summer dates who united with Golden Rod lodge,
Scott’s Emulsion, and need it now. It
of Portland, Maiue,
for the heavy field artillery at Fort Sam home of her son, Donald Walker at West
six sisters and one brother. The enterpossesses in concentrated form the very
HENRY D. CLARK
DELANO, POTTER S CO., BOSTON.
It
blood.
enrich
their
Houston, Texas, where he and 1,000 other Park, N. Y., at one o’clock a, m. Her tainment committee provided vocal and
to
elements
food
of Belfast, Maine,
HATTIE A. BICKFORD
recruits recently arrived from Fort Slo- remains arrived Monday, accompanied by instrumental music including piano, viochanges weakness to strength; it makes
the family. The funeral service was held lin and clarinet. All passed of
No
alcohol.
of
and
Belfast, Maine.
them
strong.
pleasantsturdy
cum, N. Y.
at her home Tuesday.
Belfast, Msine, June 12,1917.
Scott & Bowne. Bloomfield. N.I.
ly and the day was perfect.

TEA

in the County of WaM
bonds as the law dndemands against the
are desired to preser

machinery—and the hygienic processes used in its making-

student at M. C. I.

port

»

Because of the model JERSEY Plant

JERSEY

In the game of base ball on the Height;
Saturday between Searsport and Swanville, Swanville won.

d
v

scriber

you’ve tasted JERSEY—
you’ll never know how deliciously
flavored—how rich and smooth—how
pure—lee Cream can be made.

lirst of August.

Gray,

as

Srarsport, Maine,

And until

He wil

Miss Doris

ciency.”

or

County

of Wait]
the law direct^
ds against the esta
Partridge a^e desired
settlement, and all <
quested to make paymGEl

Ice Cream

Miss Nellie Rose, who has been teaching in Islesboro,returned home lastSaturday.

an

10 years he has been booked

in the
bonds
demai

Jersey

occupy the Austin cottage, and with hi;
family will move to Brooks about th<

Miss Ruby

Shallenberger,

one
of the
orator of tremendous power and is much sought after
as a Chautauqua
lecturer.
He has ap-

country

The Best
Ices and Cones

are

arrived home last Friday.

Low Prices.

Governor

well recommended.

/

GUARDIAN'S N0||( i,
hereby gives notice that
pointed guardian of
ANNIE M. PARTI ;;

“Look for the Tripl-Scal’’

Offers Some of the Best Lectures and Entertainments Which Can be Secured and
at

comes

%

^

Belfast, Maine,

sold and served where you
see the JERSEY
It
Sign.
stands for delightful refreshments—made of

a

SWAiVVILLE.

Belfast,
brothers, Pearl R. and Guy
A. Gray of Belfast, two sisters, Mrs.
Josephine Bryant of Auburn and Mrs.
two

•;

Conn.

Chautauqua

peared at nearly 1000 Chautauquas in the

Belfast he

Fir//

Wilder of Bethlehem, N
H., has been elected principal of Brook;
I High school. Mr. Wilder is a graduate
of New Hampshire State College, ha;
had several years of teaching experienc*

to

Releft Belfast about fdur years ago.
cently he was employed as cook in a
in

I

Wallace E.

general house-

'«
'!

demands against the
are desired to
present
and all indebted theret
payment immediately

their lodge room last Friday evening
Mr. Young was a_great worker in the or
der and all regret his leaving. He has ;
position in Exeter, where he has movei
his family.
Harry Peavey, the barber
will live in his house.

A woman to do

gives

UoT

The members of the Knights of Pythiai
gave a farewell party to Walter Young a

Row.

restaurant

scriber.hereby

„ot,
duly appointed administr
PLACENTIA KNOW
in the County of
Waldo
bonds as the law
direct*

June 10th

Jenkins

Maine!ju<,iJ,!,1Nj' ,lU

A

North Waldo Pomona had their month
ly meeting in Brooks last Wednesday
It was the most interesting meeting fo:
some time.
State Master Thompson an<
other Grange members were present.

speakers, is said to be

He also managed at different times
the Revere and Commercial House. He

NEEDED.

Three years ago Germany had 5,000,000
sheep. Today sheep have disappeared

entirely.

about 16 years where he conducted restaurants on Main street and Phoenix

ANOTHER INVESTIGATION

was

Watertown,

arrived

and the
ing departure, in appreciation of their by boat Wednesday morning
treatment in Boston, the following letter funeral was held at his late home on
let his people or anybody else know the
was written and signed by every man in Church street at 2 p. m., Rev. Arthur A.
truth. Not long ago, Dr. Agnew, who
were
Blair officiating.
The bearers
the party.
has been Cuban resident minister in BerMessrs. M. R. and C. M. Knowlton, W.
sawas
themselves
“husky
Describing
lin for three or four years, left Germany
bucks of old New England,” the lumber- G. Preston, Jesse Staples, E. A Jones
now on

Prout’s Neck, Me., Albert

Faustina
sleeves,
McCall, Ellingwood, who resides in Providence.
Mr. Hohler of the British embassy at His death is a severe blow to his daughWashington and hundreds of prominent ter and his granddaughter, Miss Dorothy
citizens of Boston and vicinity. There is a Freeman, to whom he clung in his last
vast difference between walking on a river illness and wanted constantly near him.
full of floating logs and promenading Five sisters and one brother survive:
he

Sunday morning,

immediately.

Monroe,

Several of Brooks young men havi
been leaving town of late.
Hollis Jonei
is
at Marion, Mass.,
Leroy Staples

children, was Willette ClemWaldo, who died many years

Later

ago.

ment

post office building, the use of whicl
was offered by Mrs. Kate A. Lane.

west Harbor

«,fV,
reauH?"'*
qu'9N

the estate

the same for
debted thereto are
present

Auxiliary is

livery firm of Gentner & Colcord. He
Three hundred woodsmen from the lum- always owned several race horses.
He
bering districts of New England have was part owner of the Windsor Hotel in
For years Mr. Gentner consailed for France. They go there as mem- Belfast.
bers of the sawmill units, whose work is ducted a saloon in Belfast and later movto be the speeding up of the supply of ed to Providence, R. I., where he engaglumber to be used in the trenches on the ed in the same business. He was twice

men, most of them in their shirt
sat down to dinner with Gov.

and is

A Red Cross

to be organiz
ed next week and will have rooms in thi

THE LUMBERJACKS IN BOSTON.

against

The Page arid Penny Lumber Compan;
of Millinocket have purchased the Crow
ell lumber lot and will operate the same

business when first coming to Belfast.
At his death he was a member of the

°'

decea^T

Liberty

caused by par-

was

adminjj''9

BETSEY A.
HASWEl.L ,
County of Waldo,
the law directs
All

Over $10,000 were subscribed for th<
Loan by the citizens of Brooks.
The farmers are about discouraged
There is so much wet weather they can
not get their crops in.

where he had been ill for about three

weeks.

duly appointed

Notice of First
In

the District L our
the District of M ■.

In the matter of i
E Clark. Bark1

!

Creditors
Frankfort, in the
trict aforesaid, a I

To

the

Notice is hereby
D. 191

g

June, A

duly adjudic-a.
First Meeting

was

the
held at the office
Bank building, B*
of July, A. D li#IT.
forenoon, at which tn
creditors may attend,

point

Trustee,

a

j
i

exan

transact such other
before said nu

come

Bangor, Maine, June

Foreclosure^

Notice of
WHEKEAb,

J

I

R

the County
Maine, by his mortg
day of December.
Waldo Registry of !
conveyed to me, t'
piece or parcel of i.
ings thereon, situat.
of Waldo ami State
described as follow.south side of th
Unity Village to V.

apple

tree stump; inline to a spotted n
Mill Stream; thence
Bog; thence at rig:
land, thence wester
said Stage Road; an
sard road to place
the mill privilege t

-i

the machinery, etc..
And whereas the
been broken;

has

Now, therefore,
the condition there
said mortgage.

By WEEKS x
16, 1917— 3w.

June

NOTICE
If in leant o;
chine buy the /
make no mist
handle Haym H
dent, as well
other repairs,
us before buy in
on hand.
FREEDOM I
Freedom

A Furnish
I-

FUR

AT THE S. S I
No. 7 Park

|

Tel. 208-11

For SaK
AT A

LOW

A Cadillac Motor 11

Machinery

body.

h

HON
_

BIOS
Called tor
Bids
at the

on

Kepa*1
School.

i|t

f
j

carpentry, pa
McLellan echo.
Any interested are inv
on

■

of the under-i,.
H.
RA.
ivt
WM I1
191
June
18,
Belfast,

with

j

one

1

25th.

1

j

For Sale
OA ACRES OF LAN
ZU COVE, SEAU>I
condition and would m
There is, also, in additiui*
1
of ^standing wood.
full

1

p.rticul.™.ddre-ATK
26

j

j

The class of 1918 of Belfast
Highschoc
will have a dance in Odd
Fellows hal

this, Thursday, evening

McKeen’s orchestra.

Ralph E. Strout

j

with music b'

The 12 o’clock mixed train
to arriv
! and the 2 20 Passenger train to depart oi ,
the Belfast Branch R. R. will be
discon
tinued beginning Monday, June
25th,
The Sons of Veterans
Auxiliary had
j very interesting meeting last Monda! evening. Plans are being made for a re
| ception and ball, July loth, io Divisioi
Commander, Allen L. Curtis. All Di
vision
j dents ofCommanders and Division Prcsi
Maine are invited and an invi

Mrs. S. S. L. Shute is
recovering from
attack of tonsilitis which has confined
her to her home on Park street
for a week.

j

i tation is also extended to the allied
bod
! >es. The Boy Scouts will assist and Me
Keen’s orchestra will furnish
music.
The second Band Concert of
the seasoi
will be given on school
common this

THE

is lasting. For it is
Hie superficial effect of

j
I

loaded dyes, but

r! nun a

Thursday, evening

as

Z.

wealth of rich

Hartshorn and family moved
the Perry house on Cedar
street to their farm home in
Swanville,
where they will spend the summer.
Ethel, the nine-years-old daughter of
Walter R. Bowen of East
Belfast, has attended school for three successive
years
without being absent one half
day or

|

operated upon at the Eastern

tomorrow,

Fri-

Below

I

This couuter
with bargains in

s

isin >re

|

the

|
I

hydrant near the post- office when the fast High school, has tendered his resig"
whistle blew at 11 o’clock. The horses nation to take a position in the East
started for the city
Maurice
building, throwing Greenwich, R, I Academy.
his brother, has had a full run of
their driver to the ground.
When nnr,„_ Cobb,

L--

>

ind will leave

i.

soon

car
was

for

car

where he will be mana\rmour

and West Waldo Vetwill hold their annual
an at the Union ‘church

The

The following
remained in the Beithe week ending June

n'

a

st

Frank

Bowen,

J.

•ngston, Frank
White Co.
;le

Dec-

L

Mc-

from the “Independent.”
Reading and
discussion of chapters 12-13-14 of the C
L. S. C. book “The
Things Men Fight
For”

Liberty Bonds in
'■ported by the three Belaunted to 250,000, much
anticipated. This did not
tie county as Winterport
to

Bangor,

and singing the C L. S. C.
The roll-call: Current Events

songs.

of

goes

Chautauqua

which proved interesting and inI he hostess kindly served a

structive.

treat of candies. The next meeting will
be held with Mrs. H. S. Morey, 14 Miller

Burnham

tg towns to Waterv ille and
Camden and Rockland.

■

Band concert of the season
m hool common last
Friday

only available night for
It did not rain, but the
S'pt many away. There was
her of autos and teams out.
are one of the most pleas-

|

Thrilling battle scenes, enacted by large companies of trained soldiers,
will interpret the military methods prac-

[lie most dismal day of the
It rained practically all

ticed

ons

heavy downpours,

were

small in all the

The evening meeting at
■liurch was cancelled. At
church there

38 pres'be
services the electric
i. but lamps were resorted

a

were

j

1

■

Johnson expects to leave
for Brockton, where he
position.
in

w*ve his voice tested
by some
vocal teachers. He received
uragement from all. Oneteach-

j

Friday, Pauline Fred-

“Her Better Self

Petrova

in

Metro

Saturday,
Wonderplay,

i

under sealed orders and it is expected
that he is already on his way to
Europe,
probably France. He wrote recently to
his parents that he was leaving the coun-

t

man

wrote:

shall

never

to remain in the service of my country,
i only hope that 1 will not lose arms or
legs in France, for I would much rather
die.’' Chapman is a very athletic young

excellent course of the past winter and
this last entertainment will be one of the
best.

GLOVES

At last we have been able to secure short 2-button Silk and Cotton
Gloves and can supply your want.

now

|
|

have Ladies’ and Children’s

Princess tulips.

THE

Fhenix

cialty.

for the years 1909 and 1913 and any earl-

see

member, please,
incur

no

re-

obligation by

esti-

was

mated at $2,500. This was one of the
oldest residences in East Belfast. It was
built by

owned

Tolford

many years

Durham,

later it

was

Knowlton.

the fire it

was

occupied by\ Rufus Copp,

who moved here from

Winterport.

tenement in which the fire

j

caught,
Alvin Clark,

have

was

was

vacated late

The

said to

Friday by

who moved to Frankfort,
Stephen S. L. Shute, chief of the fire department, says the autos of the sight-

i

■

! seers made

a

constant

endangering
j! bridge
men, who were

rush

the:

the life of the fire-

working

j

over

■

hard to savei

the property of the whole corner.

to

Loyalty and. Love

of

7 and 8.30

Country

Long to

be Remembered.

15c.

Children 10c.

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

Pauline Frederick

Mme. Petrova

in

in

“Her Better Half”

MONDAY
Mme. Petrova in
“The

Undying
Flame”

“Extravagance”

TUESDAY | Clara Kimball
ONLY
Young

((TDM

r> y1 !

I KILDY

,n

Arthur E.

Wilson,

the leader.

The proplaylet entitled

gram concluded with a
“The Happy Day,” in which the follow-

Q|

IOC

t-

1
:

->iiOf

IQIZZ:

<

3;[o

S

ANNOUNCEMENT

o

H. R. McDONALD, 45 Northport Avenue,

M

Has

j

Opened Antique Parlors
AT THE ABOVE ADDRESS.

rri

fl
q

2

The collection we have on hand at the present represents two years
of collecting and includes many pieces of beautiful old mahogany in
SHERATON, HIPPLE-WHITE a d CHIPPENDALE. The public
is invited to inspect the same. Tel. 336-11

BUY ANYTHING ANTIQUE.
OWE
__u

I°] 1<""

it worth your while to read this adv. and
then visit their store and see the many
fine bargains they are offering.Mrs. A.

V

'joi

ilfolfolE:-101__

,.3,[q

W A N T E D

B. Wyllie advertises a special sale of upto-date millinery for Thursday, Friday
and Saturday, which includes hand-made

Laborers wanted for shipyard construction.
Good pay, short- hours.
Apply to Civil Engineering
4vv23
Department.

hats, street and sport hats at greatly reduced prices.The Dinsmore Store have
selected the Hose of Luxite because it is

THE TEXAS STEAMSHIP CO.,
worthy of your patronage. Its rich deepbodied lustre and clinging shapeliness is
Bath, Maine.
lasting.Bids for repairs on the McLellan school are called for. Anyone interested is asked to communicate with I
Elon B. Gilchrest, chairman of the com- Franklin
Greer, R. D. Shute or W. B.
..toezzSMc— ioi
folic., ioi. ,.j|fc
Jlfc=51fo1lc=ioi==51fo]
mittee to raise the $10,000 in Waldo counWoodbury on or before June 25fh.
all
and
present
to
ask
urged
ty,
tojgive
The Freedom Lumber Co., Freedom, Me.,
AT THE
others to give in the cause. The direct handle the Deering mowing machine, also
canvass began Wednesday morning...The
and
rerakes
and
tedders
and
section
hay
North Church Guild has given $10 from
pairs. Call on or write them before buyits treasury....The Colonial Theatre will ing.The Penobscot Bay Electric Co.
Corner Miller and High Streets,
give one-fourth of their proceeds of the tells how to keep old friendship bright
and
afternoon
Friday
evening picture ! with electric gifts.The United States
o
3
MRS. ADA E.
shows to the fund.Mrs. Essie P. Carle ; Government urges preserving as a home
Home
Cooked
Food
on
sale
found
Will be
every day and Lunches at
is selling copies of President Wilson’s duty. Fred D.
Jones, successor to Carle'
;
Reasonable Prices, including Chicken,,Fish, Clam Boullion, Salads, SandWar Address at 25 cents each, the pro- &
in fruit jars,
carries
everything
Jones,
|
wiches, Cake and Doughnuts.
ceeds to be given the local Red Cross. a special feature being the Empire jar.
ICE CREAM A SPECIALTY.
A window in James H. Howes’ dry goods He also carries the Lightning and Econat
taken
orders
anytime for parties.
decorated
store has been
with finished ! omy jars. Mr. Jones invites you to atSpecial
articles for the Red Cross, materials for tend the Saturday night Edison concerts
|
fol
the same, war pictures, etc., and numer- at his store. No obligation is incurred by
—'
I
ous $1 bills suggesting the need of join; such attendance.To let, one half the
ing the society to assist in the work for residence at 43 Church street. Inquire
the young men in the trenches....Make at the house or telephone 121-13.A
your offering early, even if it is small. furnished room for rent at the S. S. L.
There is also urgent need for people whc Shute house, Park street.For rent, a
Neu> tenement of six rooms«,
One-halt of the residence at
are willing to do work at the Red Cross
new tenement of six rooms.
Apply to No. 33 Church
with Apply to
Street,
room
Knitting, etc., may be taken home Capt. A. E. Smith, 9 Allyn street.Miss
CAPT. A. E. SMITH,
modern conveniences. Apply at
if you are not able to go to the room tc
J. W. Ferguson advertises a discount sale
S Allyn Street.
or
above
number
tel.
121-13.
lw25p
the
work.
of 10 per cent, beginning today.

In

WAYSIDE TEA HOUSE
WILDES, Proprietor,

was

by Benjamin T. Black

sold by his heirs to Clarence M.
A few years ago Mr. Frank
! Flanders bought and occupied it.
Later
he moved to Searsport. At the time of
and

I

"g^0

Only-Evening

Today Only—Seats

|

ed at the place until about 5.30 a. m. The
house was insured for $2,000 but will

loss, which

i

~

Knowlton and occupied by
The men remain-

the

f

Next to Colonial Theatre.

This Feature

sandwiches, coffee,

This was preceded by a brief
explanatory talk of the order by Mrs.

000 in this great and much needed work.

Rev. David Brackett.

cover

|

programs.

at-

Tuesday evening a public meeting was
held in Memorial hall in the interests of
An alarrr. of fire was rung in from box the local Auxiliary. The Belfast Band
5 at 12.15 a. m., Saturday, for a fire in the played several selections, Mrs. C. W.
Frank Flanders house on Searsport j Wescott and Arthur N. Johnson sang
The department responded in a solos with Miss Louise Dennett accomavenue.
very brief time and laid hose from the panist. Mr. O. E. Frost, chairman of the
; Coe-Mortimer hydrant over the bridge to I; Public Safety Committee, was out of
own and Rev. Wm. Vaughan, announced
the house. A neighbor remarked that the
engine saved the city more than her cost to speak, was also absent. Morris L.
While the house was burned Slugg presided and short addresses were
in this fire
to the ground and was well advanced made by Mayor Edgar F. Planson, Rev.
j
when the department arrived, they saved C W. Martin and Rev. W. T. Hawthorne.

not
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SEPARATE .SKIRTS
In all wool and also in cotton at less
than wholesale prices. Can you beat it?

Appeal

Next Tuesday the Circle will have

10-cent lunch of

fame, and was sweet and week all over the country, when one hun- j New Advertisements. The
Emporcharming as she cut a flag from the bunt- dred million dollars are to be raised to
ium, Chas. B. Eaton & Co. are -holding a
the
with
which
window
was draped meet the necessary expenses of this sociing
“Can You Beat it Sale’’ for four days
and sewed the stars on the field of blue.
ety. New England’s allotment is seven only. See their fine adv. in this paper
The upper window of the Fred D. Jones million and Waldo County’s share is
$10,- which tells you all about it. You will find

the Robbins store, the residence of Raymond Mossman and the house owned by

fI

Stirring Battle Scenes, Spies at Work and the Many Exciting Phases of Military
Activity Combined with ar. Extraordinary Love Story make

historic

store was a Iso decorated with many beautiful flags of all sizes from their stock in
trade.

!

“TREASON”

a

ing cast took part: Mrs. Marlow, a young
matron, Hope Dorman; Sybil, her daughter, the bride-elect, Helen Wescott; Anne
Loring, her friend and bridesmaid, Barbara McKenney; Kitty Fern, the village
dressmaker, Ruth Dinsmore; Opal Ness,
reporter, Elizabeth Doak; Mrs. Tatlock, a
country cousin, Ava Burgess; Polly, her
FRED D. JONES
daughter, Charlotte Burkett Wadsworth.
It was a very clever little play and the
girls played the,r parts very well. A silver offering was taken.
RED CROSS WEEK. This is Red Cross

window sat little Miss Avis Burgess in
gown, kerchief and cap like the Betsey

Clarence M.

An

the Bluebirds gave a half-hour of song
and games, one of their regular afternoon

that you

tending the above and no
trade talk is made. We
would be glad to have you
ask for any particular
record that you would like
Come in, even
to hear.
if you can only stay for a
record or two.
Y ours truly,

$
X

In Black and Colors. Special for this
sale at S!.9S.
Can you beat it?

Matinee 2.30-Today

delightful entertainment last Saturday
afternoon in the parlors of the church.
The program opened with the entrance of
the Campfire Girls and the flight of the
Bluebirds. The Campfire Girls in full costume gave a portion of their ritual and

becoming very popular
and we are always pleased

to

|

I

nvited.

are

the Ladies of the G. A. R.

of

Row,

doughnuts and cake, to which the Post is

as a

NEW faces and

I

SILK PETTICOATS

Colonial Theatre y

I

The Junior Alliance Campfire Girls and
Bluebirds of the Unitarian church gave a

delegate to the National convention of the D. of V., and Mrs. Dutch
department assistant guard. Mrs. Bridges
was elected department color bearer number 4.
As retiring department president,
Mrs. Savery was presented a handsome
cameo brooch.
Mrs. Mary R. Tarbox of
Fryeburg, formerly of Belfast, is one of
the candidates for National president of

f
|t

otic Instructor for the second year, and
Department Color Bearer No. 4 of the
Daughters of Veterans for the second
a

THE SATURDAY

|

report of the meetings of the State
Department Convention.
Mrs. Bridges
has been elected Statp Department Patri-

gave

year.

ber of years, and was elected first on the
council of the D. of V. Mrs. Brown was

|

I

SILK SUITS

price.

Bridges

Mrs. Ada E. Wildes. See her advt. of
the many attractive food articles constantly on hand. Private parties a spe-

f

If anyone has programs of the B. H. S.

j

j

of Miller and High streets, has been opened to the public for the summer season by

I1

Our $1.98 Counter

EMPORIUM

! ier than 1884, they will confer a favor by
The Waldo County Veteran Association will be held in Newburg Thursday, ; presenting them,or a copy of them to the
June 28th.
It is hoped there w'ill be a I Belfast Library.
large attendance at this meeting.
At the meeting of Thomas H. Marshall
The Wayside Tea House, at the corner Circle last Tuesday, Mrs. Dora

brave and loyal

3ure and

Beautiful Silk Suits ;n White and
Colors have just arrived and are put on
sale at very low prices.

SUITS

DMAS. B. EATON & CO.,

afternoon.

be

A fine line of Palm Beach Suits
at the low price of $5.50. Can
you
beat it?
y

All our Suits are being sold at
half price. Can you beat it?

All our Silk Gowns at half
Can you beat it?

aroiind
U"d <.n>i
a"d k

PALM BEACH SLUTS

SILK OOWNS

PRINCESS SUPS
We

I

SUITS

f
?
|

We will not enumerate here the
Great Bargains on our $1.98 Counter as we want to
surprise you when
you look them over.
You can’t beat
it.

Separate

The liniversalist Social Aid will meet
Cross rooms this, Thursday,

fellow and those who knew him in High
can well believe that he loves the

elected

pile deep

in the Red

school

a

shall

$1.40ounter See

j

“This is the life for me.
I
do anything else if 1 am able

service and that he is

faint outline of our line. Come in and look
ns you will regret it if you don’t.
a

our

GLOVES

f

“Extravagance.”
Monday, Mme. PeHag Day, June Hth, was observed by
trova in “The Undying Flame.” Tues- the public schools in drills and songs of
day, Clara Kimball Young in the big suc- the flag. All the school flags, those of
Wednesday, Robert the public places and on many private
cess,
“Trilby.”
Warwick in “The Family Honor.” Daily residences were dispiayed.
Mrs. Essie P.
matinee at 2.30.
Carle's store window.was especially approMiss priate in its decorations of red, white and
Belfast Lyceum Course.
Doris Carpenter, a graduate of the Le- blue bunting and flags galore of all sizes.
land Powers’ School of Boston, will ap- Mounted pictures of the war presidents
Lincoln and Wilson—were
pear at the North church, Friday evening, —Washington,
In the center of the
June 22nd, at 8.15 o’clock under the aus- draped with flags.
was a most attractive picture of
pices of the Belfast Lyceum Course. It window
lirst flag.
In an old
is found necessary to give an extra en- Betsy Kos.s and the
fashioned rocker in the lower side of the
tertainment to defray the expense of the

Admission 25 cents, reserved seats
35 cents at the Adams Jewelry store.
Miss Carpenter stands high in her profession, ranking second in a class of two
She has been in unbe sorry to part with him as hundred graduates.
in Lyceum work and the
•' tenor
voice is often heard in usual demand
are fortunate in securing her
l amateur
performances. He committee
at
the close of her season’s enservices
'xt in the First Parish Unitarand South.
ile expects to have a position gagement through the West
O’ My Heart” an
1 tlie
read
“Peg
will
She
Rogers Memorial church
Irish Comedy, full of wit and humor,
oil, Mass where he sang durwith long and successful runs in London,
HI visit there.
New York and Boston.
had all God could give him
of a voice and only needed
Another told him before six
could be heard in New York,
v

>

;

|

He plans to take j
he recent- !

Boston, where

list of attractions:
Mme

iret,

Bird Neighbors, which has
d Miss Drinkwater.

love of the flag in the hearts of all beholders.
Read carefully the following
erick in

ice continued.

daughter of Mr. and
nnkwater, a pupil of Grade
the prize offered by John
•pier, D. A. R., for the best
teil States History.
The
■n
the prize—Mrs. Amos
Mrs. E. S. Pitcher—selected

in the world

war; there will be
numerous sensational scenes and exciting encounters and the final import of the
narrative will be to instill patriotism and

xx.

isional

|

we

1

presented to th« MnniA
%*, ,
P
P ® °f Wald°

GOODS.

We have added several new racks
Coats
equipment and filled them full
We have a new lot of Silk and
of fgreat bargains in beautiful voile
Woolen
!
Separate Coats. Beautiful
and silk dresses and sport suits.
line and prices very low.
to

t

street, Monday, June 25th at 2 p. m. Roll- soldier.
call: Current Events from the “IndeMrs. Etta P. Savery, the retiring dependent.” Lesson from the C. L. S. C. partment president of the Maine Daughbook.
“The Things Men Fight For.” ters of Veterans, Mrs. Dora Bridges, Mrs.
chapters 15-16-17. All members are re- Myra Dutch, Mrs. Emma Brown, Mrs.
Annie Jellison and L. C. Putman have
quested to be present at this meeting.
returned from Portland, where they have
Colonial Theater.
Today only, the
special production, “Treason,” the most been in attendance on tne meetings of
the department bodies of the G. A. R.
inspiring military drama ever produced,
Mrs. Savery declined the nomination as
an appeal to loyalty and love of
country,
is offered at 2.30, 7 and 8.30, general ad- department treasurer of the Ladies of the
G. A. R., which she has held for a nummission 15 cents; children under twelve

iiner’s program and are al- ! 10 cents.
ended.
as

I

j

Clarence E. Chapman, only son of Mr.
and Mrs. John F. Chapman of this
city,
who has been for some time in the regular army in the Sbth regiment, and for
the past year in the south, has marched

Little

T

|

Searsmont,

have been in Belfast the past week.

was

Discouraged”

Black,
S.

damaged.

if

under the

Monday afternoon, June 18th. A good
attendance of members was present. The
;
opening exercises included responsive try but was not allowed, of course, to
reading from the 3rd motto, “Never be tell where he was ordered. Young Chap- It;

Simmons,

I .KTTKRS.

vie:—Mrs.

who

Circle was entertained by Miss Grace Walton at her
home

27th, at 2 p. m., if
lirst fair day.
The pub-

a vine

nvited.—A. A.

somewhat

improving

school the past year.
Their parents, Mr.
and Mrs Lben f. Cobb of

were

Savery,

is

Miss

Campbell of Portland.
Maurice has been attending the High I

in the car, saw
the horses coming and
jumped and ran
into the Ferguson store.
There is no one
to blame for the accident.

x

on

was

Wilda

Store,

of

care

store,
stopped. The new Ford
to
belonging
Fred Myrick of Troy
badly injured and the Savery Ford

where they

'-Mikerhas resigned his posihe store of the Belfast

|

pneumonia and

site the City Drug Store one of
them fell
and was dragged by the other
to the
walk in front of the
Ferguson

of Belfast.

Vws

•he

j|

only give

ever

June 21, 22, 23, 25

DRESSES DRESSES

i

Stare

ff|,|„|| |||f|||

.

This Counter will contain Wash
Waists, Voile After- I Skirts, Voile Dresses,
Children’s
noon
Dresses,
Petticoats, House i Dresses and Wash Suits, Petticoats,
Dresses, Children’s Dresses, Night j Princess Slips, etc. Can you beat it?
Gowns, Princess Slips, Wash Skirts
in w ite and colors, etc.
Silk Sweater Coats
Values up
to $3.00. Can you beat it?
\ new lot of Silk Sweater Coats
I at very low prices.

|

t<*J Hose of Luxite be.
thy of your patronf this shop.

we

at the season when YOU WANT THE

See Our 98c. Counter See Our

f

c

_

..

Most Startling and Alluring Bargains

bring your pooketbook

I

a

3

==^
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County and just

t

Maine General hospital
recently and his
condition is very satisfactory.

The program.

a
WW **++*+ IH
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Some of the

Haraden S. Pearl of
Bangor, formerly
of Belfast who has
been ill for the past
was

ssefcaaga1^

FOUR DAYS ONLY

jtardy.

month,

"•

*1 *+*++'**+®+*+*

I Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Monday,

Thomas H. Marshall
Post, G. A. R., at
special meeting June 14th voted to’invest $200 from their
Star Spangled Banner.
treasury in Liberty *>*
March, Imperial Potentate,
Their next regular
Woorii Bonds.
meeting wilj I
Keler. Bell be held Tuesday
Vocal bulo,H“n*a,;ian
There s a Long.
afternoon, July 3rd.
Long Trail,
Belfast friends received news
King and Elliotl
Friday of
Mr Chas. Hammons
the death of Miss Rosa E.
j
March. Monstrat Viam,
True of Port- f
j
Selection, from the Bufgomaster,
ludei land, who was well and very favorably *
Characteristic, Muttering Fritz
Losevy known here.
Miss True taught for many
Popular,
years in the grade schools of
It I had a Son for each Star in Old
l
Portland.
Glory.
Fred O. J. Horne, an employee of the
March, Commander Tavlor,
Miseud f
Ameiica
enobscot Bay Electric
Company, was j
There was a frightful runaway on Main operated on at his home on Bradbury
street last. Saturday by Dr.
street Wednesday, when the
Eugene D. |
city’s fire
horses collided with two autos near the Tapley assisted by Drs. Foster C. Small j
and Harry L. Kilgore.
Ferguson store.
Willie Thurston was j
Harold P Cobb, sub-master of the Bel- ii
sprinkling the streets and was at
day, evening.

„!dials, fine threads, pure
close stitching.

D.

Monday from

the last number ir

the Lyceum Course comes

f" t*i"“

Can You Beat It Sale

:{

an

|

persuasive beauty
of! lose of Luxite—its
rich, deep-bodied lusw>d clinging shapeli-

===
of

Lawrence, Mass., is*
at his home in East
?•*'*■*1 *1 ***1
Belfast, called here by7 |
the illness of his
father, Frank B. Strout.

I
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For Rent

For Rent

i ACCUSED AS GERMAN SECRET
?

AGENTS

Lamson 4 Hubbard

___

Made

v
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V

Right

I

d. p. palmer a0d owen

sold by

THE FLAG PLEDGE
Origin

of This Sublime Salute to

the Stars and

Stripes.

IT HAD ITS BIRTH IN KANSAS.
The Tribute Our School Children Pay
to Old Glory Was Written by a Kansas

Boy Who Was Inspired by the

Patriotism of

a

Kansas Woman.

e
<s>1 pledge allegiance to my flag
And to the republic for which it
stands.
One nation indivisible,
With liberty and justice for all.
<

Half a hundred boys and girls, eyes
glistening and voices thrilling, chant
the flag pledge in unison, and at the
close half a hundred right arms are
thrust forward and upward, the better

.—

—.-.

Harry F. 1‘erissi, Irving Bonaparte and Axel B. Melchar, accused of having maintained a secret mail system between this country, Germany, Mexico
and South America.

to wave half a hundred little American

Farewell
[ By Scott

N

earing,

in

to

Meat!

The Southern idea is to get what it can
for the South, and let the North do with-

Coast Seaman's Journal.]

Vegetarians have always been

rare

in

particularly noticeable in
the egregious pork bills at the last session. Southern crossroads villages that
wanted elaborate post offices or courtout.

People have taken it
the United States.
for granted that in India or in China a
meat diet was out of the question, but in
the United States—have not our anceseaten meat from a time whereof the
memory of man runneth not to the contrary? True enough, but our descendants
must stop it.
From 1860 to 1917 the population of the
United States increased a little more than
threefold, and from 1880 to 1917 it doubled
almost exactly. Contrast with this increase in population the increase in the
production of meat, for which the workingman spends one-third of his food budget. The meat supply is absolutely limited by the number of meat animals in a
The figures showing the
community.
number of live meat animals in the United States indicate an alarming failure of
t he meat supplies to keep pace with the
increasing population. Between 1860 and
1917 the number of cattle in the United
In 1860 there
States more than doubled.
were 25 million cattle and in 1917 there
From 1880 to 1917 there
were 63 million.
was an increase of 90 per cent, in the
number of cattle in the United States.
The increase in the number of people in
the United States is therefore more rapid
than the increase in the potential supply
Bearing in mind the fact that
of beef.
^dairying has increased very rapidly during the period under consideration, it behas incomes evident that beef demand
the
creased entirely out of proportion tofrom
eef supply. During the fifty years
860 to 1917 while the population more
than trebled the supply of cattle merely
Practically the same thing is
doubled.
true of sheep and swine, the two other
principal sources of meat supply. There
were 22 million sheep in the United States
in 1860, 42 million in 1880 and 48 million
in 1917. The swine in 1860 numbered 33
million, in 1880 49 million and in 1917 67
million, showing a slight progressive inIn no one of these cases, howcrease.
number of
ever, has the increase in the
animals corresponded with the increase
in the population.
As for meat prices, of course they are
high, and unless the ratio between the
number of meat animals and the number
of people in the country can be radically
changed, of course meat prices will be
higher. The increase in the land values,
the disappearance of great unclaimed
stretches of free grazing land, and the
growing conviction that more money can
be made in forms of agriculture other
than stock-farming, are all playing a part,
and the American meat supply is dimin-

ishing.
Two-thirds ot tne people oi uie worm
The proportional devegetarians.
crease in the number of available meat
animals, with the consequent increase in
he price of meat products, means vegetarianism for the iow-paid American
wage-earners. The rich and well-to-do
will continue to be meat eaters, but those
who do the bulk of the work in the United States must abandon a meat diet. The
next generation will see a growdng line
of distinction between those who eat
meat and those who do not eat it,
are

Stop That Summer Cough.
havi coughs and gnppy feelings in
weather because colds are germ disThat’s why we should hava Dr. King’s
eases.
New Discovery handy. It’s antiseptic ingredients fight the growth of germB and loosen
their hold.' It's laxative qualities exoel these
germs and cleanse the system. You can feel
We

warm

inflammation,
pleassnt
heal tissues strained by coughing and promote
Millions of bottles sold. 60c,
rest and sleep.
$1.00 at your druggist. Used tor nearly 60
balsams soothe the

years.

This

was

houses had but to ask for them. Southern
streams of undoubted picturesqueness, but

tors

its

flags.

THE SOUTHERN IDEA.

no

commercial

possibilities,

were

enthusi-

astically included in the rivers and har-

1

!1
!

;

“What are we here for?” askbors bill.
ed an eminent Democrat on another fervid occasion. And what are the Southern
Democratic leaders in Congress for, the
rest of the country has often been tempt
ed to ask, if not to superintend the passage of sectional legislation?
Under Mr. Kitchin’s guidance, the War
Tax bill went through the House in such
shape as to favor the South at the expense of the North. Any proposal to levy
imposts on Northern products or interests
was greeted with joy on the majority side.
But let a tax on the South be suggested,
and at once the sturdy defenders of that
favored part of the land rose in their
virtuous wrath.
As a Northern Representative, ironically reflecting the Southern attitude, put it
in the debate:

i “In fixing your taxes to pay for the war,
A trifle of billions, unheard of before,
Be sure to distribute the burden around
And catch every fellow who ought to

be
bound—
The rich man, the poor man, your good self,
and me—
But don’t you tax cotton.
For cotton is free.

“Double up all the taxes on income and such.
And take all the profits from industry’s clutch;
Insurance and business tax higher and higher,
Till each corporation shall gasp and expire;
But ever and always remember to be
A friend of King Cotton,
For cotton is free/’

The Southern leaders need to think
nationally instead of sectionally. They
need to realize that the task of legislation
that has been temporarily entrusted to
them is a countrywide task.
Every part
of the United States ought to shoulder its
fair share of the enormous new burdens
that the war imposes.
Many of these men, in their brutal disregard of legislative decency, have converted whatever patriotism they ever
possessed into pork.—Providence Journal.
“TAkfc

THE LOAN.”

Fifty-six years ago the May just passed, Edward Everett Hale wrote a “Take
the Loan’' poem, for war purposes, at
the outbreak of the Civil War. The population of the country at that time was
less than one-third of our present population. As in these days, it was necessary
to arouse the people to the need of unselfish assumption of their share of the burden of war. He wrote:
Come, freeman of the land.
Come meet the great demand,
True heart and open hand,
Take the loan!
For the hopes the prophets saw,
For the swords your brothers draw,
For liberty and law
Take the loan!
Ye ladies of the land,
As ye love the gallant band,
Who have drawn a soldier’s brand,
Take the loan!
Who would bring them what she could,
Who would give the soldier food,
Who would staunch her brother’s blood,
Take the loan!
All who saw her hosts pasE by.
All who joined the parting cry,
When we bade them do or die.
Take the loan!
As ye wished their triumphs then,

Who would press the great appeal
Of our ranks of serried steel.
Put your shoulders to the wheel,

Washington, June 13. Asked as to
his attitude toward National Prohibition
measure, Senator Fernald of
Maine said: “There is but one answer I
can make: I have told all who have written me that I heartily favor it and that I
shall vote for any measure of that kind
which comes before the Senate. I have
supported all prohibitory measures before
the Senate since becoming a member and
cannot, at this time, see any good reason
why I should alter my attitude.
Senator Fernald has not introduced all
the resolutions and letters endorsing National Prohibition as a war measure which
he has received from Maine, but this does
not change the fact that they have reached him by the hundreds. Some idea of
their number is to be had from the fact
that for two days in May one stenographer
in his office did nothing but write acIn addition
knowledgments of these.
to this there has not been a day since the
first of May when the Senator’s mail has
not included from one to 20 of such letters and resolutions.
The Senator’s reason for not presenting
all these in the Senate has been that it
would unnecessarially load up the Record
and thereby greatly add to the cost of an
already expensive publication and would
accomplish no good. On this point he
says: “These resolutions, letters and telegrams would influence no members of
Congress outside of Maine. Those members will be governed by what the people
of their States desire and not what my
as

a

That

prayers in truth may rise,
Which we press with streaming eyes
On the Lord of earth an,d skies.
Take the loan!
our

war

constituents wish.

HUMPHREYS’

WITCH HAZEL OINTMENT
(COMPOUND)
For Piles or Hemorrhoids,
External or Internal, Blind or

Bleeding, Itching

or

Burning.

One application brings relief.
Price 23c., at all druggists op

mailed.
Send Free Sample of Ointment to
0

Humphreys* Borneo. Medicine Company
Street, New York.

156 William

SICK BEASTS
BOOK

on treatment of Hones,
Cows,
Sheep, Doge end other animals, sant
free.
Humphreys’ Homeopathic Veterinary Medicines. 156 William St, N. Y.

triotic program.
America owes its flag pledge to KanIt was written by a Kansas boy
sas.
and inspired by a Kansas woman.
Here is tbe story:
A little more than twenty years ago
Mrs. Lillian A. Hendricks of Cherryvale, Kan., was an untiring worker in
the Women's Relief corps, an auxiliary
of the G. A. R.. and held the oftice of
patriotic instructor hi the Cherryvale
organization. The mother of two boys,
she wanted them to grow up with the
spirit of her ancestry, which led back
to Joint Cary of Revolutionary war
fame, and she entered upon her duties
as patriotic instructor with enthusiasm.
She followed the custom of her official
predecessors in visiting the schools
and talking to the pupils about the
glories of the country and its tradiBut she went farther. She intions.
duced the principal of the high school
to set aside a recitation hour, during
which the sixteen members of the class
of 1890 wrote their ideas of their debt
to their country and their duty to its

government.
vyuc

uicmuri

ui

iuc

uuoo
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E. Bellamy. Ilis tribute impressed Mrs.
Hendricks so much, when it was gathered up with the others and sent to her
for inspection, that she preserved it.
With 1S9S came the Spanish-American war, and one of the first to volunteer his services to the country was
Frank Bellamy, then twenty-one years
old. He joined the Twentieth Kansas
infantry ns a member of the regimental
band and went to the Philippines,
where he remained until the Kansas
fighting force returned to the United
States and was mustered out.
But in the meantime, in 1S99, with
the fervor of patriotism which the war
with Spain aroused, came the decision
of a conference of representatives of
the patriotic organizations of the country that a pledge of allegiance was necessary to inculcate a love of country
in the generations to come. Throughout the states the submission of suitable sentiments was invited, and the
W. R. C., through its state departments
and they through local corps like the
Sirs.
one at Cherryvale, took
it up.
Hendricks, whose love of the Stars and
Stripes was something very much like
worship, thought at once of the pledge
of allegiance written by the high school
boy who now was with Uncle Sam’s
fighting men across the Pacific, and she
submitted it to the national committee
which was to make the selection. Out
of thousands upon thousands of manuscripts which reached the committee
and were read and passed on, the pledge
of Frank Bellamy was chosen as the
one expressing in fewest words and
strongest phrases the loyalty of an
American to his flag and to the land of
his birth or adoption.
So it came to
YTr.nr.nc

onthn. rvl fVwv

“flag pledge” is numbered with Francis
Scott Key, author of “The Star Spangled Banner;” Joseph Rodman Drake,
author of “The American Flag;” Dr. S.
S. Smith, author of "America,” and others from whose pens have come undying
expressions of fealty to our country.
Frank Bellamy returned from the
Philippines shattered in health by his
stay in the tropics. It is an interesting
fact that he knew nothing of the adoption of his pledge of allegiance by the
patriotic societies of America until Mrs.

Take the loan!

STATEMENT BY SENATOR FERNALD

That is the scene presented to the
visitor in any public schoolroom in
America on Washington’s birthday or
flag day or any other occasion of a pa

nn co

As ye hope to meet again,
And to meet their gaze as men,
Take the loan!

Right From tho Hoart.
A little bo; In the city followed the
suggestions of his father (who somehow in the midst of “the turmoil” has
managed to live for the good things
of life and let the banalties which
take up the popular attention alone)
that he keep a diary.
The little fellow found it rather difficult to make records, not understanding that the human document must be
beautifully simple. But one day he
struck the keynote of life with just one
bold, unuconscious stroke:
“This has been a fine day. Mother
did not go anywhere all day.”—Indianapolis News.

Hendricks told him when he arrived in
his home town.
“We are proud of you, Frank,” she
said, “and the national W. R. C. has
passed a resolution thanking you for
writing it.”
The boy flushed.
“It didn’t express
half what I tried to write,” he said.
The physicians who examined him on
his arrival home found that the white
plague already had him in its grip and
ordered him to the mountains. He went
to Colorado, and, since he could no longer follow music as a vocation, he took
up art, for which he also had a talent,
and, his own mother having died, he
looked to Mrs. Hendricks for advice and
corresponded with her throughout his
residence in the west.
Mr. Bellamy
never
recovered his
health, but his last days were made
easy because of the fact that through
Mrs. Hendricks' efforts he obtained a
liberal pension as a Spanish-American
war veteran. He died in Denver March
31, 1915. His body was taken to Cherryvale and rests in Fairview cemetery
there, not far from the shaft which
marks the grave of Mrs. Hendricks.—

Kansas City Star.
Ill patterns are sure to be followed
than good rules.—Locke.

more

brosj

SUCCESS AT THE BAT.

Birds Will Come BackThe strongly developed homing instincts of birds can be relied on to attach them to the neighborhood where
they first saw the light, and the identical pairs which nest in the houses provided for them one year will often return the next season to enjoy the same
bounty and protection.

Let me caution every young player
against acquiring the bad habit of trying to -kill" tin; ball. Thousands of
fellows who might otherwise have become good batters have been ruined bewanted to knock a home
If you meet the
run every time up.
ball squarely and get the right amount
of snap in your swing you do not
need to take a windup and lunge at it
with all your might.
There is a lot of life in a baseball,
and when you hit it “on the nose” you
don’t need all your weight behind the
bat.
If you take care to apply your
power at the right moment, so that
you will get the ball well out in front
of you at the point where your swing
is fastest and most powerful, the distance and speed will take care of themselves.
There never was a great hitter yet
that swung with all his might all the
time. You may argue that the harder
you poke the ball the longer distance
you will get. but the trouble is that it
is practically impossible to time your
blow properly and bit the ball squarely when you take a “washerwoman’s
swing.” Once in a hundred times you
might happen to do so, but the other
ninety-nine times you would Just be

Turmeric Dye.
The turmeric, which yields a yellow
powder, grows wild over a considerable portion of Porto Rico and is fairly
abundant.
It is used by natives as a
dye for the fibers from which hammocks are woven, for ribbons, cloths
and the like.

Diplomacy.
Mrs. Brown—These lovely flowers
from your husband? Mrs. Jones—Yes.
I let him have the last word this morning, and it scared him.—Boston Globe.

Dangers
light, and
men

MEN WANTED-Tu BRING OR MAIL

Safety Razor Blades to me to be sharpened better than new.
Single edge, such as
GemB, 25c. Gilletbe. 55c: Duibam Duplex

60c. per dozen. C. E. BSo-r-su. 72 Main street
Belfast. Me.

Probate

year and either fans or sends up easy
files or roils feeble grounders the rest
of the time.
!
Every man must in a way be his own ;
trainer in baseball.—1Ty Cobb in Amerj
ican Boy.

DUTY CALLED.

He Was ‘‘at the Front” When the Crisis
Came, and He Won.
In the spring of 1913 occurred the
disastrous floods In Ohio. Daniel Willard, president of the Baltimore and
Ohio, could not rest content with merely directing relief from his office in
Baltimore. lie rushed immediately to
the scene of suffering and destruction,
where he remained till the danger was

past.
A New York banker, whose influence
and friendship were much needed by
the Baltimore and Ohio, ran down to
Baltimore.
He was a man to whom
time is money—in capital letters—and
he had a positive date with Dauiel
Willard.
But when he reached the
railroad offices the president was gone.
‘‘He's at the front,” said one of his
secretaries and explained how the chief
had gone out to Camden station on
the preceding night. A message canceling the engagement had been sent
to New York—Willard is most punctilious in such matters—but it had failed to arrive.
The banker frowned. He was not in
the habit of hurrying to see railroaders who were seeking loans and then
having them fail to keep appointments
with him. But when he was back in
his own office the next day and the
newspaper extras were telling of the
catastrophe that had swept over Ohio
he sent a personal message to the presIt
ident of the Baltimore and Ohio.
told him that he might draw for as
much money as he needed to put his
railroad on i*s feet again.
‘‘He’s at the front.”
That was the thing that had hit the
Wall street man clean between the

eyes.—Everybody’s.
ifc,
Jk

■w*'.*

Our Murder Record.
For every million inhabitants Canada
has each year three murders; Germany, under five; Great Britain, ten;
France, fourteen; Belgium, sixteen. In
the United States there are every year
129 murders per million inhabitants.
In one single year over 11,000 men,
women and
children are murdered.
One murderer in seventy-five pays the
death penalty, and for the rest an
average imprisonment of seven years
settles the score.—Exchange.

At

a

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and

Notices.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the Countv of Waldo, on the 12th day of
June, A. D. 1917.,

IDELLA D. KNOWLTON, administratrix of
Wayland Knowlton, late of BelCounty of Waldo, deceased, baving presented a petition praying that she may

the estate of
fast, in said
be

the

Tuesday

County
of

licensed

to sell and

convey at public or
to said de*

sale real estate belonging
| private
[ ceased, described as follows:

Bounded easterly by land of William Knowlton; southerly by land of Ezra A. Knowlton;
westerly by land formerly owned by Wesley C.
Peavey; and northerly bj the county road
leading from Swanville to Waldo, containing
twenty acres, more or less.
Also another parcel of land situated in
Swanville and being part lots number 20, 21,
22, in the 1500 acre tract, so-called, and bounded as follows, to wit: Bound westerly by lot
98; northerly by land owned by E. N. Brown;
easterly by land owned by Ezra A. Knowlton;
and southerly by land owned by Ezra A. Knowlton; containing thirty-nine acres, more or less.
Bcih the above described parcels being the

same real estate conveyed to said
Wayland
Knowlton by Percy S. Edgecomb, Deputy
Sheriff, by Sheriff's deed dated October 17,
1911, recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds,
Book 3C9, Page 114.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice

to ill persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, in said County, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held
at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the
10th day of July, A. D. 1917, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not be grt-nteu.
A true copy.

HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second
Tuesday of June, A. D. 1917.

instrument, purporting

to be the

last will and testament and codicil of Noah
W. Barker, late of Troy, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having been presented for

probate with petition praying that said will
and codicil be proved and allowed and that letters testamentary issue to Clarence Whiting,
the executor named therein.

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, in said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and
for said

County,

on

the second

Tuesday of July

next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the same should
not be proved, approved and allowed and
prayer of petition granted.
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson. Register.
USIU

at

UCIlOOl,

WIIIIIII a

on

the

u

for the County of Waldo, on the 12th day of
June, A. D. 1917
uH ARLES F. PERRY, widower of Sarah E.
Perry, late of Montville, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying that an allowance may be made to
him out of the personal estate of said deceased.

A certain instrument, purporting to be the
last will and testament of Cora M. Cole, late
of Burnham, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate with
petition praying that said will be proved and
allowed and that letters testamentary issue to
H. H. Thurlough, the executor named, therein.

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The
Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
Belfast, in said County, that they may appear
at a Probate Court to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second Tuesday of
July next, at ten of the clock before noon and
show cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be proved, approved and allowed
and prater of petition granted.
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
A true copy.

Attest:
Chas E.

said

I

)

i

f
j
,g

Belfast,

on

'!

In Court of Pp.i
the 12th day of June

I. Stevens, executor of the will

Knight,

late

of

Northport,

in

*

deceased, having presented hia t
account of administration of ea
allowance.

WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 12th day of June, 1917. Benjamin H. Mudgett, administrator of the estate of
Caroline Doll off, late of Belfast, in said County, deceased, having presented his first and
final account of administration of said estate
for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given three
weeks successively in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 10th
day of July next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be al-

Ordered, that notice thereof b<
weeks successively, in The Ref
nal, a newspaper published in I
County, that all persons interest*
at a Probate Court, to be held a
the 10th day of July next, and
any they have, why the said a*
not he allowed.
HARRY E. BA
A true copy.

Attest:

Chas E. Johns.

lowed.

A true copy.

j

WALDO SS.

Johnson, Register.

WALOO SS.

In Court of Pr
the 12th of June, 19:
administrator
of the
Dickey,
Dickey, late of Brooks, in said
ceased, having presented his fin
count of administration of sh:
allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof 1
weeks successively, in The Repul

:HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
Attest:
Chas E. Johnson. Register.

Belfast,

on

1

WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 12th day of June, 1917. Jacob
N. barker, executor of the will of Richard Parker. late of Frankfort, in said County, deceased, having presented his first and final account of administration of said estate for
allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested may attend ai a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 10th
day of July next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
A true copy.

newspaper published in B.
that all persons interest
at a Probate Court, to be held
the 10th day of July next, and
any they have, why the said h
not be allowed.
HARRY E. BAN
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. E. Johnso
a

County,

Attest:

Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
WALDO SS.

In Court of Probate, held at

Belfast, on the 12th day of June, 1917. John
Montgomery, administrator, de bonis non, of

the estate of Nathan F. Houston, late of Belfast, in said County, deceased, having presented his first and final account of administration
of said estate for allowance

j

WALDO SS. In Court of PnT
Belfast, on the 12th day of Junr
lard R, Sparrow, administrator
John R Sparrow, late of Knox, ir
deceased, having presented his
account of administration of eau
allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof he
weeks successively, in The Rcpuh

I a newspaper published in Be
that all persons interest'
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three | County,
at a Prooate Court, to be held
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
the 10th of July next, and show
a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said
they have, why the said account
County, that all persons interested may attend allowed.
at a Probate Court, to be held at Bel last, on
the 10th day of July next, and show cause, if
any they have, why the said account should
not be allowed.
A true copy.

Johnson, Register.

Muzzy,
Searemant, in said
County, deceased, having presented his first
account of administration of said estate for
Horace

late

of

allowance.
Ordered, that notice '.hereof be given, three
weeks successively in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast,.in said County, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 10th
day of July next, and show c.iuse, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed,
HARRY E. BANGS. Judge.
A true copy.

HARRY E. BANA true copy.

Attest:

Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 12th day of June, 1917. Simon
S. Sargent, administrator of the estate of Rose
A. Cilley, late of Brooks, in said County, deceased, having presented his first and final account of administration of said estate for al-

Attest:

Chas. E. Johnson.

HARRY E. BANGS, Judge,
Attest:
Chas. E.

ADMINISTRATOR’S

NOTH

hereby gives notice tha
duly appointed administrator,

scriber
of

IDA M.

HADLEY,

late of

in the County of Waldo, dec^a*
bonds as the law directs.
All \
demands against the estate <
are desired to present the same t
and all indebted thereto are r»

payment immediately.
HERBERT <
Jackson. Maine, June 12, 1917
ADMINISTRATOR’S NOT1C t.
hereby gives notice thsduly appointed administrator of
CHARLES H. HADLfcY, late
in the County of Waldo, deceasscriber

bonds as the law directs. All
demands against the estate of
are desired to present the same
and all indebted thereto are requ

payment immediately.
HERBERT t
Jackson, Maine, June 12, 1917.

lowance.

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
successively, in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
County, that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
on the 10th day of July next, and show cause, if
any they have, why the said account should
not be allowed.
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
weeks

A true cjpy.

WALDO SS.

Attest:
Chas. E.
In

Johnson, Register.

Court of Probate, held at

Belfast, on the 12th day of Juno, 1917, Fred
petitioner give notice A, Johnson, executor of the will of Samuel W.
persons interested by causing a copy of Johnson, late of Belfast, in said County, de<
this order to be published three weeks succes- ceased, having presented his first and final
sively iD The Republican Journal, a newspaper account of administration of said estate for
published at Belfast, in said County, that they allowance.
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Ordered, That notice thereof be given three
Belfast, within and for said County, on the 10th Weeks successively, in Th Repulican Journal,
Seeds of Vegetable Plante.
day of July, A. D. 1917, at ten of the clock be- a newspaper published in Belfast, in said CounSeeds may be saved from the best fore noon, and show cause, if any they have, ty, that all persons interested may attend at a
why the prayer of said petitioner should not Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
vegetable plants one year for the next be
granted.
10th day of July next, and show cause, if ary
season’s planting. Lettuce and radish
HARRY E BANGS, Judge.
they have, why the said account should not be
A true copy. Attest:
HARRY E, BANGS. Judge.
go to seed if permitted to do so. The
allowed.
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
A true copy. Attest;
best corn ears may be left on the plant
Chas
E, Johnson. Register.
to mature. The best potatoes from the
At a Probr.te Court held at Belfast, within and
biggest hills may also be saved if they
for the County of Waldo, on the 12th day of
WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
can be kept safely.
Peas and beans
June. A. D. 1917.
Belfast, on the 12th of June, 1917. Gertrude
allowed to ripen on the plants will
W. B. TRICKEY of Pittsfield, County of
M. Cilley and Noyes A Cilley, administrators
of
the estate of Lawriston C. Cilley. late of
creditor
of
Somerset,
Albert R. Willey, late of
supply seed for next year.
Burnham, in said County of Waldo, deceased, Brooks, in said County, deceased, having prehaving presented a petition praying that Henry sented their first and final account of adminisR. Coolidge of Pittsfield, in the County of tion of said estate for allowance
Fireproof Paper.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
Patents have been taken out at vari- Somerset, or some other suitable person, may
be appointed administrator of the estate of weeks successively, in The Republican Jour
ous times for paper which is claimed
■aid deceased.
nal, a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
to be proof against fire and therefore
that all persons interested may attend
Ordered, that the said petitioner give notice County,
particularly suitable for documentary to all persons interested by causing a copy of at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
10th
of July next, and show cause, if any
day
records. Most of these papers contain this order to be published three weeks succesthey have, why the said account should not
asbestos or a similar mineral fiber, sively in the Republican Jjurnal, a newspaper be allowed.
at Belfast, in said County, that they
with or without the addition of clays published
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
A true copy. Attest:
or metallic salts.—London Standard.
Belfast, within and for said County, on the 10th
E Johnson, Register.
Chas.
day of July, A. D. 1917, at ten of the clock before neon, and show cause, if any they have,
His Idea.
WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
why the prayer of said petitioner should not
"I never give a letter of recommenda- be granted.
Belfast, on the 12th day of June, 1917. Robert
F.
Dunton, administratorjof'the estate of.Jessie
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
tion.”
L. Nickerson, late of Swanville, in said CounA true copy. Attest:
“That so? Why?”
ty, deceased, having presented his second and
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
final account of administration of said estate
“Well, I figure that the fellow who
and his private account against said estate for
is good enough to be given my hearty
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE. The subIndorsement is good enough to keep scriber hereby gives notice that he has been allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
on the payroll.”—Detroit Free Press.
duly appointed administrator, of the estate of
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
CAROLINE L. SPROWL, late of Montville,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said Counin the county of Waldo, deceased, and given ty, that all persons interested may attend at a
Warned.
as the law directs.
All persons having Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
Betty—Jack says he will stop drink- bonds
demands against the estate of said deceased 10th day of July next, and ahow cause, if any
ing If I marry him. Mrs. Wyse—Well, are desired to present the same for settle- they have, why the said account and private
be careful, dear. It's easier for him ment, and all indebted thereto are requested claim should not be allowed.
HARRY E. BANGS. Judge.
to begin again than It is for you to get to make payment immediately.
A true copy. Attest:
HERBERT L. SPROWL.
unmarried.—Boston Transcript
Chas, E. Johnson, Register.
Montville, Maine, June 12,1917,

Ordered, tha£ the
to all

WALDO SS. In Court of IV
Belfast, on the 12th day of Jun
W. Johnson, administrator of
James A. Watts, late of Ir
County, deceased, having presand final account of administrat
tate for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof
weeks successively, in The Kept!
a
newspaper published in Belfast
ty, that all persons interested
Probate C ourt, to be held at 1
10»h day of July next, and show
they have, why the saidaccour
allowed,
HARRY E. BAN
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson

second

WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 12th day of June, 1917. Horace
True Muzzy, administrator of the estate of

Attest:

Chas E. Johnson, Register.

A certain

Waldo,

of

June, A. D. 1917.

than forced them.—Bacon.

their

making yourself ridiculous.
And no player is of much value to
his team if he gets a home run once

WHERE

light if they once seem
more dangers have deceived
are

j

-.

for

they

a

§oric,

Canes of Rhinoceros Horn.
Probably some of the most expensive
canes to manufacture are those from
Such a cane, when
rhinoceros horns.
made of one piece of horn, often costs
as high as $300. The high price is due
to the expert treatment which the
rhinoceros horn requires immediately
after the beast has been slain.

It Is Not Acquired by Striving to Outguess the Pitcher,
The ha'.Jer who tries to outguess a
pitcher is making a big mistake. He
should try to figure out what the
hurler probably will do, but at the
same time should be set and ready for
anything and prepared to shift at short
notice.
Making up your mind in advance that you are going to hit a certain hall and then swinging at it regardless of where it may come will
never get you into the .300 class.

cause

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare.
Drops and Soothing Syrups. It contains neither
ipiuin, Morphine nor other narcotic substance. |
more than thirty years it has been in constant use for tie
relief of Constipation, Flatulency, Wind Colic aid
Diarrhoea; allaying Feverishness arising therefrom,
and by regulating the Stomach and Bowels, aids the a
similation of Food; giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend,

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTK
scriber hereby gives notice tha;
duly appointed administrator <
ETHELS. GIBBS, late of !
the County of Waldo, deceaabonds as the law directs, All (
demands against the estate of
in

desired to present the same :
and all indebted thereto are requ-

are

payrfient immediately.
GHARL1>
Brooks, Maine, June 12, 191V
EXECUTR1XS’ NOTICE. TL
hereby give notice that they

appointed

executrixices of
testament of

the

; SUSAN A. RIVERS, late vf >■
in the County of Waldo, decease u
having demands against the estat
ceased

are

tlement,

desired to present the
all indebted thereto

c

ano

to make

payment immediately
ABBIE M,
LILI.1AN M
June
Searsmont, Maine,
12, 191

EXECUTRIX’S NOTICE. Th
hereby gives notice that she has !

pointed

executrix of the last

w

ment of

JEREMIAH O. HAYES, late
the County of W aldo, decease
having demands against the estHt
ceased are desired to present tin
tlement, and all indebted thereto
to make payment immediately.
FLORA V
Belfast, Maine, June 12, 1917
in

EXECUTRIX’S NOTICE.

■

Th.
be

hereby gives notice that she has
pointed executrix of the last w

ment of

CHESLEY MATTHEWS, late of
the County of Waldo, deceasei'
having demands against the estate
ceased are desired to present the so
tlement, and all indebted thereto ar
to make payment immediately.
LENORA J. 1
Seareport, Maine, June 12, 1917
in

ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTH E
hereby gives notice that shduly appointed administratrix of tl
CHARLES A. PILSBURY, late of !
in the County of Waldo, decease-!, a;
All pers
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of shi
are desired to present the same for
and all indebted thereto are request'
payment immediately.
RLANCHE A. 1'II.bl
Belfast, Maine, June 12, 1917.

scriber
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NAPS BETWEEN EDITIONS.
They Hava a Nice, Easy Going Way
Newspapers In Japan.

on

Eleven o’clock at uight in an Amerimorning paper is the rush hour.
Typewriters click frantically, and copy
hoys haven’t a minute to sit down and
digest the baseball scores. It’s the time
of night when the editors are widest
can

awake.
I chose that time, therefore, to visit
the office of the Nichi Nichi, in Tokyo,
says Archie Beil in the World Outlook.
I wanted to tind things moving at their
height. The Nichi Nichi is a big morning daily, popular with the masses.
Presenting myself at the sidewalk entrance of tlie big building in which it is
published, I roused a couple of sleeping
porters, who allowed me to pass. Every one I encoimtered in the anterooms
was asleep, with the exception of some
office boys, who were preparing tea. It
was like walking through the palace of
the Sleeping Beauty, where every one
had been sent to sleep in the midst of
his task.
I was taken to the office of the telegraph editor. Fortunately, he was
awake.
“The first edition has gone to press,
so virtually every one has gone to
sleep,” he said to me, “but we will take
a look around.”
And what he said was true. We went
to editorial sanctums, one after another, and when we didn’t nearly stumble
over an editor asleep on the floor we
found him stretched out asleep on his
desk.

1-

American Press Association.

by

pical scene before a crowded draft registration office where the board did its work
<iion among those crowding to be placed on the nation’s honor role.

on

the street to relieve

__—^_

MAINE ITEMS.
successfully battled disease afI once been reported as dying

distress after eating

year ago, former United States
ugene Hale of Maine Friday
his Blsft birthday at his home
rth, and was the recipient of
usages of congratulation from
■id former associates, who re0 eminent statesman’s victory

Nature’s way of telling you that your digestion 19 out of
order. Proper diet and a good tonic will correct most cases.
Like every other organ the stomach depends on the blood foi
its energy and its action is controlled by the nervous system.

Dr. Williams Pin!: Fills
for Pale People

1 curmaline Find in Maine.
.rmaline pockets
recently
on Mt.
Apatite in Oxford
These pockets were about ten
and in one of the pockets the
pink and in the other all
were

e
ire

gems aggregate 10,000 carabsolutely clear and flaw-

make the blood rich and red, strengthen weak
the stomach,

Shipbuilding.

■

■

for another monster steel
laid last week at the TexThe
-nip Company in Bath.
ween
perpendiculars will be
This is the third of the big
■riers of this type laid down
ur, of which one has already
lied, and work is rapidly adthe launching stage on ana

as

■

and

High

Usual at

Not

Plentliul

as

Sedgwick.

■Mtchell Champlin Go’s, clam
used recently with a fairly satpack. They have paid the
ru es for clams this spring that
paid here—50 cents a hushel in
nd 9 cents a pound picked out.
live paid for clams and labor for
,i: l spring pack 410,000.
mal meeting of the Maine FedWomen’s Clubs will be held in
Oct. 10th and 11th.
Among the
the Federation are Miss Fanny
president, and Mrs. Myra E.
rresponding secretary, both of

■

irummery of the U. S. Fisheries
o
has recently placed 12,000
in Waldo county waters. The
from the Green Lake hatchery.
W. Norton of Newport was
pointed by Gov. Milliken chap:,e State Prison at Thomaston.
on was born in Belfast Dec.
4,
ten a little more than four years
parents moved to Penobscot,
childhood days were passed.

11

Wilson’s

Daughter
Bangor.

to

Sing

at

Chapman of the Maine Music
promised a surprise and it was

r

when the announcement came
: garet
Wilson, daughter of PresiPin, would sing at the fall event
"■ar at
Bangor in a Red Cross
Iler appearance will no doubt
big house, and that particular
tve a number of novel features.
::

■

'Counting

■

the

Daylight

Plan.

have the reputation of being
jirds v hen it comes to choosing a
place, and no doubt in some
hey are, but a pair of them which
in housekeeping a few weeks ago
near the Purington coal sheds
have chosen a pretty good site
:r
summer
home. These birds
nest on one of the cross-arms of
ric light pole, right in the midst
of wires, all of which are “alive”
re the old lady robin laid her eggs
Hied her young. The fledglings,
an be seen from the offlce winppear to be vigorous, to say nothheir appetites, for they keep the
birds busy from daylight until
: aging the fat angle worms to
ap:heir insatiable appetites.—Kenlournal.

Packing

Notes.

ey, Stevens & Company of Jonesdoing a large business in the
of smoked herring and the can'■
clams. The herring which are
are first put in
salt in large
and are then strung, about 25 on a
stick.
They are then hung in a
noke house and cured over a wood
uike for six or eight weeks. A
ars ago they were packed when
Tom the stick, in boxes.
Now the
■f the fish are skinned, boned and
in smaller boxes. The company
is about 10 tons of herring to be
■I and packed.
During the open
which is from October to June,
mpany cans from 8,000 to 10,000
Is of clams per month.
Maine

Clubs,

estimated that the 5000 mark will
ached in Maine Agricultural club
i rship in a few weeks as the
figures
•586 now, with big busy clubs already
ess of organization and with many
mall but important nucleus in this
or that, waiting the time for
organm—Lewiston Journal.
s

■'

■

“Uncle Charles.”
nds the State over will join in conilations to “Uncle” Charles H. Loved Sidney, who on
Tuesday, June
mietly observed the 84th anniverof his birth.
Mr. Lovejoy has for
■•ears been the messenger of the Maine
de and is the dean of the State House
i1'

one.

enjoying

an

acquaintance through-

he State probably unexcelled by any-

Marine Schools.
Three of the four government schools

appetite and

nerves, tone up

normal

restore

digestion.

Free Diet Book

TALE OF A MIGHTY WARSHIP.

j

And the Wreck of Her Armor Plated
Turret and Twelve Inch Gun.
Captain Haddock, who succeeded
Captain Smith of the Titanic as commodore of the White Star line, was
made commander of Great Britain's
dummy fleet. The dummy fleet was an
of navigation for training officers for the
Items of all Sorts.
auxiliary that had an important duty
new merchant marine were opened last
In the North sea in the early days of
Monday. One is located in Portland, one
the great world war.
American Aviato rs Safely in France.
in Rockland and one in Machias. The
The fleet consisted of converted merfourth will be opened next Monday at
One hundred Ame rican aviators from
chantmen. In most cases the converAnnouncement to the
Boothbay Harbor.
have
arrived
Navy flying corps
safely
this effect
was
made
Tuesday by m France for any duty that may present sion was superficial. The vessels included liners, tramps and fast channel
Winfield M. Thompson of Boston, special
according to a statement issued by \
itself,
agent of the United States shipping board. Secretary Daniels.
They are of the first ! steamers. Papier inache made an im
Only men of seafaring experience are American fighting forces to reach France. portanf substitution for armor plate
wanted for the schools, but that experiand armament which helped the decepence need no
necessarily have been on
Eat Corn Bread For Breakfast.
tion. Guns of all kinds were mounted,
merchant steamers. The ages are bethe big ones, however, being more awe
One hundred and fifty million bushels
tween 19 and 55.
inspiring at a distance than effective
of wheat could be added to the United
Likes Tractor.
States supply to the allies if the American | as weapons.
With this armament the dummy fleet
C. R. Leland of W. Minot, who recent- people would eat only corn bread for
ly purchased an Avery tractor, writes, breakfort, according to a statement issued kept up a steady patrol and at a dis
under date of June 10th:
So far, we by the New York Produce exchange.
tance deceived many a German ob
have gotten in 3-4 of an acre of potatoes, The statement was an appeal that the
server into reporting the presence of
3 1-2 acres wheat, 4 acres sweet corn, 5 slogan “Eat Only Corn Bread for Breakwarships.
acres oats and peas, and have 5 acres fast” be adopted in every American home.
Admiral Haddock's flagship looked
oats sowed to be harrowed in as soon as
an imposing vessel in her “low visibil
The Jenny Wade Monument.
the land is dry enough to work and 5
ity gray,” with twelve inch guns fore
acres more plowed.
We still have 20
Probably it is not generally known that and aft. Naval
acres to plow and handle.
discipline hi the dumTractor works a monument to a woman is on the battlefine. Have harrowed at the rate of 8 field of
fleet was an innovation that had
Gettysburg. The inscription on my
acres in 10 hours.
not worked Into the souls of the erstOur plows did not the face of the monument reads as folcome until this last week, but I plowed 4
while merchant mariners; otherwise
lows: “Jennie Wade, killed July 3, 1863,
acres in 14 hours.
1
Requires about
gal- while making bread for the Union sol- this story might have had a sadder selon gasoline per hour, and 2 quarts oil diers.
Erected by the Woman’s Relief
quel in a court martial.
per day.
Corps of Iowa, A. D., 1901.” The Wade
One of the tars was having his
family motto, “Whatsoever God Willeth “time off.” The air was good, the sea
1776! 1812! 1861!
is
Must Be, Though a Nation Mourns,”
was calm, and he sought to beguile the
on one side,
and on another is the inhours with a comfortable smoke on the
It would be a good thing to read some
She
What
Hath
Done
“She
scription:
of Washington’s letters on July Fourth, Could.”
promenade deck (she was a converted
The base is surmounted by a
and see the way his great heart was made marble statue
of the girl, made by Mrs. liner). He sat on the stern rail danto bleed by the utter failure of support Anna M. Miller of
gling his legs. His teeth lost the grip
Gettysburg.
either from the army or from the people
on his pipe.
The pipe fell.
The tar
for which he fought.
made a wild grasp into space. He, too.
What Conscription Really is.
To be sure, 395,000 men enlisted for
Agnes Repplier, writing for the July fell and crashed through the armor
service in the American Revolution at
plated turret and smashed one of the
Woman’s Home Companion, says: “Conone time or another, to light an
English
twelve inch guns—Wall Street Journal.
force that was never more than one third scription is simply organized patriotism.
A volunteer army means the sacrifice of
as large.
But they fought for a few weeks, and the best and bravest to insure the cowA Cheerful Mind.
It means the survival of
became tired and went home. They were ord’s safety.
“A merry heart doeth good like a
ill clothed, ill fed, ill supplied with am- the unworthy and unfit.”
medicine.”
The correctness of this
munition.
;
latter statement is seen in the fact
Russian Women to Organize to Fight.
And of that 395,000 Washington was
that it is much easier for a person to
almost never able to muster more than
The following dispatch from Petrograd I recover from an attack of illness if
twenty thousand for effective service at says:
“The propaganda in favor of a
he is cheerful and hopeful than when
one time; and
the capture of Trenton “woman’s
fighting regiment” has made he is either indifferent as to his recovwas made with only four thousand.
considerable progress.
Eight hundred
or despairs of it.
This is also alTime after time he prepared for opera- volunteers
have already enlisted, among ery
tions which might have won decisive victogether aside from the strength of
it is reported, is the wife of the
whom,
tories and shortened the war.
And he war
minister, A. P. Kerensky. “Madam purpose which often helps one to throw
could not carry them out, because the
president of the Pan-Russian off an illness by sheer force of will.
Schabanof,
who
ought to have stood behind Women’s league, declares herself in favor
people
Just as the bodily health is improved
him did not prepare for a hard-fought.
of the plan.
She says it is the only
by cheerfulness so the mental condiand
could
long-continued war,
not give means to fire the courage and devotion of
tion is equally benefited by it.
him support,
the men.”
Few chapters in ail history are more
Enlarged Vein*.
depressing than the story of 1812, Not
Shipbuilding Contracts.
one single important battle was won
A physician says that continuous
by
16
Contracts
for
construction
of
woodthe American forces on land.
drinking of alcoholic beverages is a
At Bladensburg the American militia, en ships have been let by Major General common cause of the distension of
of
the
ship- minute blood
behind breastworks, fled at the first vol- Goethals, general manager
vessels, particularly about
ley from a little force of British regulars, ping board’s emergency fleet corporation. the face and nose. These blood vessels
Ten
went
to
&
a New
Sanderson
Porter,
not one third their number.
And the ;
are Influenced each time alcohol In any
British marched across the bridge and York concern, and six to the Maryland
Shipbuilding Company of Baltimore. The quantity is taken into the system, and
burned the capitol.
‘We are coming, Father Abraham,’ corporation has let contracts altogether
finally the elasticity of the walls is desang the men of 1861; but Lincoln, wait- now for 80 ships complete and 24 wooden
stroyed, and the veins become permaOf the complete ships 30 are
ing day after day in Washington, cried hulls.
nently enlarged, and “red nose” and
out in agony of heart, ‘My God, will wooden, 18 steel and 32 composite.
"red face” result.
they never come?”
Spoiled Eggs.
And when they did come, it was to
Colony Convict*.
inarch to ignominous defeat at Bull Run.
Approximately 5,000,000 eggs are needVirginia was the only colony which
They were untrained boys, who had en- lessly spoiled each year because some
listed for ninety days.
The war was to one has let clean eggs get wet or has ever received convicts, and very few
were sent there, and most of those sent
be quickly over; no one thought it would washed dirty eggs before
sending them to
were political prisoners. The aristocratbe a long war.
And because no one market.
The explanation
is simple.
thought it would last long, it dragged it- Water removes from the shell a gelati- ic element predominated. In 1076 parself out for four years, when it ought to nous covering which helps to
keep the air liament forbade the transportation of
have been fought through in two.— and germs from the inside of the
convicts to English colonies in America.
egg.
Woman’s Home Companion.
Belgian Mission Coming.
Seizing the Opportunity,
GENERAL PERSHING TALKS SENBelgium has sent an official mission to
Crabshaw—If you insist on this new
SIBLY.
the United States, headed by Baron Mongown I’ll have to get it on credit. Mrs.
cheur, former minister here. It will ar- Crabshaw—As
long as it’s going to be
Since he arrived in France General rive soon.
charged, dear, I may ns well get a
Pershing has frequently been interviewed.
On one occasion he said:
more expensive one.—Life.
“I came
Late or winter radishes may be sown
to Europe to organize the participation
in
August. With proper watering,
of our army in this immense conflict of early
Train the Child,
free nations against the enemies of lib- how’ever, successive crops of good radA child should not only be taught,
ishes
may be grown throughout the sumerty and not to deliver fine speehes at
but trained. Training is drilling him
mer.
Table beets to be pickled, canned
banquets or have them published in the
or stored for winter use may be planted
In what he does until he has acquired
newspapers. Besides, that is not my
in June.
the habit of doing it.—Henry Ward
and
know we
sells Dr. Williams Pink Pills or they will
be sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price 50 cents per box, or six
boxes for$2.50 by the Dr. Williams Medicine Co.,
Schenectady, N. Y,
own

druggist

■

business,

Agricultural

improve the

for a copy of our valuable

Your

that actual work of shipbuildrhin three weeks be started in
ipyards at East Deering, where
of men is preparing for the
expected that employment
■it to over 500 men, when the
n
full operation on govern-

Japanese editors do not believe in
awake at night when waiting
for the late news to come in. If they
do not publish it today or tomorrow
they may be able to get it in the next
What is the use of killing an
day.
article because something of greater
importance arrives later in the evening? The newer stuff will make good
“copy” for another day.

keeping

you

Americans,

soldiers and civilians, like to appear and
to be, business-like. As a man and as
a soldier I am profoundly happy, indeed
proud of the high mission with which I
am charged.
But all this is purely personal and consequently may appear out
of proportion with the solemnity of the
hour and the gravity of events now occurring. It is much more important, I
think, to announce that we are the precursors of an army that is lirmly resolved
to do its part on the continent for the
! cause the American nation has adopted
We come conscious of the
as its own.
historic duty to be accomplished when
! our flag shows itself upon the battlefields
j of the Old World. It is not my role to
Let it suffice to
j promise or prophesy.
tell you we know what we are doing and
want.”
what we

j
|

Children Ury
FOR FLETCHER'S

CASTOR I A

Is Your Child Dull, Fretful?
Is he puny, weak, with troubled sleep or
stomach pains? Be sure he’s not the victim of
worms which are far more prevalent than you
suppose. Try Kickspoo Worm Killer. It not
only kills the worms and makes them let go
their hold, but is a gentle laxative that expels
them tbrougb the bowels. Give a round candy
lozenge tonight, children like the flavor. At
your

druggist,

25c.

WANTED
A woman to do

work in

a

Apply

family

j Beecher.

WORK OF FARMERS’
UNION IN MAINE.

:

(By C. H. Gardiner, President.)
As the fiscal years of the Farmers’
Union of Maine and the locals throughout the State ends with this month it
would seem that a summary of some of
the work accomplished during the past
year will be of interest to not only those
who are connected with the organization
but also to those on the outside that
should be on the in.
By invitation the writer during the
past week attended the annual meeting
of a number of the locals and the reports
at all places visited were most gratifying
as a large surplus in all cases was distributed among the membership, ranging
from three to six thousand dollars, at the
same time furnishing their members with
supplies at a great saving.
For example, Winn Farmers’ Union
did a gross business of $300,000, net profit
$6,000, the same being divided among the
members; North Lincoln Farmers’ Union,

only eight months in business, divided
$4,000; Rockland Union divided $3,000, at
the

same time selling their members at a
very small margin above cost. At this
meeting of the Rockland Union a vote
was passed by recommendation of the
Central organization that all goods in the
future would be sold with a fair profit

added, thereby assuring a larger surplus
and at the same time placing themselves

in a position to take care of
any loss that
might accrue through a declining market that is -sure to come sooner or later.
This recommendation is being made to
all the locals as it is believed the better
business

course

to follow.

Many other unions have done

as well
better than those above mentioned.
The business of the organizations throughout the State the past year will exceed
$3,000,000, a fair showing for a small and j
young organization.
At the present time the work and interest. manifested is growing rapidly and
it now looks that when the annual meeting takes place the 26th of this month
that we shall have about one hundred
locals, as there are at the present time a
number waiting to be organized.
Through the central organization of
the Farmers’ Union of Maine during the
past six months contracts with many of
the large concerns of the country have !
been made to handle their products.
The fertilizer sales of this season have
far exceeded those of last season, notwithstanding the bad transportation facilities.
The Farmers’ Union Grain & Supply 1
Co. of Waterville, the wholesale grain
house of our organization, has done a
most satisfactory business.
i
or

"Caught

in the act!
Making bread with
William Tell Flouil’

_DAISY
Swan-Whitten-Bickford Co., Wholesale Distribursot.

MOTHERHOOD
WOMAN’S JOY
Suggestions

Belfast-Camden Auto Service
££The American
ON

Childless
Women.
to

Eyes Examined.

general house*

classes Fitted.

Frank F. Graves,

of two.

Registered Optometrist,

to

THE JOURNAL OFFICE.

Belfast, Me.. I. ft O. f.
4

Bldg

m.

I 3.00. p.

,

1,

1917,

arR[VE IN’ CAMDEN about
9 00 a. m., 1.00 p. m., 4.00 p. m

m.

LEAVE CAMDEN, Bav View Hotel,
9.30 a.m., 1.30 p. m., 4.30 p. m.

Among the virtues of Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound is the

AR HVE IN BELFAST About
1

10 30

a.

2.30 p. m„ 5.30 p.

m.,

m.

Connections made at Ct nden with electric c ira t > a id from Rockland; at Belfast for Banand Waterville. via Maine Central Railroad; boat tn Costine and Islesboro.
Extra cars at
ability to correct sterility in the ; gor
Belfast, for special trips to any point desired
Careful d-ivers and tirst-class service.
cases of many women.
This fact is
well established as evidenced by the :
following letter and hundreds of others
we have published in these colums.
Poplar Bluff, Mo.—”1 want other
316*3
ORRIN J. DICKEY, Manager, Pythian Block, Belfast- Maine
TeleDhone
women to know what a
K
blessing Lydia
) 375
18tf

THE MAINE TRANSPORT \T10N

E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound has
been to me.
We
had always wanted
a baby in our home
but I was in poor
health and not able
to do my work. My
mother and husband both urged me
to try Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound. I did
so, my health improved and I am now the mother of a
fine baby girl and do all my own house
work.”—Mrs. Allia B. Timmons, 216
Almond St., Poplar Bluff, Mo.
In many other homes, once childless,
there are now children because of the
fact that Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound makes women normal,
healthy and strong
Write to the Lydia E. Pinkham Medi.
cine Co., Lynn, Mass., for advice—it
will be confidential and helpful.

MAINE CEN1KAL RAILROAD
BELFAST AND

FROM

AM

7 05

Citypoint. l7 10
t7 20
Waldo.
7 32
Brooks
44
17
Knox.
Thorndike. 7 50
Unity. 7 68
»8 08
Winnecook..
Burnham, arrive. 8 20
Bangor. 11 45
Clinton. 8 39
...

This machine will be sold for §75 cash.

Benton.

in every particular and his never been used.
If you want a bargain in one of the best typewriters

made,"apply

at The Journal Office.

PRESTONS
Livery, Boarding and Transient Stable.
IS SITUATED ON WASHINGTON STREET, JUST OFF MAIN STREET.
I have single and double hitches, buckboards. e'e. Careful drivers if desired.
Your patronage is solicited. Telephone-stable, 235 2; hou^e 6113
W. G. PREblON, Proprietor,

PM

8 48
3 29
5 50

|

(

AM

8 50

7 00

EACH MONTH

ON ALL NEWS STANDS

Camps

15 Cents

located on the line of the

POPULAR!

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
give opportunity
a

to

those

change ir location for

desiring,
a new

Undeveloped ‘Water

start

Power

s'
**

f\

AM

Waterville.
Bangor
....

7 16
7 00

Benton.

Clinton.
Burnham, leave. 8 35
Winnecook. 18 45

Unity

8
9
19
9

54
02
Tf orndike.
10
Knox.
25
Brooks.
Waldo. 19 35
Citypoint. 19 45
Belfast, arrive. 9 50

10 02
10 08
10 17
10 30
»10 40
10 55
11 05

tH15
11 35
til 45
til 55
12 01

3
1
3
3
3
4
4
4
r4
4
4

16
60
24
34
50
00
09
17
25
40

AND!

S
*>

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.
Communications regarding locations
invited and will receive attentions
when addressed to any agent of the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to

are

6 05

5

|
CENTRAL

RAILROAD,

PORTLAND. MAINE.

Steamships Belfast

and Camden
Leave Belfast daily, except Sundays, at 5,00
Rockland and Boston
p. m. for Camden,
Leave Belfast daily, except Mondays, at
tearsport.
m.
for
Bucksport, Winterport
7.30 a.
and Bangor.
RETURN, leave India Wharf. Boston, daily,
except Sundays, a 5u0p m.
Leave Bangor duly, except Sundays, at 2.00
p. m. for Boston and intermediate landings.
FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast, Me.

and better ways to do things in
the shop, and how to make repairs at home.

Amateur Mechanics
j.ports and play Largely constructive; tel l*
howto bt.ild boats, motorcycles.wireless.eic

FOR SALE BT 35,000 NEWS DEALERS
convenient

your dealer to show you a copy; if not
to nows stand, send 11.50 for a year s subscription.
or fifteen cents for current issue to the publishers.
Catalogue of MechxnScsl Books free on request.

Ask

6 North

MECHANICS MAGAZINE
Michigan Avenue. Chicago j)
""

Popular Mechanics offers no premium»:
does not join in "clubbing offersand
employs no solicitors to secure subscriptione

Seth W.

Norwood,

Attorney at

GEO. t. JOHNSON,

Turbine Steel

^

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU
MAINE

All the Great Events in Mechanics,
Engineering and Invention throughout
the World, are described in an interesting manner, as they occur. 3.000.000
readers each month
Shoo Nates 20pnge* each Ibb-jp tells emy
*

POPULAR

j

at

BANGOR LINE.

J

f»

IJj

60
t5 00

tFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold
$5.25 from Belfast.
H. D. WALDRON.
General Passenger Agen
G. C DOUGLASS,
General Manager. Portland Maine

5

Good Farming Land
|

MAGAZINE

WRITTEN SO YOU CAN UNDERSTAND IT

Unlimited Raw Material

12 25

MECHANICS

|

to

life.

PM

Portland. 12 00

Farms,Sites

.1 ■we. ana

make

3 10

360 PICTURES
360 ARTICLES

Locations

and

in

PM

Factory
*

for Summer Hotels

800

10 00

1

Mill Sites,

PM

2 20
t2 25
12 35
2 47
f2 59
3 05
3 13
t3 23
3 35
5 05
6 11
6 20
5 25
8 25

AM

Quarries,

~i

KFI.FAST

Boston.

Machine

is7perfect

1-

12 20
tl2 25
112 35
12 47
12 59
1 05
1 13
41 23
1 36
3 00

Waterville. 8 54
Portland. 11 50
Boston, pm. 3 20
TO

FOR SALE.

BELFAST

Belfast depart.

COMPANY,

BURNHAM.

On and after Oct 1. 1916, trains connecting
at Burnnam and Waterville with through train,
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and
Boston, will run as follows:

WANTED
maid for general housework in seashore
cottage; experience not necessary. Apply at
Jones’ bungalow at the foot of Condon street.
MRS. JAMES MITCHELL.
22tf
Telphone 345-3

AFTER JUNE

LEAVE BELFAST, Windsor Hotel,
8.00 a. m,.il2

Keep up and you will never have to
catch up.—Youth's Companion.

A

AND

Line.”

Attorney at Law

MAI WE

BROOKS.

WOOLENS
Dress materials

BELFAST. MAINE.

the factor/.
Practice in all
a

Courts.

Probate practtci
lift

specialtv.

"wanted
A million feet of 2 in., 1§ in. and 1£ in. pine
delivered at our mill at Fairfield, Maine.
M F. D’ARCY & SONS COMPANY,
61 No. Washington Street, Boston, Mass

18tf

Law,

and. coatings
Write tor

slate garment

direct from

samoles and

plained.

F. A. PACKAMu, BOX B,

CAMDEN,

ALBERT

E.

MAINE.

4m9

ANDREWS
m

REAL ESTATE
Odd Fellows

Blook,

Ballast,

Mains

STOCKTON

Special Sale

Mrs. Elden S. Shute returned early last
week from her visit to her son, Mr.
Eugene Shute and wife in Boston.

ON

Mr.

Mr. Samuel E.

PRICES.
choice.

Mrs. A. B. Wyllie
Corner of Cedar and
Pearl Streets.

SEARSPORT.
Frank Perkins and daughter of Castine
in town Friday.

were

in town

business.

on

and Mrs. O. C. Atwood arrived
Monday from Boston for a week’s stay.
Mr.

The sardine factory opened for busiSaturday with an abundance of fish.

ness

Dodge returned Sunday
three months’ visit in Springfield,
S.

M.

Mass.

Hight, Principal of the
Donald
Searsport High school, ieft Monday for
C.

Boston.
F. W. Lunt of West Tremont is
visiting her sister, Mrs. M. S. Dodge, on
Mrs.

Main street.
Miss Thelma Dunifer, teacher in the
school, left Saturday for her

Nichols

watch to

home in Winn.

Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Stowers have arrived from Florida and opened their house
for the summer.
Miss Florence Keene,

teacher in the

school, returned

to her home in

Belfast Monday.
M. Nichols arrived Thursday from
Staten Island, where he has been at work
D.

!
|

during the spring.
Irving Bailey of Waldoboro
of

town Friday, the guest
Chester M. Bailey.

his

was

in

brother,

Barge Cumru arrived Thursday from j
Philadelphia with 3,000 tons of coal to

j

the P. C. & W. Co.
Erskine and daughter Harriet left last week to visit Dr. James P.
Erskine in New York City.
Mrs. .1. T.

ucauuu

icil

visit in Locust Valley, New York, with
Mr. and Mrs. Amos 1). Carver.
Steamer Ruth, Capt. Briggs, arrived
Sunday from Newport News with 4,700
tons of coal to the P. C. & W. C.

this much-talked-of instru-

Blanchard,

in

Brooklyn,

Mrs.

a

1

cisco arrived Saturday evening on her return from her six months South American

trip and is the guest of Mr. and Mrs.

N. Y.

:

old friends.

linen dus-

j

ticed in The

Journal the formation of

week between Searsport and this boy’s order, and desire to add my
Finder please leave at the j bit to the fund necessary to help the good
work along.”
office.
post
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Hopkins movMrs. Frank E. Curtis left last week for
ter

BANGOR. MAINE

last

Stockton.

last Monday from the home of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Hopkins, to

Baltimore to meet her husband in the
steamer Californian, which arrived from

ed

Rio Janeiro.

the former

Earl Smith of the Adams Dry Goods
Company of Bangor is spending a two
weeks vacation with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. F. B. Smith.
Mrs. Lena Field of Brookline, Mass.,
and daughter, Miss Mary Field, of Washington, have arrived for the summer and

has re-elected Mr.

J.

Orcutt, Miss
M. Randell,

H.

in good health,
stationed at Camp Funston.

state that he is

and is

she has

won

for herself

so

desirable

a

reputation.

May her future be as prosperous as the present situation indicates.
Her many acquaintances in Stockton village wish her success in her chosen business.

residence of

his

maternal

grandparents, the late Capt. and Mrs.
A lovely home and
Everett Staples.
beautiful view for our young neighbors,
to whom we wish many years of health
and happiness.
The Red Cross workers met

on

Wednes-

WlHXRRPOiiT.

Miss Elizabeth Moore, who is visiting
here, has been spending several days with
her

friend,

Arthur

Capt. John Philbrook
Y ork Wednesday.

left

for

New

Mrs. York of White’s Corner.

Fred F. Palmer went to Hebron Monday to attend the commencement exercises at Hebron Academy, and expects to
return Thursday.
saw
one

mill,

while working in the
injured the middle finger of

Varney,
so

hand that it was necessary to have

Norman Arey went to the Seaside Inn,
Seal Harbor, Wednesday for the summer.

the first joint removed.

Miss Cora Jordan, High school assistant,has returned to her home in Sea) Har-

Littlefield and Frank

bor.
E. B.

Nealley,

first selectman, was in
a public utilities meet-

Bangor to attend
ing Thursday.

relatives.

Owing to the torrential rain Sunday
the I.

O.

Union Hall

O.

F.

were

memorial

services at

to

their company.

Abbie Dean

of Everett,

Because of the storm last Sunday Rev.
A. Smith was unable to come from

Bangor, and the Memorial service of the
Odd Fellows and Rebekahs was indefinitely postponed.
Herbert
business

by his

postponed.

Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Clements entertained the club of which they are members, Friday afternoon and evening.
Mrs.

ed

Mass.,

in town last week to attend the funeral of her brother, Capt. Geo. Crockett.
was

A large delegation from here were in
attendance at the graduation exercises of

FERRY.

J. T. Shute of Bangor is visiting relaMrs. E. W. Grindle entertained the H.
H. club June 14£h.
Mrs. Guy West and Mrs. Ross Green
were business visitors in Bangor last Sat-

urday.
Frank Brown of this place enlisted as a
millman to go to France and is now in

Boston awaiting orders.
School will close here next Friday.
Miss Elizabeth Husband has taught the
term of 11 week with good success.
of

Winsted, Conn., was

a

week-end visitor here with relatives. Mr.
Snow had not been here for thirty years.
He was injured in a railroad accident and
has been in a hospital since last December.

He

comes

to Maine for his health.

“Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CAStORIA

help keep old friendship

son

Cooper went to Belfast on
Wednesday, accompanied
Leslie, who will spend the va-

last

cation with his

grandparents,

Mr.

and

Mrs. L. F. Simpson.
Frank Littlefield, who broke his leg
while lumbering last spring, is able to
get around fairly well. His son Lloyd,
whose leg was also broken at the same

time, has not been
can

so

fortunate,

as

he

go about the house only with the aid

Gifts

bright.

The constant daily use of useful Electric Gilts serve to
bring back the best and sweetest memories ot other
days, and the giver.

j
j
!
;
;

We Have

Large Variety

a

Penobscot
1
Ethel Whitehouse has returned

W. S. Killman.

her eyes treated.

Mrs. Susie Randell of Stockton
J.

K.

Kidder were

in

Mrs. C. M. Eames.

Miss Mary Rollins went to Belfast Friday to visit her brothers.
Mrs. Willard Glazier and children

A

are

visiting in Vermont.

is

PRODUCE MARKET.

Butter
Beef, sides,

Chicken,

Calf Skins,
Buck,

there.

Geese-

was

Master Omar Hall of

home from her

38a40 Mutton
10alli Oats, 32
lO Potatoes
00 Round H
32 straw
SO Turael
38 Tallow

Beef, forequarters,
Barley, bu,

this town were in
Frankfort Friday evening to attend the
graduating exercises of the High school
The music

Waterville,

who

PAI)

Apples,per bbl,2 00a 300 Hay
dried, per lb., 7 Hid™,
Beans, pea,
10 00 Lamb
Beans. Y. E„
9 50 Lamb ok

Cheese,

from

CURRE1-

Corrected Weekly for The

lock’s orchestra of

Mr. and Mrs. Fred H. Whitehouse have
rented the Mitchell cottage at the Park.
Hunt

number

supplied by OverBangor, and a very
interesting program was carried out, folowed by a dance.

Mr. Leadbetter is working in the mill
Maplewood Lumber Co.

for the

Miss Laura

Springs,

accompanied by her little grandson, Richard Baker, recently visited her sister,

Augusta June 11th.
1

BELFAST PRICE

Mrs. E
F. Killman of Gardiner is
spending her vacation with Mr. and Mrs.

Mrs. Will Giles is in Waterville having

and Mrs.

_i

PROSPECT.

from Caribou.

Mr.

Select From

—

UNITY.
Mrs.

to

Bay Electric Company

——i.

20
32

Veal,
Wool, un,

25, Wood, ha:
IB

Wood, soft,'

RETAIL PRICE.

KETAII

Beef. Corned,
22a28 Lime,
Butter Salt, 141b„ 18a22 Oat Meal
Bo™.
184 Onions,
Cracked Corn,
i 69 Oil, keros,
Corn Meal,
1 69 Pollock
Cheese,
32 pork.
2 60. Plaster
Cottonseed,
Codfish, dry.
lOl Rye Met

underwent a successful operation for appendicitis in Bangor lately, is spending
cation.
his convalescent period with his uncle i Cranberries,
11!-Shorts
Mrs. C. B. Wellington and Mrs. Eugene
Clover seed,
and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Rollins.
24|lugar
Jackson
Grace
Mrs.
on
14
called
0Ual6
00
Flour,
Stewart
,alt, T. 1
His mother, Mrs. Flora Hall, expects to H. G. Seed,
3 20 j Sweet Tote
recently.
Car“’
join him this week.
26| Wheat Met,
Mrs. Harry Murray was in Belfast the
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Harding and daughpast week visiting her sister, Miss Gladys
BORN
ters Phyllis and Maxine of Brewer, arMarshall.
rived Saturday night and are guests of
Braley. In Minroe, June 1
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Ward have moved
Mrs. Harding’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ira Mrs. Maurice
Braley, a son
to Windemere Park, where they will
Ward.
Clement. In Monroe, June 16_
Mrs. Harding and children will
summer.
the
Mrs.
spend
George Clement, a son.
remain for the summer vacation and Mr
Gray
In Troy, June 14. to Mr
Bennie Getchell and wife were in Pitts- H. resumed his business—that of travel- Wilmot L
Gray, a son.
Miss
her
parents.
Heath.
In Sandypoint. June :
visiting
f.eld recently
ing salesman—on Monday morning.
Mrs.
Frank
Heath, a son.
for
her.
Hattie Berry kept house
Morrill In Rockland, June
the marriage of Miss Mrs.
Cards,
announcing
of
child
Donald
and
Burke
Mrs. Charles S.
Morrill, a son
Katherine Batchelder Haley, formerly of
Richardson. In Rockland. Ju
Massachusetts are visiting her brother
this town, to Mr. Clarence Norwood of and Mrs Millard Richardson, a
jorie Alice.
and family, Dr. H. L. Truworthy.
Seal Harbor, have lately been received.
Sawy,- r
In Bucksport, Jun,
Wellington Taylor, who has employ- Mrs. Norwood is the eldest daughter of Mrs. Albina H. Sawyer, a Jaoe
Frances,
ment in Waterville, spent the week-end Mr. and Mrs. George W. Haley, a graduRoberts
In Belfast, May 24
with his parents, Mr. and George Taylor. ate of the Normal School at Castine, and Mrs. Frank H. Roberts, a a„n, Fr.
school in-Waterville for the summer

va-

_

■

<

has been

successful school teacher. The

a

Tuesday night, June 12th, at the Star
best wishes of a host of friends are exTheatre, eight reels of pictures and after
tended to these young people.
ice
the pictures a reception, with free
of
cream and dance, was given in honor
SANDYPOtNT.
the three boys from this town who have
Berry
Benjamin
Wilford
Mills,
enlisted,
Howard Bennett of the Narrows spent
and Raymond Hamlin.
I Friday in Brewer.
CENTER LINCOLN VILLE.

Mr. and Mrs. John GratTam have gone
to Northport for several months’ stay.

One of the saddest tragedies ever known
at 9
was the fire Saturday, June 9th,
home of Mr.
a. m. which destroyed the

Messrs. Kittredge and Hamlin of Milo
were here one day last week on business.
A little

arrived a1 the home of Mr.

Florence Harriman arrived home Fri-

day from Pittsfield, where she spent the
week.
The gardens in this vicinity are badly
damaged by the rain, many having to be
replanted.

her husband, as he wras working at a
neighbors not far from their home, and
in flames.
on their return the house was
The little

son

and Mrs. Frank Heath Sunday morning.

inside and out. The cause of the fire is
supposed to have been an overheated
Mrs. Mathews went to call
chimney.

MARKlLD.
Allenwood Achorn.
In B.
Methodist parsonage, June 16,
W. Martin, Frank O. Allenwncand Georgia A. Achcrn of Beifas1

Barrett-Pickering. In Bu
David Angell. Will,
Bucksport and Miss Persi*

10, by Rev.
of

Garland.
CROSS-LANGILL
In Bellas'
Rev. Arthur A Blair, Isaiah VV

Langill,

Isabelle W

both of Belt

Norwood-Haley
la Seal Ba
by Rev. George Brookes, C arer.c-and Miss Katherine B. Haley.
Harbor.
Stevens*Nichols. In Searspor
by Rev. T. H. Martin, James !>
Miss Evelyn I. Nichols, both of Sea
>Reynolds Dickey In Lincolnvt
by Rev. S. E. Frohock, Harold K
Gamdeu and Grace Dickey of Line.
Spear-Hahn. In Rockland, May
C. N. Garland, John E. spear of
M ss Flora Etta Hahn of Rockland
DiKIJ.

Mr. B. M. Eames and wife arrived Fri-

four-year-old daughter seeing

day by train from California where they
spent the winter.

the flames took her little sister, aged two,
by the hand and led her from the house,

eight-months-old baby, I Mrs. Agnes Merrill and grandson from
Ora Howe, lay on the bed as the mother Pittsfield arrived last week and opened
had left her. Their deepest sorrow is in I her cottage for the summer
her loss. The father made heroic efforts
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Danziger of
First going through the
to save her.
New
York were guests of F. F. Perkins
burning door, he rushed to the cradle and
and family several days last week.
was most pascene
the
it
out,
brought
while the little

A. G. Black and Miss Lelia Black arthetic when he found it was empty. The
j
mother cried that she was on the bed and ; rived last week from Massachusetts for
he then broke through a window but to an indefinite stay at their home here.
and
no avail, only coming forth with cut
Mrs. Clara Erskine and Miss Flora
burning hands. Many came to the rescue,
Erskine, Miss Mina Russell and Miss
Everything
but were powerless to help.
| Ellie Styles are here from Orono for a
was lost except the clothes which they
week.
The remains of the baby was
wore.
Miss Agnes Harriman arrived home
found and taken to the village where a
Bessie Friday from Pittslield having finished her
Mrs.
was
service
held;
prayer
one of the graduating
Wentworth speaking words of comfort. ! course there, being
of all is extended the be- ! class of 1917 M. C. I.
The

Frederick Pope, Principal of the High last reports she was improving satisfachas returned to his home in Vas- torily.
Mr Earle L. Ovingtonof Boston, intersalboro. He has tendered his resignation
sympathy
Work at the rooms of the Monroe Red
ested in the Sandypoint Shipbuilding
as he expects to enter college in the fall.
is progressing favorably, reaved parents in their great sorrow.
Cross
Auxiliary
Corporation, is another boarder at the
The watermain burst near the residence comfort pillows occupying the attention
hotel.
Being an aviator of much experiNORTH 1SLESBORO.
Material for surgical legof E. B. Nealley Friday and until it was at present.
ence on the Pacific coast he offers to give
will
soon be procured, and there is
gings
subscribers
the
hours
a
few
later,
repaired
a lecture gratuitously upon aviation with
Elsa Bates arrived home June 14th
for all who wish to help in that
lantern slides the proceeds to be given to in the upper village were without water. knitting
; way. It is hoped that all who have not from the M. C. I.
some public work, the Red Cross having
News of the death of Mrs. Elbe Little- become members of the Red Cross—as
Miss Gertrude Warren was a recent
been suggested. The time and full par- field Murray of Los Angeles, Cal., reach- well as all who have—will contribute
of ma- visitor with relatives in Castine.
ticulars will be announced by bills later. ed here last week. Mrs. Murray was the something toward the purchase
terials.
____
Mrs. Idella Rich of Belfast was the
of Capt. Edward Littlefield of
Mr. and Mrs. Orvil W. Smith of Boston daughter
week-end
guest of Miss Lena Rose and
here until her marresided
and
THIS?
this
town
HOW’S
have been guests at the hotel for a
mother.
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
week. Mr. Smith, a lawyer by profes- riage.
Marcellus Niles is building an addition
case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
The continued wet and cold weather is any
sion, is a promoter who has successfully
I Haifa Catarrh Cure.
to
his cottage. The work is being done
carried forward many large deals. The discouraging to the farmers and would- I
Haifa Catarrh Cure haa been taken by catarand
by Victor Hodgkins.
! rh sufferers for the
thirty-five years,
Sandypoint Shipyard Corporation is now be gardeners, as no land can be worked haa become known aapaat
the most reliable remedy
The following teachers are at home for
the
! for Catarrh. Haifa Catarrh Cure acta through
engaging his attention. His parents-in- for several days. Bussey & White,
Beulah Bates,
in- the Blood on the Mucous surfaces, expelling the summer vacation:
in
of
C.
F.
of
town,
and
Mrs.
1
potatoes
Staples
producers
Capt.
argest
law,
the Poison from the Blood and healing the Elizabeth
Coombs and
Olive
Bates,
have
but
of
tubers
Bowdoinham, have been with him and tend to have 60 acres
diseased portions.
Catarrh
Cure
Eunice
Keller.
Hall’s
After you have taken
his wife at the hotel. The party left for only 15 planted.
for a short time you will see a great improveSchools in town closed June 15th for
home Monday.
Congratulations are extended to Mr. ment in your general health. Startrid taking
of ca- the summer vacation. Miss Nellie Rose,
Haifa Catarrh Cure at once and get
Seal
of
E.
Norwood
Clarence
Mrs.
and
Stockton fulfilled well her part in the
tarrh. Send for teatimoniala. free^
teacher of the Parker school, left Saturmarried.
F. J. CHENEY* CO.. Toledo.Ohio.
purchase of Liberty Loan Bonds. S. B. Harbor, who were recently
day for her home in Monroe.
Sold by all Druggists, 76c.]
was Miss Katherine C.
Norwood
Mrs.
Stockton
of
our
Treasurer
Merrithew,
Council formed for pushing this campaign.

tives here.

you will

Walker, Maurice
It was a new
Dickey, who enlist- and Mrs. Carl Mathews.
two
in the National guard recently, went bungalow having been built nearly
been
painted
had
newly
which
and
June
to
join years
Augusta Saturday,
16th,

Chester Evans, Fred

A.

Miss Delia Parker left Monday for a
few weeks’ visit in Massachusetts with

school,

Fred Snow

new.

With Electric

here

of crutches.
day with Mrs. Charles H. Emery. This
the Frankfort High school Friday evenMrs. Addie Bowden was called on Tues“whirlwind
on
Church
street.
the
week
of
the
house
is
their
campaign”
opened
ing.
day night of last week to the home of
Miss Annie T. Whittier, operator at the in behalf of that organization—the effort
Geo. H. Newey has sold his place at the her daughter, Mrs. Jessie Downs, who
central telephone office, is taking a two to raise $100,000,000 in the Nation for this
Cove to Jay Homer of Bangor and will was seriously ill with appendicitis. She
soldiers.
in
behalf
of
our
work
“Nothweeks’ vacation. Miss Evelyn Young is
residence on the summit of the was taken to Bangor Thursday morning
ing like it ever attempted,” writes a for- erect a
acting as operator during her absence.
At
long hill south of Bald Hill Cwve.
and was operated on the next day.
mer townsman of Stockton, one of the
PROSPECT

marks the close of old

new.

Willard M. Griflin of San Fran-

Mr. Albert M. Ames last week received
The remains of Mrs. Angie Bray who j
died in Waldo, June 14th, were interred from Mr. Charles B. Sanford of Brookin the family lot in the Sargent cemetery l lyn, N. Y., an unsolicited gift of $10 for
Mr. S. wrote, “I noour Boy Scouts.
Saturday.
Mrs. Elden Harriman lost

wedding day
beginning of

Tis true, however, that oftentimes more real pleasure is
obtained by preserving old friendship than by making

WOOD & BISHOP CO.

Nettie

war.

Everett Staples and other Stockton relaMiss Iona M. Nichols, teacher in the : tives for a brief period. A cordial welMilo High school, is visiting her sister, come to this genial lady from her many
Mrs. Scott

Too often the
friendships and

Established 1839

town,

I*

iuuuuot

see

ing in the Lawrence Canning Factory. A
plentiful supply of fish makes business
very good in the two sardine factories in

guests of Mrs. J. W. Black.
U

j

been in

Griffin
of Park have rooms in the chambers of
Mrs. C. A. Gardner’s house, while work-

Mr. and Mrs. John. H. Montgomery of
Bucksport were in town Friday, the

V^lianca

has

j

made.

Wednesday,

left

Rendell

buy service—realser-

Morris, Miss Elva
Mrs. Essie B. Crosby and Mrs. Sadie J.
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Hopkins accomMiss Ruth Fairbanks, who recently unClifford as teachers for the coming year,
panied by their son, Mr. George H. Hopand it is earnestly hoped that Mr. Snow derwent an operation for mastoid abscess,
kins with Leonard LaFurley acting as
himself may continue in his present posi- has been much improved in health since, i
chauffeur, motored to Belfast Monday afThe W. C. T. U. met with Mrs. A. P.
tions, where he has done remarkably
ternoon, finding the roads in some porwork.
Ellingwood last Friday. The next meetgood
tions in very bad condition.
ing will be with Mrs. Betsy Colson July
A copy of the New Haven JournalThe piazza (or wooden awning) on the
6th.
front of the so-called Sprague block has Courier of June 6th has been received
John Bowden caught five salmon at
been removed and other repairs are being from Mr. Everett S. Grant of that city,
Swan Lake one day recently, the largest
made and some necessary painting is to containing an account of the graduation
weighing five pounds.
be done. This will greatly improve the of Miss Eugenie Louise Kneeland from
About twenty-three members of Loyal
the Connecticut Training School for
appearance of the building.
Nurses at the New Haven Hospital. Miss Rebekah Lodge attended the district
It is hoped that the weather may be
Kneeland’s father, Mr. Lindley Kneeland meeting at Searsport June 11th.
sufficiently auspicious to permit the necof Park, is a cousin of Mr. Grant, who j
Corporal Harold Ellingwood was at
essary painting of the flag pole in season
has watched with much interest the] home last week for a five days furlough,
to allow the flag raising next Saturday,
commendable course of this young lady, i returning to Connecticut Saturday.
according to the arrangements of the
during her studies in New Haven. ConMrs. Laura Palmer has donated a sewBoy Scouts and ladies of the Current
gratulations to this Waldo County girl in ing machine for the use of the Monroe
Events Club.
this somewhat distant locality, where
Red Cross Auxiliary at their rooms.
The Misses Eva and Prudence
ment of

Mrs. E. S. Dolliver returned Sunday
from a visit w'ith Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Atwood in Boston.

Union

You

»

GREATLY
REDUCED

was

Gardner

Keep Old Friendship^
Bright

feature of

FOR SALE BY W. L. HALL, BELFAST.
Boston for several weeks for business,
and being an excellent plumber he unami Prospect and
doubtedly finds ready employment.
Springs Trust Co., informs us that $4,750 Haley of this town
Miss Elizabeth Staples of Pittsfield, were bought and an additional $500 came taught successfully here in the public
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George S. too late to reach the Federal Reserve Bank, schools, her resignation being received
of the winter
Staples, arrived in town Monday and is before the expiration of the limited time. with regret at the close
term in the upper primary.
with Mr. and Mrs. Everett Stayles.
This money was paid wholly within the
The funeral of Capt. George Crockett
The keel for the vessel to be construct- town and largely within the village. A
ed by the Stockton Y ard Inc. was brought sure investment payable in 30, or if de- was held from the M. E. church last
Thursday afternoon, Rev. A. J. Lockhart
from Rockland on Tuesday by the steam- sired, in 15 years.
officiating. The four lodges, Howard, F.
er Evelyn Nesbit Thaw and will be laid
in
head
clerk
the
Irving Littlefield,
& A. M., Garfield, I. O. O. F., Cushing
at once.
hardware, stove, tinware and plumbing
Chapter, O. E. S., and Mizpah Rebekah
A dividend has recently been declared business of L. A. Gardner for several
Lodges attended in bodies. A profusion
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Isaac
Litand
son
of
by the Masonic Block Association, all years,
of beautiful flowers included, besides those
stock owners having received their pro- tlefield, went to Augusta June 13th to of the
family, set pieces from the four
portionate sums due, through Mr. A. M. enlist. This brings the reality of the lodges. D. M. Spencer had charge of arwar home to us very vividly, he being
Ames, the treasurer.
rangements and the interment was in
leave our village to join the
Mr. and Mrs. 1. C. Atkinson of Boston, the first to
Oak Grove Cemetery, where the Masons
All
honor
National
to
his
soldiery.
pawith their sons Paul and Bray, are regisperformed the sacred rites of their order.
and may he come back to the
tered at The Stockton the present week. triotism
Capt. Crockett left two sons, Captains
Mr. Atkinson is giving his attention to town well, and ennobled by this grand Frank and Albert Crockett, and several
service.
the Sandypoint Shipyard Corporation.
brothers and sisters.
He was closely
Wednesday, June 13th, gave us the identified with the orders in town for
The Auxiliary Aid of the Universalist
society will be entertained the present one fine day of last week. This month many years. In his younger days he was
week by Mrs. Albert M. Ames at her is evidently losing its reputation for per- an able and daring sea captain and alSandypoint cottage Birkensea, the weath- fect days of which the poet Low'ell sings. ways brought his ship safely to port.
Sunday opened the present week with an His wife died several years ago.
er to determine the’day of the meeting.
all-day downpour, but Monday brought
Mrs. Samuel H. West, after her long,
You’ll Look 10 Years \ounger.
us glorious sunshine and a westerly wind.
wearing illness, passed to the spirit life
Rid
Hail glorious orb of day! and may your
yourself of constipation and be a new
last Sunday evening. Sympathy is exbeneficent beams dry the soil and warm man or woman. Take Dr. King’s New Life
ended to her aged husband in this bePills slid expel the poisons that weaken your
our garden plots, both flower and vegereavement. An obituary will appear next
system, foul your blood.and make you old betable and thus make them sufficiently
week.
fore your time. One or two at night will clear
rapid in growth to compensate for their your ci
mplexion, brighten your eyea and give
has
A traction engine
been set up by
backwardness, So far. Who can realize back the springy step of youth. For health
the Stockton Yard Inc. for the sawing of
that the Fourth of Julyissonearathand! and happiness let Dr, King’s New Life Pills do
lumber necessary for their shipbuilding
for you what thiy hove done for thousands
Mr, and Mrs. Charles A. Snow returnpurposes.
They are already enlarging
25c.
their moulding loft to meet future de- ed Monday from a week’s visit in Pittsmands.
field, coming by way of Belfast, after
MONROE.
in Burnham.
Mr.
It is rumored that an aeroplane is soon spending Sunday
Lora Littlefield, who has been ill for
to fly from Boston to this town, making Snow, as superintendent of the Stockton
the passage in two hours, and flying from public schools and principal of our High some time, seems rather better at present,
here to Sandypoint.
Let us all be on the school, informs us that the school board
Letters from Lieutenant Victor Durham

at

Wilbur Grant of Bangor

A.

every

vice when you buy a Clarion,
Ask' the Clarion dealer to
show you how Clarions are

June 13fh, for Boston, going to Rockland
by automobile and returning via that
city Friday.

Including hand-made hats
of f all [kinds,r street and

a

L.

m

modem line. Every worth
while attachment and convenience is combined with the
thoroughness of construction
for which Clarions are famous.
our

lo-

OF

Saturday

is shown

flight up.

to the cottage belonging to Mrs. Russell
P. Goodhue.

Millinery

a

village,

one

June 21, 22 and 23,

Up-to-Date

from

LaFurley’s block,

cated in

Mrs. David Dunbar and family moved
last Monday from the Goodhue house in-

early for

UP-TO-DATENESS I

The Sandypoint Shipyard Corporation
has its business office at the

SATURDAY,

Call

CLARION

with Mr. and Mrs. Edward Lawrence.

FRIDAY and

sport hats, all

|

Mr. and Mrs. William Avery went to
Rockland Saturday for a week-end visit

THURSDAY,

Mrs.

SPRINGS.

!

F. S. Harriman, Mrs. Josephine Stowers, Mrs. Sara Jordan CliiTord went to
Pittsfield Monday to attend the graduation at the M. C. Institute.

Richards who arrived the
first of the week from Fort Slocum, N.
I Y., left Saturday night for Boston, where
I he has employment on steamer Massa-

F’rench P.

| chusetts.

have

days

Gentner. In New Haven, Com:
Leonard L. Gentner of Providence
merly of Belfast., aged 59 yeare,
4 days.
Gray. In Aubu-n, June 17, Harveformerly of Belfast, aged 47 year*
and 19 days.
Miller.
In Camden, June
Miller, aged 47 years and 7 montht
In Frankfort, June
Nichols.

Nichols, aged 88 years.
Pendleton. In Islesboro, Junt
Laban K. Pendleton, aged 68 year.Seekins. In Belfast, June IS

daughter

coughs and gnppy feelings in

weather because colds are germ disThat’s why we should have Dr. King’s
New Discovery handy. It’s antiseptic ingredients fight the growth of germs and loosen
their hold. It’s laxative qualities expel these
You can feel
germs and cleanse the system.
warm

ol

James H. and Alice Fre

kins, aged 1 month and 17 1I&3S
Walker
In West Park, N
Mrs. J. J. Walker of

Liberty.

BEACON FALLS, CONN., otL
$18, $20 and $22 a week in its hi.
shoe factory after a few months t*
$2 a day during the training pen
$1.50 bonus each week for six day
Men 150 lbs. and over preferred
tive town near large cities. Fine
band concerts, athletic grounds.
Free in
Free hospital.

t
1

dancing.

Work for

troubles.

girls

and women too.

Don’t

decide

now-

illustrated booklet. "A Good Job

Falls."

Stop That Summer cough.
We

Bray, In Waldo, June 14, Lettie
v
Eben Bray, aged 71 years and
Conant. In East Warren. JunV. Conant, aged 61 years, 3 mom'

of

*
■

Address

EMPLOYMENT DEPT
BEACON FALLS RUBBER SHi
Beacon Falls, Conn.

eases.

its pleasant balsams soothe the inflammation,
heal tissues strained by coughing and promote
rest and sleep. Millions of bottles sold. 50c,
tor nearly 60
$1.00 at your druggist. Used
years.

WANTED
million feet of 2 in., lg in and 14
delivered at our mill at Fairfield, Ma""
1 A V
M. F. D’ARCY & SONS COM
61 No. Waahington Street, Host
18tf
A

